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"An independent student voice serving Bowling Green since 1920"

Resident kidnapped from Offenhauer
Q A female student reported being abducted
from her residence on
Wednesday morning.

Campus

Fun events
on tap for
weekend

ment spotted her awhile later at
Super Cinemas, in Spring Meadows Shopping Center, and asked
if she needed help.
him. She described the gun as
"At that point, she proceeded
small and black, possibly a re- to tell them what had happened
volver.
By SARAHBEDNARSKI
and they contacted us," he said.
The BC News
"She got into the car parked at "At this point, we are actively insome unknown location to her," vestigating this and have no susA University student reported Gullufsen said. "She said he pects at this time."
Richard Gullufsen □ From movies to carshe was kidnapped Wednesday didn't tie her up or harm her in
The victim wasn't sexually or
University public information officer vivals, the University
morning from her Offenhauer any way."
physically injured, Gullufsen
has activities targeted at
West Residence Hall room.
She then told police they drove said. He said the perpetrator
According to Richard Gulluf- north past areas she didn't rec- made it known to her that he had
all ages planned for the
sen. University public informa- ognize, Gullufsen said. However, some sexual intent in mind, but the right side of his face. He is scribed as a light gray, older
tion officer, the 20-year-old fe- she believed they stopped in Per- didn't harm her.
about six foot and between 155 - square-style Buick or some other annual Sibs-N-Kids
male met her kidnapper for the rysburg and possibly Toledo.
"A rape kit was performed, but 185 pounds. The victim said he Oldsmobile model. She said it weekend.
first time during a fire alarm at
Gullufsen said the two drove only as a precaution," Gullufsen was wearing denim jeans, an was a four-door sedan with bench
2:23 a.m. Wednesday morning. until 3:30 p.m. Wednesday after- said. "She appears to be fine."
army green t-shirt and had a front seats.
TheBC News
After the alarm, she returned to noon. At that point, the perpetraThe male perpetrator is de- white baseball cap on with either
Anyone with information can
her room and at about 2:30 a.m., tor dropped her off in a "mall- scribed as a white male in his "Hooties" or "Hooters" printed
It's the invasion of the kiddies
contact the University police dethe man knocked. Holding a gun, like" area around Maumee. He mid 20s, with shaggy blondish- on it.
this weekend for Sibs-N-Kids
he demanded that she come with said the Maumee Police Depart- brown hair and a small mole on
Gullufsen said the car is de- partment at 419/372-2346.
Weekend.
According to Kelly Klein, assistant graduate student in the
School of Human Movement,
Sport and Leisure Studies, about
300-400 younger siblings have
visited the campus in the past
weekends. She said the weekend
provides students with an opportunity to be with their younger
brothers and or sisters.
"We get a pretty good turn
out," she said. "It's basically an
event that was started so people's
families could come in, mainly
for bonding."
The weekend activities start
today when the Falcon softball
team plays Kent at 2 p.m. Additional activities for today include
ice skating from 8-10 p.m. and
the showing of "Flubber," a
comedy starring Robin Williams.
It will play at 8 and 11 p.m In 111
Olscamp Hall and the cost is $2
for students and $1 for siblings.
During the day on Saturday, a
Cotton Candy Giveaway is happening in the Union from 10 a.m.
- 4 p.m. and a trip to the Toledo
Zoo will leave at 10 a.m. from the
Union parking lot. The cost of the
trip is $3 for kids and $6 for
adults and students.
In addition, the University will
be offering a game of Twister In
the Community Suite of the
Union. The games will be at 11
am. to 1 p.m. A t-shirt tie dye
from 11 a.m. in the Union Oval is
also planned.
Other events capping off the
Associated Press phsto
day Include a banana split event,
a
Sibs-N-Kids
carnival in
A rainbow graced the skies over Bakersfield, Calif. Thursday after a rainstorm. No gold was found in the area.
McDonald Hall cafeteria and a
cartoon festival.

Wj) Public Safety

"She got into the car (which was) parked at
some unknown location to her. She said he
didn't tie her up or harm her in any way."

Seen any gold?

U., city team up for race dialogue
□ The'Campus Week
of Dialogue on Race/'
will give campus, University and city leaders a
chance to openly discuss issues of race on
college campuses.
By BRANDI BARHITE
The BC News
The University has once again
taken a large stride in strengthening diversity on campus by
taking part in a nation-wide diversity project.
Recently, the University was
identified as one of the 35 Lead
Institutions in the nation who will
participate in a special project
entitled "Racial Legacies and
Learning: An American Dialogue." As part of the project, the
campus will be participating in a
"Campus Week of Dialogue on
Race" April 6-9.
Lorna Gonsalves-Pinto,
research associate for diversity

±|£

Diversity

said, the University was selected
because of the "meaningful ways
diversity was Implemented last
year in both the learning and living programs."
Next week will bring campus
and community leaders together
to discuss issues of race.
This project is being initiated
by the American Association of
Colleges and Universities and is
working with "President Clinton's Initiative on Race" in attempt to discuss the color line
and diversity on college campuses.
The city of Bowling Green will
also be taking part in the project
and Wes Hoffman, city mayor,
said it will give the community
members an opportunity to help
graduates confront American racism. He also said this project is
unique because generally dialogues on race are limited to
campuses. He said it is important
for the city to work together.

"We have a joint responsibility
to work together to deal with
problems of racism and mutual
problems," Hoffman said.
Hoffman said it is important to
have student and city Interaction
because the Bowling Green population is 50 percent students.
According to Hoffman, city
council will be issuing a resolution supporting the Intents of the
University and the "Celebration
of Humankind," which will take
place April 15.

Miami, Fla.
Sidney Ribeau, University
President, played a significant
role at this conference, moderating one of the plenary sessions
about race relations, GonsalvesPinto said.
Middleton said Ribeau's involvement with national conversations on diversity made the
University a likely participant in
a national diversity program.

"Diversity is a very important
Charles Middleton, provost and part of the education process of
vice president of academic af- the students at the University,"
fairs, said the University has al- he said.
ways been a national leader and
pacemaker in studying diversity.
As the 21st century approachHe said this is one of the es, Middleton said students have
first universities In the nation to to be prepared for the diversity
implement an ethnic studies pro- they will encounter. He wants
next week to be a time to
gram.
heighten the awareness of diGonsalves-Pinto said the Uni- versity and the impact it has on
versity started to get noticed for the entire commmunlty. The
their committment to diversity at more people know about diversilast year's "Educating One Third ty, the better they will be preof A Nation Conference" in pared for the future, he said.

Disabled enter
campus work force
□ University Dining
Services finds good
workers in challenged
students.
By PAULA MOTOLIK
The BG News
For a year and a half, University Dining Services has
been employing disabled
workers to help them become
better integrated within society.
Behavioral Connections's
Employment Services helps
provide a transitional means
for disabled persons to become more integrated and
productive within the community as well as helping them
become more independent.
According to Barb Erisman.
assistant director of University Dining Services, the pro-

Campus
gram was implemented In
1996 when George Petkwitz,
former manager of Dining
Services, contacted the University. She said he proposed
the idea in the hopes of solving
staffing shortages while at the
same time helping people with
disabilities find work.
Currently, there are seven
workers who provide support
to the staff of McDonald and
Kreischer Dining Services,
said Marie Foxwell, coordinator of Employment Services.
Foxwell said they work a variety of shifts and positions,
ranging from bussing and
dishwashing to cook's assis• See CAFETERIA, page five.
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Direct complaints to teachers
In case you haven't noticed,
some issues involving the instructor/student relationship have
recently come to surface. We've
been exposed to it in the form of
journalism, opinion and hearsay.
We've been forced once again to
examine race relations on this campus. Contrary to popular opinion,
I'm not going to talk about this situation.
I am not avoiding this issue out
of indifference or anything, 1 just
want to explore another conflict in
the instructor/student relationship
that many more of us can relate to.
This is based on my own experience.
Some rime ago I fell ill and, as
luck would have it, I was scheduled
to take an exam later that day. 1 like
to think I am a somewhat responsible student, so I e-mailed my lecture and small group instructors
that I would be unable to attend
and that I would like to make alternate arrangements.
I waited for a response from my
lecture instructor, but no luck there.
My small group instructor
informed me that the lecture
instructor had final say, so I emailed again. After a couple of
days with no reply, I sent my original message from the day I was sick
again just in case they happened to
overlook it. Still no response. Four
weeks after the test, 1 was told by
my small group instructor that the
lecture instructor said too much
time had passed and I couldn't take
the exam.
I was pissed.
This brings to light a situation
that most of us have probably dealt

with. We, as students, constantly
have to deal with bad teachers.
Why would I go so far as to call this
instructor bad? Two words: follow
up.
Let's look at the facts. I sent notification before the test about my situation. I followed this up by inquiring about a make up exam for the
next couple of weeks. My small
group leader was the only one of
help to me. Although Ihey were
powerless in this situation, at least
they did respond and make suggestions. My lecture instructor never
replied to my numerous e-mails. In
fact, they didn't even inform me
personally that I could not take the
exam. The only time I received
reply was when 1 senl another email stating my disappointment
with not only their decision, but
also their skills as an instructor.
What does this mean for you?
Well, I for one am tired of hearing
students complain about these
instructors. Time and lime again, I
hear someone pissed off because
their teacher is being unreasonable,
their teacher doesn't return their
messages or their teacher is just

plain bad. Instead of directing these
concerns to your friends at a table
at the Union, direct them to the
teacher. But wait, we can't do that!
What about our grade?
Let us not forget that we are not
only students. We are paying customers. It is our right and our
responsibility to complain about
bad service. The only problem is,
we tell it to our friends or parents
and they can't do a damn thing
about it. We need to take it to the
source of the problem, but we get
nervous because we haven't gotten
our grades yet, and if we piss the
teacher off we'll fail.
We all know thai in a fair little
world we will all be graded on the
quality of our work and not how
much of the teacher's ass we can
kiss in a semester. Since the world
ain't fair, we have to deal with
those who grade on how much they
like you. I say lo hell with that.
When I see on the syllabus
"Relationship with instructor: 50
percent of final grade," then I'll
start worrying about how much a
teacher likes me. As long as I put in
the required work, I get the grade I
earn. I'll see a teacher in court who
says otherwise.
To the teachers who are reading
this, please don't let the fact that
you teach a class blow up your
head. Those of you who act like
your class is our only class, or act
like you are God almighty because
of our grades, need to reevaluate
what you are doing here.
It is my belief that the reason
four weeks went by without me
getting a make up exam is because
my teacher didn't follow up. They

told me that il is my responsibility
to gel my assignments made up. 1
told them that it was their responsibility to cooperate with me and
answer my messages (my attempts
to get my work made up).
This brings up the point that if
you (teachers) are going to give us
information on how to contact you
outside of class, make sure that it is
an effective way of reaching you. If
you don'l respond to e-mails, don't
give us your e-mail address. If you
don't respond to your phone messages, don't give us your phone
number. You are busy people but so
are we. If we contact you outside of
class, believe me, it's for a reason. If
you expect us to be responsible,
you have to be loo. Thank you to
all of the teachers who are responsible and good at their job. You'll
never know how much we students
appreciate that.
No, I do not consider my situation to be a racial issue. My teacher
probably doesn't know me from
Adam. Nevertheless, 1 still felt
unfair treatment. Students, let's
stand up for ourselves when it
comes to our rights in the classroom. If we wait unbl our end- ofthe-semester anonymous evaluations, the problem will not be
solved. If you are not satisfied with
your instructor's performance, you
have to lei them know. I did and I
have no reason to fear for my grade
because of it.
Derrick A. Jones is a columnist far
The News. Comments can be sent to
dajonesQbgnet. or 210 West Hall.

LETTERS
In regard to the article I wrote for Tuesday's issue of
The News, I would like to point out a very critical mistake on my part. The article states that Ja'Nitta was
asked by her classmates not to attend class, and that is
very untrue. That was a misunderstanding on my part,
based on a statement in Lahna Bronston's Tuesday article which read "[Ja'Nitta] does not have the support of
her fellow classmates. After being found not guilty,
Ja'Nitta has been asked not to come to class on Monday
so that the students in her class can meet with counselors from the counseling center."
I apologize to anyone I may have confused or mislead by this mistake. I wish to make it clear to readers
that all information printed on this issue is based on a
very small amount of factual knowledge about this case.
For numerous reasons, reporters and students alike
have very limited access to the core facts of this issue.
Readers need to be aware of this! While all contributors
to the newspaper may do their personal best to present
what they know, exactly what they do know is limited
and subject to personal bias, especially in respect to
"opinion" articles.
The Student Art Therapy Association has met since
becoming aware of this issue, and there are many
strong, smart, kind and wise students working together
to make the best of this very difficult situation.
I would like to extend my well wishes to Dawn Knez
for being a wonderful teacher and for standing by her
convictions to attain what is "right and good." I believe
that Dawn is an outstanding teacher as well as a person
and feel fortunate to have been taught by her.
To Ja'Nitta, whom I do not know, I would also like to
wish well because she is a fellow Art Therapy major, a
: fellow student and a fellow human being. Any opinion I
ever form in respect to her will be based on hard facts
or personal encounters. That was perhaps one of my
; points in the article. We need to make our judgements
based on factual things - not rumors, opinions or prejudicial beliefs, and that is something I learned, in part,
from Dawn Knez.
Again, I will say that it is my deepest, most sincere
hope that all the students, the program, the faculty and
the name of Art Therapy itself will come back from this
somehow greater than before - that we will all find a
new strength in places once "broken."
Kristin Ireland
Pre-Art Therapy Major
Copyright © 1998, The BG News, lowtlng Green, Ohio. Reprinting
of any material from this publication without the permission of
The BG News is strictly prohibited.
The BG News Is an Independent publication founded In 1920 and
is published dally during the academic year and weekly during the
summer semester.
Opinions expressed In columns and letters to the editor are not
necessarily those of the student body, faculty, University administration or The BG News. Unsigned editorials are the opinion of the
Spring 1998 BG News staff.
The BG News encourages Its readers to notify the paper of any
errors in stories or photograph descriptions.
Decisions made by the Editor In Chief and the Editorial Board are
final.
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Today's edition was designed and edited by
Brandon Wray, Associate Editor
He can be reached at (419) 372 6966
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Development of religions obscure
In ten-thousand years, mankind
has invented every religion and law
imaginable to make order out of
chaos. We've invented morality
and sin. We've created a concept of
something greater and given it a
name (God). Then we began to
worship this idea as a fact and
attributed scripture and laws to a
metaphor.
Throughout human history there
has been authority; someone to tell
us when to have sex, when to plant
our crops, when to sacrifice, feast,
fast, love and kill. There's also been
authority to punish those who
break these laws.
Every religion speaks of salvation and every bureaucracy dreams
of an ideal moral society. But for all
the talk, religion and law have not
changed man inherently.
Organized religions and idealized
governments promise rewards and
threaten punishment, but they have
not made a significant change in
the way that human beings treat
each other. We still murder each
other in territorial disputes. When
leaders don't behave as puppets,
we murder them too. We allow
human beings to starve while others have more resources than they
could possibly use. Have religion
and law served their function to the
point of overuse?

In order to express why no one
religion or system of society is better than any other, we'll use a parable: Let's say that you've lived on
the banks of the Ohio River all your
life. People have always talked
about "The Other Side." They say
it's wonderful, with roses and wine
that falls from the sky. There's
always food to eat and everything
you desire becomes fulfilled.
You're standing at the shore of the
Ohio and decide that you want to
go lo the other side.
One day, you find a book that
tells you how to build a raft. After
many seasons of toil, you build it
and set sail. You do everything the
book says and finally you reach it
You're here. It's The Other Side
and it's as beautiful as they said. It
never rains, and there's food and
libation aplenty.

h

Now you have a choice. This
vehicle that brought you here; do
you pick up the raft and carry it
with you?
Let's say you do. You feel a debt
to this Holy Raft and you hoist it on
your shoulders and begin walking
the new land. Suddenly, everything disappears and you're back
on the side you started from. You
spend your entire life wandering in
wilderness with a raft on your back
looking for "The Other Side" again,
but you never find it.
Or let's say you leave the raft.
You turn around to have one last
look but it's gone. There's no Ohio
River. There's no raft. There's no
book. There's no Other Side.
You're at the spot you were standing on when you decided to leave,
but it's changed.
If you're a Christian and you've
found salvation but continue to
carry the raft that got you there,
then what about the Jews, Hindu,
Brahman, Muslims and Pagans?
Can they find salvation through
their systems too? Or must they
put down their rafts and pick yours
up? Then there's just people walking around in darkness with rafts
on their backs, when all they needed to do to find Heaven was put it
down and look! Authority is the
raft which must be put down.

Authority on any level is a hindrance to freedom. If I depend on a
body of law, dogma or some person
for my salvation, then I become a
slave to ticket-taking sheep herders
that regurgitate law and scripture
and mold the definition around my
fear.
The most evil form of authority
is that of the teacher, author and
artist. If I assume that only I am
right and speak as so, then I have
set myself up as the authority and
the cycle of ignorance continues It
is only when authority no longer
accepts the position of dominance
that any true progress can be made
in our society.
Don't look to the writer or your
teachers for answers. We have
none. The most intelligent individuals are those who are completely
aware of their own ignorance to the
point where all ego has been
dumped for humility of this fact:
Knowledge is limited! No philosophy, science, scripture, or politician
can save us.
Be aware of yourself and your
environment to the point where
Heaven is no longer some figment
of your imagination up in the
clouds, but right where you're
standing.
josh Minton can be reached at
/mintonQbgnet bgsu.edu.

Jim Good
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Whether it simulated technology
or it's the real stuff, it arms
pedophiles.

&

Today's
Question:

Kathy Fondacaro
spokeswoman for the National coalition against Pornography
criticizing a ruling that will weaken the child pornography law.
enabling pedophiles to exploit children via the Internet.

Mommy, don't
make me take
the bus!

TWfe

I have reason for your sympathy. I
don't own a car, my television is a black
and white model and I live below the
poverty line. Now for the real tear jerker
— when I travel, I take the bus.
If you like sitting in a moving box
filled with sickos and creeps, the bus is
for you. I'd rather spend a weekend at a
leper colony picking body parts off the
ground than using public transportation.
When I board the bus, dread always
accompanies me. Will I survive this bus
ride? Who's butt imprint is that in my
seat? I always sit up front so the bus driver will protect me. I also sit there so I
can grab the wheel in case he unexpectedly collapses or freaks out. In my
many years of bus riding, something
memorable always happens.
Once, a weirdo sitting behind me
kept reaching his arm over and plopping it on my armrest. In his sweaty
5rip, he was grasping a candy bar. He
idn't say anything but kept nudging
the candy upward, as if he wanted to
share it with me. As I looked, I noticed
he had taken a sizable bite out of it. At
the end of the candy bar where he had
chomped was a thick film of white,
frothy spittle. The spit was beginning to
drip off the tip. I was instantly repulsed
and couldn't believe he had the raw
nerve to offer me such a nasty sight. I
Kess he didn't know 1 dislike Almond
''s.
On the bus, there is always some
Fred Flinstone roaring about some
awful topic. The latest was a man who
sat in a seat in front of me. He started
bellowing immediately after getting on
about his stay in prison. It was exactly
the kind of uplifting dialogue I like to
hear — violent-prison tales.
"Yep, he cut this girl's throat clean
through with a tin-can lid, " he marveled. "Must have been a pretty sharp
lid. Yea, a can lid." Hearing this, I
thought, "He must be a pretty sharp lid
himself to have figured that out."
He continued with his pleasantries
for about an hour. Just before I started
looking for a pretty sharp lid to cut my
own throat, my destination came into
view. I was never so happy to see
Bowling Green in all my life.
Fortunately, the bus has had to make
only one emergency stop since I began
riding. Years ago, it pulled into a truck
stop where a few police cars were waiting. Panic gripped me as I realized I had
an over-due OhioLink book. "They
won't take me alive," I hissed, ready for
the fight of my life. "Back away pigs,
I'm not afraid to use this," I warned,
while raising the book above my head.
(OK, I made this part up about the
Ohiol.ink book. I couldn't help it.)
The police did enter the bus. A scuffle
ensued as the police tried to drag a passenger off. I knew this person must be a
menace if he fought so hard to stay on
the bus. Naturally, the fight moved to
where I was sitting. In the altercation,
the man being dragged fell on me in his
attempt to wrench nimself free. I put my
hands out to deflect him and felt the
thick corduroy from his pants press into
my palms. As I looked closer, I realized
it wasn't rows of corduroy I was feeling
but a bare-wrinkled ass. His pants obviously slipped down during the altercation. No amount of hand washings will
ever be able to remove that feeling
ingrained in my mind. And here f
thought Almond Joy's were disgusting.
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"What are
you doing
with your little sib for
Sibs-N-Kids
Weekend?"

Jessica Gorenflo
Sophomore
Physical Ed.
"Take him to a
friend's party and
get him trashed."

Friday, April 3, 1998

Kelly Garrin
Sophomore
Sports Mgmt.
"Go out to eat and
take her to a ski
team party."

Got an idea for
• "People
on the Street- question?
K until ut at
"bgnrwflebfnet.bgsu'*.

UPCOMING EVENTS
"Upcoming Events" U a i«rvlce to our readers borrowed daily via the University web page. The calendar of
events on the web page has a more complete hitting of events and can be accessed through "www.bgiu.edu".

Friday, 4/3/98
Media 100 user certification train
lng (8 a.m. - 5 p.m.)
BGSU. Obtain the training you need for
the newest digital technology from the
National Institute o< DigitalMedia. Twoday workshop. Fee. For information/registration, call Continuing Education.
419/372-8181.

Cooper Pool- Student Recreation Center.
Bring the Sibs-N-Kids! Admission to enter
the Rec. Center is S5. Look for a coupon in
the BG News!
UAO Film- Flubber (8 p.m. - 1 a.m.)
111 Olscamp Hall. Take your sibs or kids
to see a FREE movie this weekendl Show
times are at 8:00 and 11:00 both Friday
and Saturday nights!

Sibs-N Kids t-shirt sales (10 a.m. - 4
p.m.)
Union Foyer. Sponsored by Student
Activities. Sibs-N-Kids weekend Is April 3rd
through the 5th.

Vocal jazz ensemble
(8 p.m.)
Bryan Recital Hall, Moore
Musical Arts Center. Part
of Jazz Week 98. Free.

Camp-A-Thon fundraiser
(Noon)
Off-Campus Mall.
Sponsored by the Recreation
Majors Association

Planetarium Show
(8 p.m.)
Planetarium.
Alphabet Universe: the
Best of Space from A to
Z. $1 donation is suggested.

Archiving Native Culture:
Performance and American
Museums in the 19th
Century
(12:30 p.m.)
Towers Restaurant.
McDonald Quad Rosemarie
K. Bank. Kent State Univ.,
will speak at 12:30 following
lunch at noon. Call 419/3722015 to make lunch reservations. An Arts and Sciences
Forum Luncheon. Sponsored
by the Institute for the Study
of Culture and Society.
Women's tennis hosts
Eastern Michigan (1
p.m.)
Keefe Courts.
Softball hosts Kent (DH)
(2 p.m.)
BGSU Softball Field. The
Falcons and Flashes meet in a
Friday twinbill.
Paul Robeson and the cold war (2:30
p.m. - 4:30 p.m.)
105 Olscamp Hall. Dialogue on Social
Problems: At the Threshhold of the 21st
Century. Sponsored by Ethnic Studies and
History Departments. Lecture by Lamont
Yeakey. Associate Professor. Department of
History. California State University. Los
Angeles. Co-sponsored with American
Culture Studies Program & Africana
Studies Committee.

Friday & Saturday

Rizzo
-Ckfcv

• Pool • Video Games • Electronic Darts • Pinball •

Sarah Carlson
Sophomore
Theater

"Get trashed and go
out."

"Take him to a
party and get
drunk."

"I forgot it was this
weekend."

OHIO Weather
Friday, April 3
AccuWeaihcr' forecast for daytime conditions and high temperatures

Pretty Poodle Jam '98
(10 p.m. - 2 a.m.)
Eppler South Gymnasium. Admission is
$3 before 11:22 p.m.. and $4 after 11:22
p.m.. Sponsored by Sigma Gamma Rho
Sorority. Inc.
FREE cotton candy! (TBA)
Union Foyer. Free cotton candy all
weekend for sibs and kids!!
Libraries and learning resources'
research project clinics (TBA)
Jerome Library. Students with research
assignments can set up individual consultations with a reference librarian. Call 419372-6943 or stop by the
Kctrn-nce/lnformation Desk to sign up for
a time slot.
MEHA conference (TBA)
Columbus. April 3 through April 5.

PAGE THREE is intended as an irreverent look at The University. We at The BO Newt consider it an
offbeat page where we try to offer something for everybody. Opinions expressed herein are solely those
of our staff. Have a nice d*y.

352-9951

Rick Pen
Sophomore
T-comm.

Enter the Night (8 p.m.)
Joe E. Brown Theatre. Two women and
a gay man whose lover has died of AIDS '
share a friendship. Call 419/372-2719 for
ticket information.

(7 p.m.)

Mon-Sat 2-2:30 am
. Sun 5-2:30 am

Danielle Bates
Freshman
Special Education

Ice skating (8 p.m. 10 p.m.)
BGSU Ice Arena. Bring
the Sibs-N-Kids- admission for
them is free! Student admission is $2 with
an ID. Skate rentals are SI for students.
$1.50 for siblings.

Wet wild ft wacky water sports

Howard's Club H
210 N. Main

tf

PEOPLE ON
THE STREET

^Q^a^a & ^r\ rf^.
howers T- storms Rain Flumes
Via Associated Press GraphicsNet

Snow

Ice

Sunny Pt. Cloudy Cloudy

TODAY'S WEATHER **
Today:

Saturday:

Cool, more clouds
than sun

Cool, mainly cloudy,
light rain

High: 52

High: 50

Low: 33

Low: 30

Sell It in the
Classifieds
To place a classifeid ad call 372-6977

Call your mom* Tell everyone
you're calling your girl*
1-800-C0LLECT
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Editor-in-Chief
Darla Warnock
372-6966

WIRE WATCH
News
Digest
compiled from wire report*

■ HUNTER RULING

Toledo judge rules Dontay Hunter's penalty
too stiff
Dontay Hunter should have received the shortest prison term
possible instead of the longest for his conviction on assult charges.
Hunter, a former member of the football team, was sentenced
last May to 18 months in jail for attacking University student
Andrew Bohmer with a baseball bat in 1996.
The Sixth District Court of Appeals ruled that Judge Donald
DeCessna of Wood County should have taken into account that
Hunter had never spent time In prison before. The court has sent
the sentence back to the Common Pleas Court for re-sentencing.
No date has been set yet.
Hunter has since the left the University and now attends Tennessee State University where he received a full football scholarship.
■ SHOOTING

Shooting spree leaves four dead in Indiana and
Illinois
ODON, Ind. - Authorities found four people dead and one injured Wednesday in what police say may be a two-state shooting
spree.
Police said three victims lived within 15 miles of each other in
a rural southwest Indiana county that had not seen a slaying in
more than nine years.
A few hours after police found the third Indiana shooting victim, a fourth body turned up near Albion, 111., about 60 miles west
of Daviess County. Another person in Albion was found critically
injured and taken to an Evansville, Ind., hospital with a gunshot
wound to the neck.
Deputies in Illinois' Edwards County believe all five shootings
were related because they found a car stolen from one of the Indiana victims in an Albion cemetery. Officials were searching
for two male suspects they believe fled on foot or stole another
car.
"There are some similarities, but the greatest similarity is that
all three of (Indiana shootings) occurred in Daviess County and
all three of them occurred within 10 or 12 hours," said Sgt. Norm
Weber of the Indiana State Police.
■ HIGH SCHOOL

13-year-old boy tells police he was junior high
'pimp'
FAIRFAX, Va. - A 13-year-old boy who told police he was
known around school as "Mr. Pimp" was convicted of attempting
to arrange sex-for-pay between girls and boys at his middle
school.
The boy said he had a list of girls who paid to be part of a sex
blub at the school, but the seventh-grader confessed to police before he arranged any sexual encounters, prosecutor John Murphy said Tuesday.
"He was to be their pimp. They had to ante up $10 apiece," he
said.
The boy then approached other boys in his class at Langston
Hughes Middle School in Reston and told them he could arrange
•ex with as many as three girls at once, the prosecutor said.
' In all, the youngster collected about $80 and spent the money
bn three Eddie Bauer T-shirts.
t He was charged with two felony counts of "receiving money
Tor soliciting other juveniles to perform sexual acts," but a Juyenile Court judge threw out one charge and reduced the other
after hearing from two girls who testified they didn't intend to
have sex.
1- The boy, who has a previous conviction for petty larceny, has
been in juvenile jail since his arrest March 13 and will remain in
custody until his sentencing April 20.
■ ESTROGEN

Study shows estrogen may have benefits for
men
i
r

► ATLANTA - Estrogen pills are good for older women's hearts.
Bo researchers asked the obvious question: Why not men's?
• A team from Hartford Hospital in Connecticut found this key
female sex hormone may indeed help lower older men's risk of
heart attacks. And while they sayit is too soon to begin writing
prescriptions for men, the idea is definitely worth more
research.
: "Much to our pleasant surprise, we saw positive trends in most
risk factors" for heart disease among men taking estrogen in a
nine-week experiment, Dr. Satyendra Giri said.
I

CLOSEST TO CAMPUS
~7

WalAf

_*

HAVEN HOUSE MANOR
1515 E. Wooster • Across from Wendy's
• 2 bedrooms, 1 1/2 baths
• washer and dryer In each building
• range, refrigerator
• new dishwashers
Rant,
• new microwaves
"Slot
• gas heat, electric air
Fail
• Individual electric meter

"Call-Well meet you there.'

Preferred Properties

530 S. Maple • 352-9378 • Hours: 8-4:30
Free membership to Cherrywood Health Spa
(Indoor pool, whirlpool, uuna loekar room, anight room, tanning)
No Parental Guarantees

',

Clinton looks forward to homecoming
The Associated Press
WASHINGTON -- Buoyed by
his legal victory. President Clinton declared Thursday from
Africa that he was "very much
looking forward" to a homecoming absent the Paula Jones trial.
Prosecutors tempered White
House euphoria by questioning
the president's chief of staff before a grand jury.
Mrs. Jones' lawyers said they
were "99 percent" certain they
would appeal the dismissal of her
sexual harassment lawsuit.
But for the time being, the ruling by a federal judge in Little
Rock, Ark., left White House
troubleshooters focused in a
single direction - Independent
Counsel Kenneth Starr and his
investigation into the Monica
Lewinsky matter.
That investigation, an outgrowth of the Jones lawsuit, is to
determine if Clinton had sexual
relations with Ms. Lewinsky, a
White House intern, and tried to
cover it up from Mrs. Jones' lawyers.
With the political climate
around him markedly changed,
Starr said he recognized "a very
keen and powerful interest" in
quickly wrapping up his investigation but declared he
would not be derailed by the
Jones dismissal.
"If you lie under oath, if you intimidate a witness, if you seek
otherwise to obstruct the process
of justice, it doesn't matter who
wins and loses in the civil case,"

the prosecutor said.
Mrs. Jones drove off wordlessly from her Long Beach, Calif.,
condominium before noon on
Thursday with one of her children in a carseat. She has made
no public comment since
Wednesday's decision.
However, her spokeswoman,
Susan Carpenter McMillan, said,
"If that ruling stands, then you
just have an open season on
women here in this country for
groping and grabbing."
One of Mrs. Jones' lawyers
said she was weighing what to do
next. "She's generally taking a
very mature attitude, asking
"What are my options? What is
the likelihood of success on appeal?'" attorney Wesley Holmes
said.
With public opinion polls showing Americans satisfied by the
dismissal, Clinton even got some
kind words from House Speaker
Newt Gingrich. "Bill Clinton has
plenty of courage," Gingrich said
in an interview taped by CNBC.
"Anyone who's taken the beating
he has and stood up every morning has a lot of courage."
Signaling Clinton's legal troubles weren't over, Starr's staff
questioned White House chief of
staff Erskine Bowles before the
grand jury investigating the Lewinsky matter.
"It was an easy time for me. ...
It wasnt very difficult," Bowles
said after he emerged from the
federal courthouse in Washington. His appearance had been
scheduled for weeks.

A ■■•elated PrtM pk««

President Clinton is pictured here speaking in Africa where he was
touring last week. Clinton will be reluming to the United States next
week for the first time since the Paula Jones lawsuit was dropped.

Hawaiian economy faulters, income tax cut
The Associated Press
HONOLULU - While the rest
of the nation is booming, Hawaii's economy, as they say around
here, is in deep kim chee. It
stinks, just like the popular
Korean cabbage dish fermented
in the ground.
While a host of mainland states
- including Arizona, Connecticut,
Georgia and Minnesota - debate
ways to spend surpluses approaching $2 billion, Hawaii is
moving in the opposite direction:
The Legislature is drawing up
major spending cuts. Revenue
projections keep shrinking, and
the Hawaii Constitution doesn't
allow deficit spending.
The House and Senate have
also adopted competing plans to
cut the Income tax to stimulate

the economy.
"We love this place, all of us
love this place, and must understand that we need to make
changes and it's not going to be
easy," said Democratic Gov. Ben
Cayetano, who has seen his approval ratings plunge to their
lowest level of his three years in
office.
Since early 1991, when Hawaii's robust economy defied the
national recession that followed
the Gulf War, the state has fallen
behind, losing jobs and producing an average growth rate of a
meager 0.4 percent a year.
Trouble in paradise began
when Japan's investment speculation bubble of the late 1980s
burst, reducing the flow of big-spending tourists.
Then the sugar Industry, the

one-time king of Hawaii's economy, shrank with the closing of
five plantations. Military spending tightened with the end of the
Cold War. And the financial turmoil in Asia is again cutting into
tourism, which generates a quarter of Hawaii's tax revenue and a
third of its jobs
Republicans also blame the
growth of Democrat-led state
government, saying It is soaking
up too much of the state's productivity.
"For the last five years, we can
all agree that our leaders and the
Legislature clearly ducked this
whole issue of a deteriorating
economy. They clearly wanted to
pretend it wasn't there," said Michael Sklarz, chairman of the
state's Council on Revenues, a
panel of economists.

The budget-cutting is all but
certain to mean the dismantling
of some of the generous socialwelfare programs created under
four decades of Democratic control.
Democratic Rep. Alex Santiago, a social worker and chairman of the House Health Committee, supported cuts in spending and income taxes to improve
the economy, but worries about
"tearing our social safety net to
shreds."
The House has voted to chop
$229 million, or nearly 8 percent,
from the current $3 billion budget. The Senate is now considering that measure.
The House plan would eliminate 17 programs-

Respiratory therapist investigation expands
The Associated Press
LOS ANGELES - Police have expanded
the investigation of a hospital worker who
confessed to as many as SO mercy killings at
one facility to Include other hospitals that
employed him.
Glendale police obtained by search warrant "a variety of records" pertaining to
respiratory therapist Efren Saldivar's employment at Pacifica Hospital of the Valley
in Sun Valley, Pacifica Administrator Trade
Williams said.
"We have been cooperating with the
police," Ms. Williams told The Associated
Press.
She said police picked up the documents in

mid-March, about two weeks before state
regulators revealed that Saldivar had confessed to killing 40 to 50 terminally ill
patients at Glendale Adventlst Medical
Center.
Police released Saldivar from custody because they had no evidence to corroborate
his claims. He faces no charges.
Ms Williams said Saldivar worked at Pacifica, a 248-bed hospital, for "less than six
months" as a part-time worker who provided
services on an as-needed basis.
Glendale police spokesman Sgt. Rick
Young confirmed the investigation was
expanded to "other hospitals" besides Pacifica and Glendale Adventlst, but he refused
to say which ones.

FALL 1998 Leasing
UNITS GOING FAST!
Columbia Court Apartments
(903, 907, 915, 921, 929, 935 Thurstin)
3 bedroom/ 2 baths, Furnished, Close to Campus
-^ _ _
OFF

$25 <lk

Total Rent per Month
'Limited time, Hurry!!!!

224 E. Wooster CREENBRIAR, INC.
Hours:
Bowling Green,
Mon.-Fri. 9am-5pm
OH 43402
Saturday 9am-1 pm

Come in today before
it is TOO LATE!

Glendale police have said Saldivar was
employed by at least two other hospitals besides Glendale Adventist and Pacifica The
others were the former Thompson Memorial
Hospital, now named Vencor Hospital of
Burbank, and Glendale Memorial.
Officials at Vencor and Glendale Memorial didn't immediately return calls seeking
comment.
Saldivar, believed to be in his late 20s and
a resident of the Tujunga section of Los Angeles, was fired from Glendale Adventist on
March 13 after giving the confession and
having his license suspended.
Saldivar's whereabouts are unknown, and
he didn't appear at a license suspension
hearing on Tuesday.

A CELEBRATION OF
NATIVE AMERICAN
CULTURE
MONDAY, APRIL 6, 1998
AMANI ROOM
(below Chily's Until store)

SPEAKER
1:00-2:00 PM - Kay McGowan. I'M in Cultural Anthropology.
II discuss the vast diversity among Native American Tribes

STORYTELLER
2:00 - 3:00PM - Wayne Jackson, ■ professional storyteller.
will share Native American legends and folklore. Jackson is a world
class performer who has worked with the Fall Harvest at Greenfield
kVillasc and the Cranhrook Institute.

DANCERS
3:00 • 4:00 PM - Reggie Pellibonc and family, champion
gran dancers, will conclude the event with Native American grass
dancing. Pcttibonc and family are well known throughout the
.Midwest.
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HSA tuition raffle presents
scholarships, book $, pizza
□ The 16th Annual Tuition Raffle awarded one
lucky student a full semester of paid tuition
and raised over $25,000
for the Honors Student
Association.
By DAWN GALLEHUE
The BG News
Almost $5,000 In scholarships
and prizes, including a grand
prize of a full semester of paid
tuition, were awarded Thursday
in the 16th Annual Tuition Raffie.
The event was sponsored by
the Student Book Exchange
(SBX), Pisanello's Pizza, the
Honors Student Association
(HSA) and the University Honors
Program.
Several students eagerly gathered in the University Union's
Falcon's Nest at noon in hopes
that Steve Richardson, ViceProvost and Dean of Undergraduate Studies, would draw their
winning tickets from the 38,100
tickets contained in the raffle
drum.
Ticket order forms were
mailed early this year by HSA
and the Honors Program to the

CAFETERIA
Continued from page one.
tant.
"It's a two-way street. Dining
services has a problem with
staffing, and we are able to fill
the gap," Foxwell said.
Due to labor shortages from
student workers. Dining Services
needed to find alternative labor
options. Most often, lunch is the

Camping for cash

Program Program assistant, and
HSA co-chairs Meghan Kruger
and Carrie Frazer have been
preparing for this event since
parents of all University under- April of last year and raised
graduate and graduate students $25,551 this year.
"It's been a lot of work, but I've
enrolled in at least one credit
hour for the spring 1998 semes- really enjoyed serving on this
ter. University faculty and staff committee," Frazer said. "We
members also received order had a lot of community support
forms and several entered their and the committee Is very gratestudents and student employees ful to our sponsors, especially to
in the all-student organized and Steve Donnelly of SBX. for all of
operated raffle. Tickets were their contributions to our raffle."
Susan Darrow, director of the
sold to the patrons for $1 each, 6
for $5, 35 for $20, or 100 for $50. Honors Program, served as masBO New. Hilt br Tlaa Bell
The grand prize, donated entirely ter of ceremonies for the event
by SBX, was awarded to student and worked closely with the stuThe Recreation Mangement Association is holding a camp-a-thon near the Education Building to raise
David Potz while the second dents In preparation for the
money for their group.
prize of half a semester's tuition, drawing.
"This has been quite a
funded directly by the raffle
ticket sales, was awarded to stu- project," Darrow said. "We plan
all year and It has become perdent Amanda Hartman.
Both scholarships will be de- haps the most popular and def inJurors on Wednesday found
The plaintiff, Jennifer Miles,
posited Into the students' Bursar ately our most sucessful fun- The Associated Press
was studying musicology In a that the allegations by Miles, 31,
accounts within a week and go draiser."
The first Tuition Raffle was
into effect immediately.
NEW YORK - A transsexual graduate studies program and constituted sexual harassment
Three book scholarships val- held 16 years ago when the Hon- has proven sexual harassment by undergoing hormone treatment But they said NYU was not at
ued at $200 each were given to ors Program wanted to set up-a a former New York University when Professor Cliff Eisen alleg- fault.
NYU lawyer Dona Kahn arUniversity students Julie Hro- scholorship fund in the name of professor despite a question over edly began the harassment in
gued that whatever happened bebat, Brett Weyls and Mary Beth J. Robert Bashore, the first di- the plaintiff's gender, but Jurors 1993.
rector of the program, upon his have cleared the school of re- Eisen fondled Miles' breasts | tween the professor and his stuCarroll.
The runners-up each received retirement. The full scholarship sponsibility.
and buttocks, forcibly tried to dent may have stemmed from
a free, one-item pizza from Pi- tuition raffle provided funds for
The $14 million lawsuit drew kiss Miles and repeatedly re- Miles' flirtatious nature. She did
sanello's Pizza.
the Bashore scholarship which attention before it came to trial quested a sexual relationship, say that Eisen "was just being a
The Tuition Raffle committee, still awards $9,000 a year to when U.S. District Judge Whit- Miles' lawsuit against the school flirtatious fool, that's all."
"Whatever Eisen did. It's not
headed by Alison Briggs, Honors several honors students.
man Knapp ruled that it could claimed. She did not sue the
proceed, saying sexual harass- professor because the statue of OK. But NYU, in a way, is not responsible for it," she told jurors.
ment can be proven even when limitations had run out.
Miles has not yet had a sex
NYU had reprimanded Eisen
the gender of the victim is
hardest shift to cover, therefore, joyed working at the University. unclear.
change operation.
but let him continue to teach.
the employees from Behavioral She said it has helped them to
Connections play a vital role In work and support themselves.
"It has been a meaningful work
filling those gaps, Erisman said.
"Working dining halls provides experience for the employees inthem with guidance and makes volved with the program," she
and molest them."
them feel good about them- said. "They are able to take part The Associated Press
Carter, who Issued his ruling last week In Portselves," Erisman said. "It also in the community, produce a
helps them to get back into the paycheck, build work skills and
PORTLAND, Maine - A federal judge has struck land, is the first Judge in the country to attack the
have a chance to get off of publ1
down an expansion of federal child pornography constitutionality of the Child Pornography Proteccommunity."
Foxwell said the group has en- assitance."
law that targets computer technology used to alter tion Act of 1996, observers said.
images to make them sexually explicit.
U.S. District Judge Gene Carter ruled that lanLegal observers predicted Wednesday the matguage in the 1996 law that defines chijd pornogra- ter is likely to end up before the 1st U.S. Circuit
phy as a visual depiction that "appears" to be a Court of Appeals In Boston.
nedy Space Center premiere.
"It's easy for you," Cranston
minor engaging in sex was unconstitutionally
"I'm a nervous wreck," said told Williams.
vague.
"If It ends up there is disagreement among the
actor Bryan Cranston, aka Buzz
"Yeah," Williams admitted, "I
Previously, prosecutors had to prove that chil- circuit courts, this would be the type of case the:
Aldrin, second man to walk on don't have that same pressure."
dren actually were used In the pornographic Supreme Court takes on," said Jeffrey J. Douglas,
the moon. "I'm just hoping that
Cranston needn't have worried.
images that were shipped, including by computer, a lawyer with the Free Speech Coalition. "Then
he doesnt hate me. I tried my When the real Aldrin finally aracross state lines. It is a crime to possess such mathis could turn out to be a landmark case."
best. I tried to portray him as rived, he strode over to the actor
terials.
Kathy Fondacaro, spokeswoman for the National
earnestly as I could glean from and gave him a congratulatory
The Supreme Court has already struck down anhis book that I read and from the handshake.
Coalition Against Pornography, criticized the rulother law aimed at regulating Internet smut. Last
script and the transcripts."
ing, saying pedophiles will use the materials to
Aldrin, Apollo 11 "s lunar modJune, the court ruled that the 1996 CommunicaActor Gareth Williams, aka ule pilot, was thrilled to be back
arouse themselves and then seek out children.
tions Decency Act, in attempting to protect chil"Whether It's simulated technologically or it's
Jim Irwin, eighth man to walk on at center stage.
dren from Indecent material on the Internet, Imthe real stuff, it arms a pedophile," she said today.
the moon, was a little calmer. The
"I've been waiting a long
properly restricted the free-speech rights of!
"It arms a pedophile so it's easier to find children
astronaut he portrays is dead.
time," he murmured.
adults.

Campus

Transsexual wins in NYU case

Judge rules kiddie porn loiv 'vagu£

Hanks works on HBO miniseries
The Associated Press
CAPE CANAVERAL, Fla. Lead actors In HBO's megabuck
miniseries, "From the Earth to
the Moon," paced up and down
the red carpet, fretting, as they
awaited the real stars of the
show.
They were about to meet astronauts. Apollo astronauts. Apollo astronauts who flew to the
moon, for goodness' sake, and
were guests of honor at this Ken-

FALL 1998 LEASING AVAILABLE

WOMEN'S TENNIS

2 Person Rate Available
$550/month Limited time only

BGSU

y

vs.
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MICHIGAN
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FRIDAY
1:00
Keefe Courts

(In case of inclement
weather, match will be held
at Central Tennis $1
Fitness Club in Toledo)
Students admitted FREE with valid BGSU ID

FRIDAY

SATURDAY

Grasshopper

For:
Ridge Manor Apartments
(519 Ridge Street)
2 Bedroom, Furnished townhouses
Close to campus

"Aggressive, funky, house-rockin' blues art
has both music critics and audiences raving.'

19 and Over Every Night

Buff Apartments
(1470& 1490 Clough St.)
2 Bedroom, 1 Bath, Furnished, A/C

GREENBMAk, INC.

Hours:
Monday - Friday

9a.m. • 5pm.
Saturday

9a.m. - 1p.m.

CALL US!
353-MEGA

Get real working
experience

(6342)

Summer employment

1616 E Wooster #1
Open lunch, dinner, and late night
■-.,'.■

Home City
Ice Company

MEDIUM THIN

Now Hiring for these Positions:
1. Route Drivers
2. Production Stackers
3. Truck Loaders

Competitive Wages / Flexible Schedules
Locations throughout all of Ohio
and Southeast Michigan

Call Today for Complete Details!!

while you still have time!
Today's Employers Require More than a College Degree.
They demand Experience. loo. Join (he Company Experienced in
Delivering the Complete Package.
Hirlni far ill shift*
CaU (4\9)»1\-*$2t or (419)891-6841

Today!

1-800-899-8070
"Be a part of a winning tradition"

UPS is an ttjjual Opportunity Employer

FREE Delivery

$^99
^^LIMIT 10

TWO
WEEKS
ONLY

One medium thin cms
pizza with pepperoni
Hand tossed and deep dish crusts $1.00 extra
Not valid with free brsadstlcks cards
Not valid witli other offers.
Expires 4-5-98
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'Honey, I'm home9: Oscars show
Jinds new home in Hollywood
The Associated Press
LOS ANGELES - After 70
years of wandering between hotels, theaters and auditoriums.
the Oscars are finally getting a
permanent home.
The Motion Picture Academy
and the city announced plans
Thursday for a $350 million complex in Hollywood. It will include
a 3,300-seat theater that will be
the site of the annual Academy
Awards show starting in 2001.
"This Is a historic day, the beginning of a new era in Hollywood history," proclaimed
Robert Rehme, president of the
academy.
The project will be on Hollywood Boulevard next to Mann's

Chinese Theatre - formerly runaways, hookers and drug
known as Grauman's Chinese dealers. Most of the entertainTheatre, the place where stars ment Industry long ago moved to
have put their hands and feet in other parts of the city, and for
the wet concrete outside. Besides decades tourists visiting the
the theater, the project will in- boulevard have been disappointclude a ballroom, multiplex ed.
cinemas, restaurants and stores.
The first Oscars were presented at the Hollywood Roosevelt
The academy invested no
money in the new theater. The Hotel in 1929.
Over the years, the awards
complex will be owned by the
city, and the theater will be have been given out at such sites
leased to the academy. A parking as the Ambassador and Blltmore
hotels, Grauman's and the Santa
garage now stands on the site.
Monica Civic Auditorium.
For the past two decades, the
The project's planners hope to
revitalize Hollywood, which has ceremonies have alternated between the Shrine Auditorium and
long been a seedy part of Los Angeles, full of cut-rate shops, the Los Angeles Music Center empty stores, fast-food stands, neither of which is actually in
Hollywood.
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Tues: Ladies Night 75*dnnks
Weds: Karaoke I0p.m.-2a.m.
Thurs:$1.00 Pitchers
We want to be your Friday
afternoon destination after class.
Start your weekend out right at:
Kamikazes 2-8 pm

V

9QnAG8
Tit
%ohuk»»,ePahct
Alternate* Coming • SpAng Woof
• B«oded/Hemp Jewolry • Imported
Cigars • Clove Cigarettes • Incense •
Unique Candles • Tapestries • Stickers
• Posters • 200* Tees • Patchwork
Pants • Hair Gltter (gold & stver) &
others • Body Purifiers (100%
guarantee) • He* Coloring
Iwf RENT VIOfOS • largest Collection of
Spanhh videos • Hundreds of
Children s videos • Comedy
445 E. Wooster
(At the railroad tracks)
Mon-Sat: 11-30-9
Sunday 12-6 354-0176

153 E. Wooster
facross from EJW-3's

TWISTER

k !k Ik Ik Ik Ik
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Sigma Kappa
Spring 1998
!3igs and Cittles

Newly Constructed for Fall 1998
3 Bedroom, Furnished, A/C, &
Fireplaces
808 Frazee Ave.

Urn

352-0717
224 E. Wooster
Bowling Green
OHIO
43402

GREENBRIAR,

Hours:
Monday - Friday
9 a.m. - 5 p.m.
Saturday
INC. 9 a.m. -1 p.m.

heather
Kolling

Danielle
Market

'Jenny
Parker

Alyaa
Humphrey

Kathy
Sngersol

*)arma
Winkler

Ik Ik Ik Ik i.k Ik IK

HURRY FOR A NFW APAHTMbNT IN THE FALL'

SATURDAY. APRIL 4.1998
II AM. TO I PM.
COMMUNITY SUITE

Now Accepting
Applications

FREE!!
WHILE YOU'RE WAITING F0* YOUR TIE-DYE SHIRTS TO
DRY. COME PLAY A GAME OF TWISTER!
QUESTIONS? CALL 372-7164

I BQSU Dining Services presents the
rr

I
Sunday April 12, 1998 11:00am until 2:00pm
Lenhart Grand Ballroom - Student Union
MEHL
Slov. Roasted Prime Rib w, Au Jus
hand Carved Country Smoked Mam with pineapple sauce
~v
Oven Fried Baked Chicken
*y
Vegetables. Gourmet Salads
*
Dessert Bar & Beverage
Adults $9.99 plus tax
Senior Citizens $8.99 plus tax
BQSL Students $8.99
Children 4-11 $4.99 plus tax
Children 3 and under - FREE

For reservations call
University Catering
at 372-6951
Monday - Friday 9anr5pm
Have your picture taken with the Easter Bunny
with proceeds to benifit charity '1/

V

i

photo

can keep your love alive

.25$ drafts

K

PITH

This is the sketch of how the Academy Awards' new home will look. The awards have bounced around
from different hotels to auditoriums over the years and never had permanent home.

Fall I998 BG Nous Editor
Summer J998 BG News Editor
I998-99 Gavel Editor
I998-99 Key Yearbook Editor
1998-99 Miscellany Editor
1998-99 Obsidian Editor
Application forms may be picked
up at 204 West Hall Deadline is Friday. /April 17. 5:00 pm

Alpha Chi Omega Spring ~jormal
Kimberly Taylor - Josrph Raker
Missy Fink - Shawn Ward
Kristie Norman - Todd Heron
Amanda Paskiet - Matt Bowman
Tracey Harnist - Mike Cavey
Betsy Whitman - Greg Hug
Erin McChesney - Chris Burger t*
Katie McKeel - Matt Jordan
Sara Stein - Greg Bolanos
Erin Oyster - Steve Swaggerty
Angi Gibson - Greg Stoner
Mandy Lichty - Matt Horman
Julie May- Josh Crochet
Karen Kleve - Mike Bums
Meagan Hartzell - Tim Sanders
Jen Nagel - Pat Davidson
Samanlha Beckowitz - Joe Haines
Sarah Lally - Mr. Blutowski
Jaimee Johnson - David Weaver
Karey Weaver - Brian Thomas
Angie Caskey - Nick Romas
Rachel Kendell - Kyle Newcomer
Kelly Garvin - Ryan Rizzo
Diana Clark - Chris Taber
Bethany Tobin - Kyle Bohland
Amanda Barton - Kevin Harman
Sara Theis - Dan Bumpus
Sara Hilliard - Terry Zysek
Stephanie Maloney - Michael Salvino

.',

Nicole /urnpatio - Matt Srsen
Diana Alvarado - Pat Bergman
Denise Grine - Chris Richer
Mindy Pasztor - Jason Bogar
Becky Norsic - Pat Stewart
Juli Donalone - Trevor Behm
Melissa Pearch - Blair Miller
Gina Martz - Brad Bilimek
Chelsea Mennega - Adam Wilson
Jennifer Cipra - Gordy Heminger
Christy Burger - Aaron McChesney
Tara Beck - Brian Miller
Holly Durre - Joe White
Mindy Thiel - Jaimi Blaisic
Missy Pasztor - Eric Karlean
Lynne Gearing - Sean Joyce
Jen Sayre - Eric Sztul
Jill Dickensheets - Chad Shaefer
Lindsey Nieman - Chris Rawski
Nichole Nester - Greg Bowman
Kara Kozub - Pete Fit/.
Tara Gore - Donald Irwin
Nancy McCelland - Bill Koptman
Melissa Divine - Mike Niederhuber
Jocelyn Alexander - Chris Stipes
Katie Clark - Dale Powers
Erin Carothers - Bryan Starosto
Whitney Well - Tim Kilkenney
Tabalha Dodds - Chris Whitcraft
Karissa Korpita - Brian Reese
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Sibs-N-Kids Weekend
April 3-5, 1998

c^s/Kid* ^

4>
as

Buy • Sibs-N-Kidj T-thlrt to
remember your weekend.
10.00 a.m .lo 4:00 p.m.

8:00 p.m * 11:00 pm

12:00 p.m. to 2.-00 p.m.

2:00 p.m.

Sunday, April 5,1996

Campus Films Presents

Wood County Park District

Jewelry Making

"Flubber"

Recycled Paper Making

3JO p.m. to 5:00 p.m.
Ice Skating

March 31 and April 3" to April

FREE

5th

Obcamp Hall 111
$2.00 per student

$1.00 per participant
Tart Room

108 Eppler North

3' Floor Student Union

$10.00 Snull.Medium or Large

$1.00 for sabs
12:00 p.m. to 5:00 p.m.

2.-00 p.m.

Banana Splits!

Warner Bros. Cartoon Festival
Olscamp Hall 111

$12.00 Extra Urge or XXL
Union Foyer

Friday, April 3,1998

April 3-5,1998

2:00 p.m.

Hundreds of
Children's Videos!
Disney and many more!
Comedy • Spanish videos
• Hundreds more •

'Bfobtdovt'Tbtace

445 E. Wooster
(At the railroad tracks)
Mon.-Sat.: 11:30-9
Sunday 12-6
354-0176

1 scoop $.75,2 scoops $1.25,3

1000 am - 4:00 p.m.
FREE Cotton Candy
Union Foyer

BCSU Softball
Falcons meet Kent
Softball Field

9QHAQ8

Saturday, April 4,1998

Video rental available lo Bowling Green local area only.

Bring your Lil' Sib
in this weekend!

7:00 p.m.
Wet, Wild <t Wacky Water
Sports

Cooper Pool-Student

10:00 a.m.
Trip to Toledo Zoo
Leave from Union Parking Lot
Return at 4:00 p.m.
Cost: Admission to Zoo
$3.00 per child

Ice Skating
BCSU Ice Arena
Admission $2.00 with Student
ID

11:00 a.m. to 3:00 p.m.
T-shirt Tie Dye

See coupon in BG News

8:00 p.m. to 10:00 p.m.

Siblings get in FREE
Rentals: Students $1.00
Sibs$1.50

scoops $1 JO
Bowl-N-Greenery, Student

FREE

Union

8:00 pa. lo 10:00 pa
lot Skating

12.-00 p.m. to 2:00 p.m.
Picnic Lunch

BCSU Ice Arena
Admission $2.00 with Student

Cold Meat Sandwiches, chips

ID

and pop
Union

Siblings get in FREE
Rentals:
Students $1.00

8:00 pan. fc 11:00 p.m.
Campus Films Presents

Softball Field

Olscamp Hall 111
$2.00 per student

1:00 p.m. to 3:00 p.m

$1.00 for sibs

For any additional

Sibs-N-Kids Carnival
MacDonald Countryside

Saturday, April 4,1998
10:00 a.m. to 4:00 p.m.

information or if you have
questions, please contact the

Fun and Games for Kids

or provide your own.
ALSO, Sibs-N-Kids shirts for

As many items as you want!
MediumLarge — MO00

elk.

— ^JJrder of 6 with sauce

$t

day, Saturday
turday,\ufiday
April 3rd,
d,4m,«r\
4th
10:00 a.m.
to
v 4:00%*
Student Union Foyer

OKTO*
MICAGO
GOMMNV*

*™imM 352-5166

54.00 Minimum

Open Weekdays 4 P.M. • Lunch Fri «Sot.«Sun.

SNACKS

pizza aauca, ranch dressing, or
garlic aauca

5/2.75 or 10/4.75

MCZZ.

< i. sners

6..2.75 or 12...4.75
tar* ranch or pizza aauca

Garlic Bread i6,iic.,)
1.75
w/ch. 2.25

4 POTATO SKINS

Tomato Bread with
garlic buttar aauca, tomatoaa, A
mozzaralla ch. 2.75

Garlic Fingers 10- x dough
with garlic buttar aauca, chaaaa,
oragano, t parm. ch. 4.50

with chiddir. bacon or
broccoli, -t tout cr. 3.25

THE WORKS
4 potatoes, chtddar, bacon,
broccoli, onion*, I tourer. 4.00

WINGS

10.

Mild
...2.75 15
20
4.75

Tl**<DtM
6...2.75or 12...4.75

CHICKEN

.3.75

wf ranch or pizza aauca

Great PIZZA • SUBS • SALADS • BREADSTICKS
UJe only use the finest ingredients!

, Large One—Item

$COO

ieae available ai an addition..) charge.
mention the special whan ordering)
Expires 05/09/98

(Pl.it* m.nnon ma
special whan oiae'mg)
E.pn.l 0509.98

f\ZZA COMMMV

m

10:00 PM lo Close Thursday. Friday &
Saturday Nighls Only

Limited delivery area. Minimum order required.

m-iMt

BREADS

just 50c more!

■ T Af!"cai" PEC TAT '

J-i

r>M.<

Huge Breadsticks with

*CH

II
II
II

FREE DELIVERY

Small

5^3^203
N. Moin
^aaa^

or add cheese lor

Jotrro

PISPlN€LLO'S

(Excludes Deluxe)
(Please mention the special when ordering)
E.p"es 05/19/98

■tra chaaaa available ai an additional charge.
please mention m* special whan ordering)
Expires 05 09/98

50

SUBS
Any 6"" Sub— $2.50
Any 12 Sub— 53.50

Breadsticks

"!

(Extra cheese and additional iiama available at an
additional charga. picas* mention lha special
whan ordering) Expires 05/09*98

if

Sibs-N-Kids T-shirt Sale!

ire ffil>Tfl!A

Small — $4.50
Medium— $5.50
Large — $6.50

lExtra cats* e«d addition*.) Items available at
«n additional charga pieate mention lha
special whan ordering) Expires 05/09/98

[A ™

372-2343

HE

$9100

Together Towards Tomorrow

Office of Student Activities at

4,

Plain Shirts on Sale- for $3.00

CtfT Of
HlCACO
COMMTIV*

,

"Flubber-

Monday, Tuesday, Wednesday
2 Medium One Item Pizzas

DINING
StSVICiS

Friday dinner
through Sunday
brunch ONLY.

Evcat Sp
Alpha Phi Omega
Athletic Deponmcnt
BCSU Ice Arena
Office of Student Activities
Panhcllenic Council
Resident Student Association
Student Recreation Center
Undergraduate Student Gov
University Activities Off.
Wood County Part; District

Falcons meet Akron
Double Header

$$$ Discount $$$
Bring your Lil' Sib and receive a 10% Discount at all
University Dining Centers and the Student Union

Sibs $150

BCSU Softball

$10.00 or $12.00

(

ID
Siblings get in FREE
Rentals: Students $1.00

1:00 p.m

$6.00 per adult

11:00 a.m. to 1:00 p.m.
Twister - The Game
FREE
Community Suite
3" Floor Union

Admission $2.00 with Student

Sibs$1.50

Recreation Center

$5.00 to enter Rec. Center

BCSU Ice Arena

352-3080
1068 N. Main (next to Kroger's)
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Sports Editor
Jason McMahon
372-2602

SPORTS

OSU's Cinderella story ends; Michigan wins
The Associated Press

Moments,
memories
mark Dance
Marathon
It was somewhere between
six and seven o'clock Saturday
morning when a man calling
himself "Zino" took the stage
at Dance Marathon. Before he
even grabbed the microphone,
the female contingent was
immediately invigorated. The
sight of him alone was enough
to make them forget what time
it might be.
He was a sort of one-man
karaoke act, singing an assortment of crowd-pleasers.
What he was really doing,
though, was the same thing as
every other participant in the
event that raised over
$150,000: He was creating
memories.
I spent some time at the Rec
Center last weekend, and despite being there for only a
few hours, I have several
favorite moments. I'll never
forget that crazy line dance - a
surefire way to bring every
dancer back to life.
I'll remember converging in
a circle just before I left, for
the chicken dance, the hokey
pokey and a rousing chorus of
"Friends in Low Places." What
a sight it was to see a circle of
hundreds of people, up way
past their bedtime, engaging
in a much-needed group back
rub.
One of the miracle families
had stepped on stage just before we found ourselves in that
circle. They had two adorable
little girls. The smaller one
had a condition, if I remember
right, called superventricular
tetricardia.
I have no idea if I spelled
that correctly, but it doesn't
matter. It's hard enough to imagine the spelling, let alone the
condition itself - when the
baby girl was two weeks old,
her heartrate was 300 beats a
• See McMAHON, page nine.

earlier Thursday. Ohio State
(26-13-2) ends a surprising run to
BOSTON - Marty Reasoner the Final Four in its first NCAA
broke a third-period tie and add- tournament ever.
ed an Insurance goal as Boston
BC moved out to a 2-0 lead beCollege advanced to the cham- fore Dan Cousineau scored a pair
pionship game of the NCAA of goals three minutes apart in
hockey tournament on Thursday the second period to tie it. But
night with a 5-2 victory over Ohio Reasoner, the Eagles' captain
State.
and the nation's leading scorer,
The Eagles (27-8-5) will play took a cross-ice, cross-crease
for their first title since 1949 on pass from Brian Gionta and put
Saturday night against Michigan, BC up 3-2 with 13:48 left in the
which beat New Hampshire 4-0 game.

Andy Powers made it 4-2 with
2:35 left in the game, taking a defense-threading pass from
Gionta at the blue line and going
in alone on Ohio State goalie Jeff
Maund. Gionta also scored BC's
first goal.
Scott Clemmensen stopped 18
shots for Boston College and
Maund made 37 saves for the
Buckeyes.
The Eagles will attempt to be
the first team to win an NCAA title in its home town since Boston

University did it at the old Bos- CCHA They beat Yale and Michton Garden in 1972. And they'll igan State in the West Regional to
do it in front of a crowd like the make it to the Final Four.
Ohio State was on the power
NCAA record 18,089 that witplay when Gionta got a shortnessed their semifinal victory.
BC finished second in Hockey handed breakaway. He drew
East before winning the post- Maund out 10 feet in front of the
season tournament to earn a bye net and went around him to the
in the NCAAs. The Eagles beat left before spinning and cauColorado College to make it to the tiously hitting the open net to
make it 1-0.
semifinals.
Jeff Farkas made It 2-0 for BC
The Buckeyes were 9-10-1 before winning 17 of their last 20
• See HOCKEY, page eight.
games and finishing third in the

Notre Dame nips BG 6-4 in 11 innings
^^

Baseball

Bowline Green
Notre Dame

....

□ The Falcon tracksters welcome a large
field to the Northwest
Ohio Invitational this
weekend.

4
n

Q The Irish win on a
two-run shot by Brant
Ust.

By TIMOTHY MINNECI
The BC News

ByTODMCCLOSKEY
The BC News
SOUTH BEND, Ind. - The
Bowling Green baseball team intended to get a quick game before its big Mid-American Conference weekend. But Notre
Dame had other plans, beating
the Falcons 6-4 in 11 innings.
With a runner on first and one
out, Irish hitter Brant Ust hit a
two-run opposite field homer to
end the game. The Irish came
back from four-run deficit after
four innings.
"We have to give Notre Dame a
lot of credit, Ust went real nice
with the pitch from Streber," BG
coach Dan Schmitz said. "He just
got it over the fence and with
Muzi to the ball just barely made
it over."
The Falcons (11-8, 1-3), who
own a 29-5 advantage in the first
inning wasted no time to get on
the board. Bob Niemet and Jay
Harrington both scored RBI singles, on Irish errors, taking a 2-0
lead in the first.
BG added two more in the
fourth when Niemet hit a two-run
rwc-out single into right-center.
But after the fourth, no one
heard from the Falcon bats again.
BG went on a 23-batter stretch
where no Falcon could hit. The

BG Nt.i Pk«« by Any V.n Hani

Sophomore catcher Matt Mar cum tags out a Toledo player at the plate in action last week.
said. "I thought the pitchers, the
five Irish pitchers combined for Streb (1-1) took the loss for the majority of the time, did an outFalcons.
standing job."
15 strikeouts, eight looking.
Though BG wasn't hitting, its
"We got up to the plate and we
BG travels to Mt. Pleasant for a
really weren't aggressive," BG pitching did an excellent job of double-header Saturday to face
third baseman Brian Cannon keeping them in the game. Five the undefeated Chippewas of
said. "We weren't swinging the different Falcons pitched shut- Central Michigan (7-10, 4-0). The
bats and you're not getting any ting the Irish out, eight-of-U in- Falcons will then face Western
nings.
run support doing that."
Michigan (6-14, 1-3) in a
"We just wasted another good doubleheader Sunday at KalamaIrish pitcher Tom O'Hagan
(1-0) got the victory, while Ryan pitching performance," Schmitz zoo.

LaFene itching to wear orange again

□ The BG junior will
make her 1998 debut
this weekend at home.
By JASON McMAHON
The BC News

Jessica LaFene has a piece of
her wardrobe that she is itching
to get rid of.
The junior distance runner
wore it all throughout the indoor
track season, and hasn't had the
chance to discard it yet now that
the outdoor portion of the Falcons' schedule has begun.
But this weekend, LaFene will

BG to host
huge meet

finally get around to casting
aside the thing
no athlete ever
wants to wear:
her redshirt.
"I'm really
ready to go out
and get that
first track race
under my belt,"
she said, "since
the last time I
LaFene
actually raced
track was in May. It's been a
while."
LaFene will make her 1998
track debut Saturday at the
Northwest Ohio Invitational. The
i i

■

two-day event, the first of only
two home outdoor meets for the
Bowling Green women's track
team, kicks off today at noon
with field events and multi-event
competition.
The 10,000 meters will be contested today at 5:30 p.m., and all
other finals will be held Saturday. LaFene will be easing into
competition, taking part in only
the 5,000 meters.
"Hopefully I won't be nervous
anymore and I'll have that competitive drive, which I think I
will," she said. "I'll just kind of
go on autopilot and go on instincts ... just race and have a

good time."
A stress fracture in her left leg
forced LaFene to sit out this
year's indoor season. This was a
serious blow to the Falcons, as
the Sandusky native was the 1997
Mid-American Conference Indoor champion in the 3,000
meters.
BG coach Steve Price has been
anxiously awaiting her return.
"Obviously it's been tough because she's one of our best distance runners," Price said. "I'll
be glad to see her racing again.
She's an outstanding runner and

Track « Field
IODAVSAIUHDAV

Northwest Ohio
Invitational
Today • Noon/Saturday • 9 a.m.
Whituker Track, BGSU
• Over 26 teams and more than
750 competitors expected. Main
opponents are Toledo and
Central Michigan

Bowling Green's Whittaker
Track may need a resurfacing
after this weekend.
At least 26 schools will send
more than 750 athletes to participate in the Northwest Ohio
Invitational, starting today at
noon and Saturday morning at
nine.
"The main teams for us that
we're competing against are
Central Michigan and Toledo,"
said BG coach Sid Sink. "We
expect it to be a really strong,
tough meet, so the performances should show."
Back this week will be sprinter Rah'Sheen Clay, distance
and steeple runner Pat Carney
and middle distance runner Pat
Miller. Sink rested the trio in
hopes of providing fresher legs
at the end of the long outdoor
season.
"We'll probably move some
people around, do different
things with them," Sink said.
The Chippewas, who again
will battle with BG and the rest
of the contenders in the MidAmerican Conference to finish
in second place behind favorite
Eastern Michigan, provide a
number of challenges for Falcon tracksters.
Junior Alex Moser and senior
Rob Koury, who finished 1-2 at
Cincinnati last weekend in the
hammer throw, will be going up
against CMU senior Fred Myall
and junior Glen Jenkins, who
finished fifth and sixth, respectively in the Baldy Castillo Invitational at Arizona State this
past weekend.
Chippewa coach Jim Knapp
also left a number of athletes
home last weekend and is anxious to put a full squad together
for the meet.
"It will be the first opportunity for our whole team to get
on the track," Knapp said.
"These open meets are just like
scrimmages and we hope to get
a good workout in."
Like BG two weeks ago in
• See HUCE, page nine.

• See LAFENE, page eight.
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AVOID THE RUSH!!!
GET A GREAT APARTMENT WHILE THEY'RE STILL AVAILABLE!

JOHN NEWLOVE REAL ESTATE
SUMMER & FALL RENTALS
(Too many to list)

'7013rd: I bdnn-free heat, water, lewer
1J9 4th: I bdnn-free heat, water, tewer
•710-730 Scott Hamilton:
I bdrm., patio/balcony
free water, tewer
'150 Scott Hamitton: I bdrm.free water, sewer

Large assortment of
Houses, Duplexes,
and Apartments

■mm VI Scott Hamilton: I WRM. PUPUX
SUMMER LEASES AVAILABLE!

CALL OR STOP BY TODAY!
Mid Am Manor
641 Third Apt. 4, BG
352-4380

Stop into 319 E. Wooster for a brochure of complete
details and speak with our friendly staff!
354-2260
John Newlove Real Estate 319 E. Wooster
tOtMl HOII«INQ
0»»0Hlu«HT

(across from Taco Bell)
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LAFENE

the 10:24 mark of the second.
usineau pulled Ohio State
rithin one, 2-1, at the 15:02 mark
the second period, managing
i get his stick on the puck as he
I being pulled down.

Turco earned his 15th career
shutout, quieting the New Hampshire-leaning crowd of 17,989 s an NCAA championship game
record. Berenzweig scored once
in the first period and 43 seconds
before Geoff Koch made it 3-0 at
8:26 of the second.

The goal had an Immediate effect on the crowd and the Buckyes players, who began playing
rith more energy and more
nuscle. Couslneau took a long
from Todd Compeau and
lit in alone on the goalie before
utting it between his legs to
! It 2-2 at the 18:21 mark.

Dick Umlle's Wildcats finished
third in Hockey East and then
beat Wisconsin and Boston University in the East Regional to
make it to the Final Four. Red
Berenson's Michigan squad finished second in the CCHA and
then beat Princeton and North
Another Buckeye rush pro- Dakota In the West Regional.
duced a slap shot by Andre Signorettl that went off the inside of
The Wolverines dominated
the post and ricocheted out with most of the semifinal except for a
14 seconds left in the second two-minute stretch at the end of
period.
the second period. Twice New
Hampshire used a nice cross-ice
Michigan 4; New Hampshire 0
pass to catch Turco out of position, but both times he got his
Michigan's Bubba Berenzweig glove on the puck.
scored two goals Thursday, leading Michigan past New HampNew Hampshire didn't get off a
shire 4-0 for a chance at a record shot for the first 8:41 of the game
ninth NCAA championship.
and still had just one before its
first power play 12:28 into the
The Wolverines (31-11-1) ad- period. But, even a man down,
vanced to Saturday's finals and Michigan had the advantage.
will play the winner of Thursday
night's semifinal between Boston
After a save by Turco was
College and Ohio State. New cleared away, Berenzweig
Hampshire (25-12-1) has been to picked up the puck just over the
the Final Four times and lost In blue line, slightly ahead of the
the semifinals each time.
lone defender back. He shot once
off Matile's right pad, then put
Michigan has won a record the rebound into the net to make
eight NCAA men's hockey titles it 1-0 at 13:54 of the first.
- two more than North Dakota ~
v taking the tournament's first tiBerenzweig's second goal
tle in 1948 and winning In six of came at 7:43 of the second, folthe first nine years. The Wolver- lowed soon after by Koch. Matt
ines also won in 1964 and again Herr made It 4-0 with 2:48 left in
the game.
two years ago.

ATTENTION EDUCATION MAJORS...
IntBrvikwi and Teacher Job Fair coming up?
Get ahead nowl Haar diracrfy Iron a butidrng
principal and what ha rooks for in resume* and
portfolio. Wad.. Apia 8 al 7.00pm miiio.
camp Hall. Sponaorad by BOSEA and EESAB.

The BG News
Classified
Ads

BEYOND BO
Lail Day lo gal your
BEYOND BG SENIOfl CHALLENGE TICKETS
■EYOND BO

372-6977
Tat BG News will rax knowingly accept advemiemenu
thai discnrnirssse. w entourage oWnrnmalion agranu any
individual or group on the basts of racc.MU.Color.CfMd.
religion, naiiorsal origin, vrsusl orientation, disability.
status as a seserau. or on the bests of any outer legally
protected status

DISNEY'S FLUBBER
Friday. April 3rd and Saturday. Apnl 4th
8 00pm and 11:00pm m Olacamp. 12.00
Ouestioni? Call 372-7184 Sponaorad by
Campua FBrna.

Tne BG New, rcsertct the nghi to decline, diwununije
or revile any advertisement such an those found lo he
defamatory. Inking in factual hativ mi,leading or falar
in nature. All advertisements are tucjeci to editing and
appro**!

CAMPUS EVENTS

rPCChib
ELECTIONS
tortQOe 1B98
April 7. 1908
BA105t?S00prn
All Pomona opt-in
AW mfajora ataloornell

Jewelry Making
Saturday, April 4th. 18M Taft Room 2:00pm.
Si 00 par child. Each chM can maka 2
bracelet, lor 11.00 Oueitjona? Call 372-7184.
Sponaorad by UAO
Myrtle Beach SC and Orlando Fl
Spend your summer running the tun at exciting
retort rocaftonsl Recreation assistants, children and counaalors and front desk positions
available. Fully furnished housing. J300 monthly stipend Call 688 SyS'Od 2
STUDY ABROAD PRE-DEPARTURE
ORIENTATION
N you are studying abroad during the summer
or fall, please coma lo one of these sessions
Saturday. Aprl 4. 10 a m ■ 12 noon in 1103 Oftenhauer Waal Cal 2 0309/0478 mth quea-

Continued from page seven.

an outstanding person."
LaFene has been passing the
time rehabilitating, using a combination of running and swimming workouts. She's been hitting the books, too; in March she
was named the Falcon Club's junior Scholar-Athlete of the Year.
But she's been extreinly eager
to put herself to the test on the
track. The last three months have
been agonizing for LaFene, who
has better things to do than sit on
the sidelines.
"It was tough. It was really
tough," LaFene said. "It was hard
for me to go to meets and watch.
... It was tough because I'm a
competitor."
LaFene is among the favorites
in the 5,000 at the Invitational,
but Price isn't counting on an optimum performance just yet.
Most of her competitors have
gone through a season's worth of
indoor meets, and already have a
couple outdoor races under their
belts.
"She's not near top shape yet,"
Price said. "I don't expect her to

McMAHON

jump right back into it and be
right at the top. It might take a
few weeks."
Price estimates that LaFene is
near 90 to 95 percent now, though
he admits she probably isn't in
competitive shape just yet. But
he is expecting a return to 1997
form.
"With the type of person she is
... she's very goal-oriented and
very committed," Price said. "By
the end of the season, she should
be back to where she was last
year."
LaFene's return will augment
an already deep BG distance
squad, headlined by Missy Lyne,
Laura Deneau and Wendy LichtOrdway, among others. Those
Falcons should all place highly in
their Individual events.
BG figures to dominate the distance races, including the
4x800-meter relay, a new event
to the Invitational.
The Falcons should see some
stlf fer competition in the sprints.
Archrival Toledo won't concede
any of the shorter events to BG.
•Toledo looks very strong in
the sprints," Price said. "They
look like they could win both the

sprints. All three of the sprints,
actually."

and rain out there."
Sink Is well aware that the
unpredictable northwest Ohio
weather could wreak havoc
with this weekend's meets.
"There could be rain; that's a
possiblity any time," Sink said.
"Hopefully there will be good
weather conditions and we can
get some more good performances."
Besides Moser and Koury,
Sink expects strong performances from a variety of people,

including junior sprinters Eric
Holmes and James Estrada,
who returned last week from
injuries. He is also expecting to
get good performances out of
many of the freshman on the
squad, including hurdler Chaz
Price, Dan Corletto in the decathlon and Fred Green in the
shot put.
Whittaker Field is located
next to Perry Staduim. Admission for the meet will be $4 for
adults and $2 for students.

SKYOIVE at SKYDIVE BG in Bowling Green.
OH .just 10 mm. southwest ol BGSU campus
Season ooenmg special, through and of April.
I us! 1100 per person Don't miss this oppomjnityl Call 3525200 for reservations.

AOtlAOIIAOIIAOIIAOII
Hey little Becca.
Are you Feeling Ktghty Krazy ?
Just wait HI Sunday wall
make it official. A panda
carousal you wri be.
LoveKristalyn.
AOtlAOIIAOIIAOIIAOII

A showdown looms in the
100-meter hurdles between the
Rockets' Sharday Anderson and
BG's Kristin Inman. Anderson's
seed time of 14.67 comes in just
ahead of Inman's 14.69, as they
are the favored duo in the event.
BG looks very strong in the
field events as well, headlined by
All-Americans Huina Han (triple
jump) and Emily Cokinos (javelin). The Falcons have a potential
winner in every field event.
Toledo is joined by Central
Michigan as the only MAC
schools competing against BG.
The rest of the field is made up of
smaller, local schools such as
Flndlay.
The meet will be unscored,
though Price feels the Falcons
would come out on top.
"Toledo has some good individuals, definitely," he said. "But
they're not a very strong allaround team. They're only strong
in a few events.... Central Michigan has a few good individuals,
but once again, they're not as
strong an all-around team as we
are."

HUGE
Continued from page nine.
North Carolina, the Chippewas'
trip south to Arizona did not
meet with the sunny skies and
warm temperatures that had
been hoped for.
"Those who did not make the
trip got the better weather,"
Knapp said. "We headed out
there hoping to get a good
workout in nice weather. Instead, there was snow, sleet

Turiafcer
Sat. Apr. 4th 1908. 1100am lo 1:00pm Community Sulla FREEH S8S-N-KDS weekend
WhrJe you're waiting for your lie-dye shirts to
dry. coma play a game of Twister! Questions?
Cafl 372-7184. Sponaorad by UAO.

PERSONALS

SERVICES OFFERED
Full aat ol Nails tor $25 00 Juke Kirkman ©
Mane Style Salon 1074 N Main St 353 6263

•""Kappa Delta
—LI-Carolyn—
Tonight is the night Aren't you excited??
I cant wait unoi we are finally united
as BIG ft LIL. Just remember you
are surrounded by (amity
Love.your BIG.
Kappa Delta

INTERNET ACCESS
FREE to Bowling Green area computer
users We are conducting a 1 ? month
field test ol highspeed. S6K modem
|K56lei) performance. Cal TOAST net
at 1 888-862-7883 and ask lor the BG
Beta Program

Pregnant?
Free Pregnancy Teats.
Confidential and Caring
354-4673 BG Pregnancy Canter

ADOPTION LOVING. COLLEGE EDUCATED
COUPLE wishes to adopt. We can provide a
child with fine education A a beautiful home
fined with much love A laughter. Please can
Cindy A Don 800-333-2116

SIX'SBX-SBX
Personal tzed
Graduation Announcements
46 hour service
Minimum order of 15
Sup in and see uall

353-7732

sax'ssx'sax

AOH-AOII-AOirAOII
Hay. new members, are you eicnad yet?
The dale, time, and place are all set i
We're teetin' mighty crazy with our lias.
We love pears and guop.es. that's no lie
Fry my kite and you will find out
On Sunday what AOti is all aboutl
New members, get excited for initiationi
WE LOVE VOUI
AOIPACMrAOirAOIT

Continued from page eight.
minute. There is a surgery for
this malady, but she was too little
for it to be performed.
She rested In her daddy's arms
while her mom, holding her older
daughter, told the crowd that
through medication and treatment, her baby was getting better. Hundreds of dancers and
supporters, so rambunctious just
a few minutes earlier, were now
silent, hanging on every word.
Just a little bit later, while we
were all singing along with Garth
Brooks, I glanced behind me and
saw the most wonderful thing that little baby girl, sicker than
most of us have ever been or ever
will be, was dancing herself.
But my favorite moment came
during Zino's brief time with us.
One of the tunes he sang for us
was Billy Joel's timeless classic,
"Piano Man." Just like with all
the songs he performed, he asked
us all to join him.
And we did. Hundreds of people, split up Into a few rows, arms
locked, swaying in unison. It was
nothing short of awesome.
One of Zino's other songs was
Elton John's "Can You Feel the
Love Tonight," which perfectly
described the atmosphere I felt.
Zlno rewrote some of the lyrics to
relate to the miracle children, but
the refrain and the theme remained unchanged. You couldn't
help but feel the love.
I have so many memories, and I
was only there for a mere five
hours. I regret missing out on 27
more. I can only imagine how
many memories each and every
dancer must have.
I'd love to hear about all of
them. If you spent any time at
Dance Marathon, and you have a
story to tell, please share It with
me. E-mail me at
jmcmaho9bgnet.bgsu.edu.
Tell me about your favorite
moment.

DZDZDZDZDZDZ
Congratulations. Lisa Lenzo. lor bang chosen
asaumv too facilitator' I'm so proud ol you'1
Love-tekkj
DZDZDZDZDZDZ
0ZDZDZDZDZDZ
DIANA VaLLANVEVA
Congratulations on your summer internship at
Disney Wortdl Follow your dreams I
Lova-raWaUaa
DZDZDZDZDZDZ

Dan OS Marathon
Director.'Asst Director
Applications
Available «50 Student Services
Starling 4m
Delta Sigma Pi
Lil Marie.
I know you'll do great this waekendii Practicing
your tinging and remember. It's a family tradlDonli
Delta Sigma Pi
little Carrie.
Review 2 is here1 Do not fear Be loud and
make me proud1 Big Jeff

Delta Sigma Pi
Little Sarah
Good luck on Review 2 You'll do as great as
you did on Review t. Study Hardl
Big Andrea

DZDZDZDZDZDZ
Congratulations Kelly Roaer on being chosen
as a new member oI Order of Omega'
Love NikiuS Lisa
DZDZDZDZDZDZ

FALL 1MS PRACTCUM OPPORTUNITY IN
THE INTRAMURAL OFFCE FOR RECREATION AND SPORT MANAGEMENT MAJORS.
APPLICATIONS AVALABLE IN 130 PERRY
FIELD HOUSE AND DUE APRIL 10th INTERVevySWll BE HELD APRl 13-14.
GET INVOLVED IN INTRAMURALS" APPLICATIONS ARE BEING ACCEPTED FOR THE
INTRAMURAL ADVISORY BOARD FOR
FALL ISO*. PICK UP APPLICATION M THE
Hvt OFFICE. IX PERRY FCLD HOUSE. AND
RETURN BY APRl 14rh. MTERVIEWS ARE
LIMITED. ON A FIRST COME. FIRST SERVE
BASIS.
FAST COMPANY..
geelntownl
FAST COMPANY..
Kin town!
IT COMPANY.
Kin town!
IT COMPANY..
geelntownl
FAST COMPANY I
gea In town!

AKRON

WINTHROP
TERRACE APTS

(DOUBLE HEADER)

now available

Apartments for
Summer & Fall '98

SATURDAY
1:00
BG Softball
Diamonds

1

too

• I & 2 Bedrooms
' Furnished and Unfurnished'
1
3 Great Locations
1
Gas Heat & Gas Cooking
1
Swimming Pools
Campus Shuttle

Students admitted FREE with valid BGSU ID

r*

color copy charcolor copy char-

BGSU
VS.
MIAMI
SUNDAY

vs.

1

color copy char.

WOMEN'S TENNIS

WOMEN'S !
BGSU

•MM

color copy charcolor copy char-

ROBIN WILLIAMS

O FLUBBER

1400 Napoleon Road 352-9135,
Mon.- Fri. 9-5 Sat. 10-2

Reefc Courts
(In case of inclement
weather, match will be held
at Central Tennis 81
Fitness Club in Toledo)
Students admitted FREE with valid BGSU ID

BGSU TRACK

BISN.Y'S

St.

wunnMHiwni

[PCi^aK

MWw.Dybbcr.com

Friday, April 3rd
and Saturday April 4th
f-=3
8 p.m. & 11 p.m.
fe $2.00 111 Olscamp
Questions? Call 372-7164

For Elderly. Handicapped Persons, & Children 4-13 w/Adull
Transit ID. Card Required*
■Available al Grant'* Administrator'i Office. 354-6203
V
Discount Taxi Tickets Available. Please Call 354-6203 For Information.

FRIDAY
&

SATURDAY
10:00
Whittaker Track
Students admitted FREE with valid BGSU ID

Children Ride Free"
*4 Years or Younger, or Under 40 Pounds, with an Adult
ChiJren Man Ride in Child Remix Sen Provided
■/
Van w/ Lift Available: Wheelchair Access & Group Seating

Hours: 6:00 a.m. - Midnight
Monday - Saturday
Reatncled Hour, on HoUiavi
Service Area: Bowling Green
Please lei driver know how
many persons will
bending.

B.C.. Taxi
352-0796
In lo. »■

N«'I

The* tJtjrvicc is rmanccd ia pan from
aa opw-nin-| atvwanca mat from
ODOTAPTV

\ icv Is

i BO Tm informaiKMi i.
1 available in larfe pnni
and audio tape fonru.
uponirquexl

The BG News

page 10
FREE CASH GRANTS! College
Scholarships Business Medical bits. Never Repay
TonFree 1-800-218-9000E«l 08076.

Wendy.
Good kick at Review 2.
ska your family proud of youl
Mel.ssa

FUN. AWESOME HOUSE
We nM subieeeers beyond bad Big hout*.
4-5 bedrooms. 2 porches, very ck»M to tie
bar».3iiN.Prr>epect.Calusat354-8734l

WANTED

Go Kate Power Rang*'
Make ua Proud at Ra»aw 2'
GcodLuckl
Big Jacquie t Gfand Big Jin

1 Female Rmmte. naadad tor 98-99
Close to campua. own rm
8212.S0Vmo Call Chanty 0372-4137.

Kay-Daa' U" Linda' Kay-Dee
You and me, mere gonna be together
Evary day together, always.
I raafy laal. I'm gaining
agree! Mend.
I can't baiava thii bonua
duaialhaand.
Corrw to Irwhouee tonight
and be exaiedl
Thii BkyU pair ia about to bo
united.
Love si AOT. Your Big??
Kay-Oaa * LI' Linda' Kay-Daa

1 Female Subleaser Needed For Summer
(550 obo tor entire summer, own room, alec
only. CaH 363-5397.
1 mala or female subleaser tor smr. 82S0/mo
Ctoae to campua, houaa on E. Court St. Can
AndyC.Q372-l256.
1 male subleaser needed for 98-99' school
year. $23S/mo dose to campua. Own badroom. Call 372-1537 or 372-3138.
Qrad tickets desperately needed. Win pay
caahl Call Ryan Bonvlllian at 352-9611.

Raward For intormaDon loading to idonrjftcaMn of vehicle/person involved in fat-skip
damaging parked while Ford Pickup (Rangaf)
onMon.Mar. 16 in commuter lot behind Orfenhauar. Phona (4191-874-2393

•EEKINO SOFTBALL PLAYERS FOR MEMS
USSSA CLASS CVE WEEKEND TOURNAMENTS AND SUNDAY NIGHTS AND TUESDAY NIGHTS AT CARTER PARK M BOWLINGGREEN, OHIO. STARTS 4/12/M
(4:30PM). CONTACT BOB MILLER DIRECTLY AT 474-1731 IN TOLEDO.(«87 PER
PLAYER OR (42 IF BG RESIDE NT

I would love to buy aitra graduation tickets
Call 354-4303 if interested
PhiMu'PhiMu'PhiMu
Phi Mu is looking for a houaeboy for the 98-99
school year. If interested please call ktndy at
372-3009 or 372-2750 ID schedule an interview
PhiMu'PhiMu'PhiMu
Subleaser needed for summer
1 bdrm Apt. $250*40 Cal 352 2550

HELP WANTED
Wa want lo adopt a baby.
Four years ago wa were blessed with the adopaon of a beautiful boy. Today we hope to be
juei aa fortunate by locating a birth mother who
finds us to be the right family lor her baby. My
husband and I are both artists and own our
own design business. We work ai home which
allows us ions of ome lo be together. Our son
Tucker vary much wants ID be a big brother
and asked II ha could adopt me baby too. To
apeak to Tom or Deborah call:
1-886-610-2458

$1500 weekly potential mailing our circulars
Free Information. Call 410-347-1475.
' IS YOUR RESUME LACKING?
Find out why PIG, IBM, Xerox. * hundreds ol
other top companies want students who have
been through our summer training program
Cver 90% ol the students using our placement
office found career jobs last year. Ave-age
monthly income $2174. All majors apply. Call
1-800-307-8839

WOMEN'S SOFTBALL
BGSU
vs.

KENT

SlOOO'e POSSIULE TYPING Part Time. Al
Home. To" Free (1) BOO 218-9000 Eat I 2076
for Listings
' Part Time Help Needed After graduation, cleaning a rmsc. work for
summer. Call 353-0325
375 COUNSELORS and INSTRUCTORS
needed! Coed summer eampe In Pocono
Mountains. PA Lohlkan, 1 600 Its, 4321,
www.lohlkan.com.
Bar lender or Bar maid, will train. Apply in per
eon Cotago Station Tuesday thru Friday I
Bowling Green Super Wash is accepting applications to attend their local facility Hours ere
vanabie. Team attitude, Honesty, and Pleasing
personality are important. Great summer job.
Apply m person al 1003 North Prospect St. 6-5
daily.
Camp Couneelore
For children with disabilities Must nave strong
work ethic and interested in making a difference in the life of a child. Up lo MOO per hour.
35 hours par weak. 7 sites in Summit County.
Must ontoy outdoor activities Call 800-CYOCamp for an application.

Friday, April 3, 1998

Home City Ice Company is now hiring for these
positions Route Drivers. Production Stackers.
Truck Loaders. Competitive wages/flexible
schedules. Locations throughout all of Ohio
and Southeast Michigan. Call for details at
I 800 899-8070.
Lawn maintenance helpers Flesible hours.
Cell 352-8968
Lawn maintenance pt. A full time. Hiring tor
spring A summer at Knickerbocker Lawns A
Landscaping. Call 352-5335.
Learn how to start a home-based typing business Sand SASE to: P.O. Bo. 8118 Cleveland
OH 44181-0181
Myrtle Beach SC and Orlando Fl
Spend your summer running the fun al exciting
resort locations! Recreation assistants, children counselors and front desk positions available. Fully fumiehed housing. 8300 monthly
stipend CaH 888-699-1042

Ottos cleaning evenings
10-lShrs per week
Pan tranap. required. Call 352-5822.

CRIME SHsP A LANDTOUR JOUSEicesent benefits. Work) Travel. Ask us howl
517-324-3080 ext CSS444.

Pan time retail sales labor. 10-30 hrs per weak.
Sand resume to 42S E From Si PO Box C
PembervSle, OH 43450

Enrae needed lo play high school A college
age range tor up-coming films No aip. noceesary/16./a» looks needed. Contact NBCom.
818-788-1800.
Here we go again. A new season ia beggming
at SKYDIVE BQ and we need a few dooenda
ble parachute packers for spring, summer, and
fall employment. Full training provided Must
have own transportation. An eicibng place to
work. Call 352-5200 lor more informaltonil
Large summer camp on Lake Erie in Conneaut
OH. Has equestrian staff positions available.
For application please send letter of inquiry to
PO Boi 772 Conneaut OH. 44030 or cal
(440) 583-6887 for into.

PRESCHOOL TEACHER
Ful Ime position at Jordan Family Develop
ment Center on the BGSU campua. Plan and
implement appropriate activities in one preschool classroom. Associate degree in Early
Chitiood Education or CDA credential. 2 yrs
experience working with young children, and
supervisory experience requested. 87.50/hr.
piua exoeHeni benelta. Send resume to WSOS
Community Acoon-PST. PO Box 590, Fremont. OH 43420 EQUAL OPPORTUNITY
EMPLOYER.
PUT-sN-BAYJOBS
■stand Bike Rental now hinng for 98
Summer season, earn money while having
fun In the aunl Call (419) 285-2016.
Seaaonai positions now available, lifeguard,
snack bar, beverage can, course maintenance.
golf shop attendants, can/bag attendants and
general labor. Apply in person at Brendywine
Country Club. 8904 Salisbury Rd.. Maumee,
OH (419) 865-2393

JEUIEIRY ffMKIflG

Students admitted FREE with valid BGSU ID

RE Management

Untied Parcel Service
Inlerviewing now.
Hiring all shifts
W SO/hour» Great benefits
CallUPSO418-S9l-8820
To schedule an interview
United Parcel Service

Wait Stall
Weekend woek/Frl.-Sun.
Apply & Raceway Park
5700 Telegraph Rd.
Toledo,OH 43812

Need a title green in your Easter basket?? We
can helplll Just hop on over to your phone and
give us a callll We are hiring home health
aides tor Findlay and Bowling Green areas
Call Heartland Home Health Care at
I 800-480-6309 or 427-2077.

(DOUBLE HEADER)

FRIDAY
2:00 p.m.
BG Softball
Diamonds

THE FIRST YEAR EXPERIENCE PROGRAMrFYEP) Is row accapOng appkcaiiona
from rising juniors and seniors who would like
to serve aa a resource parsons (mentors) lo
new freshman students in one-to-one relabonehips nest year. The FYEP matcnee first
year students with upper-class students lo help
them make smooth transitions to BG Time
commitment is minimal FYEP seeks upper
class students who care about Oral-years and
who can make referrals lo appropriate campus
reeourcee when needed. Interested persons
should e-mail|effpha«>bgn«i.bgau.eduor call
Jeff PfvJpoB, FYEP at 2-9558

NATIONAL PARK EMPLOYS'ENTWork In the Oraat Outdoors.
Forestry. WHdHt Preserves. Concessionaires,
Firefighters. A more. Competitive wages A
benefits Ask us howl 517-324-3110 Ell.
N55442.

Camp Jobs A fun place to work a a life-tong
learning ospenenca awaits you al YMCA
Camp Nssaokone In beautiful northern Ml Are
you a caring, creative A anthusiaatc parson
who enjoys being outdoora A have poor experience) working with children. Hiring cabin
counselors, lifeguards A program instructors
for horseback riding, sailing, ropes course,
ana/crafts A cVamarmuac Also, year round
position avail for outdoor environmental education facilitators Personal Interviews being
held Aprs 18 In Toledo. Call 246-867-4533

DON'T READ THIS il you like working for minimum wage, staying home in Ohio. A seek secure, non-rewarding work. HOWEVER if you
want to earn outstanding money (86300) travel
acroea the country, A enjoy challenging yourself to something completely worthwhile call
1-800-307-8838.

Start your own bualneee
Earn extra income in your spare tana with tie
youngest company ever admitted to tie
NY/SE To hear a brief recorded mtnj call
1 -800-327-3918. Leave a message

Saturday, April 4th, 1998
Taft Room
2:00 PM
$1.00 Per Child
Bracelets For $18

next to Klnko's
Questions? Call 372-7164

FOR SALE
1994 Plymouth Ouaier. black Power everything. AJeVFM casseBe Auto, A/C, V-8.1*000
OBO Cal 352-5293
Beareea-Mepkt. Garcia. 8 more. If you are interested, please call Samanrha al 352-1538.
CARS FOR 1100
Seized 8 sold locally this month.
Trucks. 4 I 4'S. etc
1 800 522-2730 ail 4558
FOR SALE
Par ol Magnavoi speakers $100
2 Monitors 150 waits each 8200
Crete Amp 8SO0
Gurtv FX Processor 8150
Toyota Unhran 88" 81000 Runs Wet.
Call anytime @ 352 9974
Keg-a-rator tor sale. One year old. 8250 or bast
oHer Please contact Man 353- 8070.
New. mint Schwinn Frontier GS Ml. bike, ridden once $200
Contact Tony 354-0396 or ive mgell
Quean size waterbed for sale. Perfect condition. Bookcase, headboard. 8300.00. Cal JasonQ 354-2153.
SEIZED CARS from 8178. Porsches. Cadillacs. Chevya. BMWs. Corvettes. Also Jeeps.
4WD's. Your Area. Toll Free 1-800-218-9000
Eat A-2078 lor currant liatlngs.

FOR RENT
(2) 1 bedroom units 8284 8 8368 . mil., respectively 2 blocks from campus. Avail May
15 287 4159 evenings 287 4926 days
"Apt. 8 Houses 96-99 schl yr "
311-316 E Msrry 18 2 bdrm acts
8450/mo-12mo. leaae. aSOOVmo-acr. yr Aim.
321-BE Merry.ebdrme.
321-AE. Merry LARGE HOUSE
309 1/2 E. Marry, rms 6 more
Al Very Ooee lo Campus
SlarwiginMay or Aug. "353 0325
"Apts 8 Houses 96-99 schl yr."
321 -A E Merry LARGE HOUSE
32t BE Marry.ebdrma.
311 -316 E. Merry. 182 bdrm apts.
»450/mo-l2mo leeae. 8500/mo-schl yr lurn
309 1/2 E Merry, rms 8 more
Al Very Close to Campus
Starting in May or Aug.' 353 0325
1 bdrm. apt Close lo campus. Aval, summer
anoVor 1998V99 school year. (419) 897-9030

Don't just
sit there!
■**'Stop in today for
a complete 1998/1999
apartment listing.

Cinemark Theatres

b>

113 Railroad St.

Open Mon thru Fri
8:00am - 5:00pm
Sat 8 - 12

<M9towi 352-9302

138 Fourth St. I bdrm
(Willow House! Close to Csmpui Stani
at '40/mo-elec /sai Call 133-5800.

* 7095m: 2 txlrm/2 bath
* 501-803511* 2 bdrm
•309 High: 2 bdrm free heal.
water, sewer
* 702 4 th: 2 bdrm

Management Inc.
2IS E. Pee Rd. Lanje-l Bdrm (Evergreen Aprs.)
Lsundrv on Site Stini at 340/mo*elec
Call J5J5860.

upscale w/2 car
garage
*507E.rierry:2rxSam
across from Campus
* 524 6lh: 2 bdrm. free heal,

Management Inc.
I A 2 adrm-IM2 Fairvieo Ave. (Hillsdak Apis.I
Unique floor designs, carpom. w/d hook-ups in 2
harms Rein nans at .ISO/mo ♦ ulils Call jU-SaOO.

wafer, sewer

Management Inc.

AND PROFESSIONAL HOUSING! OR VISIT OUR NEW
WEBSITE:

NEW NEW NEW NEW
710 N. Enterprise (Heins-tile) I A 2 Mrass.
Close lo Campus Washer/Dryer in 2 bdrm units
Rent sum at >75/mo « uiik Call MJ-SSOt.

Management Inc.
For complete list stop by our
office at 1045 N. Main or
Call 353-5600

1

Storm
Kevin

1234 N. Main SI. 354-0558.

325 South (lain Sired
(our only office)
352-5620

NEWIWEI
Rentals

1,2. or 3 bedroom house or apartment lor renl.
372-2096 day. after S pm 872-9874 or
373-0024 or 352-6067.

IK

IK ^.K IK IK IK IK

Grease (PQ)
4:20 7:15 9:40
At Good 88 it Gel I (PG-13)
4:00 7:00 9:50

Fri 7:00 9:30 Midnight
SatSun 2:00 4:30 7:00 9-30
Evoy Saturday
at Midnight R

Lost In Space (PG-13)

1i»7ii919iW
Mercury Rising (R)
4:10 7:10 9:45
Wild Things (R)
4:30 7:25 10:06

Box Office
opens at
4:00p.m.

Faculty, Staff, and Students
Receive 10% off your total order
when you present your BGSU ID.
GOOD ALL YEAR
1027 N. Main 352-4178

Great Food & tee Cream

UNDERGRADUATE, GRADUATE

WtpyAvww/aavlcrvxTeollvixorn

Management Inc.

^,/rhe Ice

* 543 6 lh: 2 bdrm/2 balh
VISIT OUR OFFICE FOR A
COrlPLETE LISTING FOR

Studio - 215 E. Pet Rd. (Evergreen Apul
L*indr> on Site Utilities included in rent
Slans si 2.MVmo Call JSJ-Sseo

r- Woodland

CINEMA 5Mau

KLINE
Lai

Nevvtove Reality Rentals

Management Inc.

oisir»i>

1 summer sublrs. needed 175/mo. 1 bk*.
away from campus. Call 363-7351.

Congratulations Alpha Phi
Spring 1998 New Initiates!
Misti Baker
I Ann BaUinger
Mindy Beverley
Mary Brehm
I Jenny Carter
\ Jamie Cook
••
] Emily Harris
Megan Humphrey
Tara Incorvaia Mary Zirkelbach

Kelly Kowalski
Kristy McCulloch
Adrian Mitchell
Trad Morris
Allyson Romano
Torrie Sounders
Stefanie Sizemore
Mandy Slater
Jessica Small wood!

§igma Kappa
proudly presents |
their Spring 1998
New Members
Danielle Markel
| fllyeia Humphrey |
Janna Winkler
-K LK IK IK i.K IK I.K

FALL 1998
LEASING
AVAILABLE
Mercer Manor
Apartments
One of BG's
Newest
Complexes
Features

•3 Bedrooms
•2 Full Baths
•Air Conditioning
•Fireplaces
•Microwaves

12 month leaaea starting May 16.1998
424 1/2 S. Summit efficiency 8225 . Wee
453 S Prospect-small 1 Br 8290 • gavelec
60S Fifth St. eC-small 2 Br 8360 . ulil
230 N Enterprise I Br 8360 . ulil.
Steve Smith 352-8917 or 367-6666.
2 bdrm. 634 Scol Hamilton. A/C Avail May.
8420 plus ull. Other locations avail Aug. Elf. 8
1 6 2 bdrm. NO PETS. 3534308.
2 bdrm. furn. or unfum. apts

724 em si. a 70s 7»i si

12 unit apartment buildings
96 99 school year lease
8500 per month
FREE heal, water, sewer
gaaandHBOm
3S4-0914
2 bdrm. house 8450 mo Ctose to Univ
3 bdrm. house. 8650.mo. Close to Univ.
1 bdrm. apt. 8325 mo. Ctoae lo Umv
Call 686-4651.
2 brm. 1 bath tumefied 8222/mo per peraon.
Avail. May. Cal 384-7076 ask for Daniel.
3 bdrm house dose k) University. 3rd St
675/mt. furnished avail Aug I, Please cal
474-5344.
3 to 5 summer eubteeeers needed
5 bedrooms available. 2 ban
ctoae to campus Call 354-6530.
Willing to negosate coat.
5-6 lubteaaers needed for a large 5 bedrm
house 1 block from campus 6 close lo Main.
Call 2-4547 lor into.
704 Fifth- 2 BR lurn. • AC
8600 for summer • 1 apt. avail.

For 9 or 12 mo. lease • 352-3445.
Also, 710 Seventh 6 601 TNrd.
Check out the beat kept housing secret in BG.
2 bdrm. My turn . leg. rms.. tons of closet
space, dishwasher, balcony. 8 we pay all ubt.
except ease. A phone. May to May leaaas aval.
Call 382-9809.
Female subleaser needed for summer Huge
yard, volleyball court. Call Jen at 373-0056
Female aubfeaaer needed immediaiery. Cal
3531060
Georgetown Manor. 800 3rd St. under new
management. AyC. laundry rm, 1 bedrm. lurn.
8380 6 elac. 2 bedrm. furn. 8460 6 elec also
summer rates 354-9740 or 352-2214.
GEORGETOWN MANOR APTS.
BOO Third St.
Eicellent 1 BR 6 2 BR units
Fully furn.. AC. reasonable rents 6
Ctoae to campus. Yrty lease.
Check us out before you leaae.
Call 354-9740 or 352-2214
or atop by apt #10.
HOUSE FOR RENT 1/1 BLOCK FROM
CAMPUS AT 143 BALDWIN. NEW IN 1*97
WITH 8 BR, 2 FULL BATHS. WAD. CENTRAL AIR. 8B50/MO e UT1L PHONE
384-7237.

HOUSES FOR RENT
422 Ctough - Above garage 2 BR. 2 people
Stove and refng. turn 8415 00/month.
Avail May I7rn
140 1/2 Manv.le-Above garage. 2 BR.
2 people. Stove and refng. turn. 8375 00/
month. Avail. May 17th.
710 Eighth - 2 BR plus garage. 2 people.
Stove and relng. fum. 8375.00/month.
Aval. May 1st.
CALL JOHN NEWLOVE REAL ESTATE
354-2260 Offce-SIOE Wooster

l far rentiThe following houses are for
rent tor 98-90 school year. All 12 mo. leaaas,
tenant, pay al utl.. sac. dap., parental guarantee reg... no pate.
1.7H Elm 2 BR avail. 5/1S/9B
Rent
8510/mo
collected quarterly. Phone
354-6595 aak tenants lo view.
2.217 9. College-3 BR house aval. 6723/98.
Rent 8575/mo. collected quarterly Phone
354-3271 aak tenants to view
8.816 Ridge Larg. 2 BR house avail.
6720/98. Rent 8600/mo collected quarterly.
Phone 383-5032 aak tenants to view.
Fer more Information or to elgn a lease,
contact Arbor Enterprleee at 384-2884.
Locally owned and managed.
Houses. 1 6 2 bdrm. furn. apis, tor 96-99
school year. Call 352-7454.
LOW SUMMER RATES
on 2 bedrooms
Cell 352 9378
ONE BOOM APTS. FOR GRAO STUDENTS
12 MTH. LEASE. FURN , AVAILABLE AUG.
601 3RD ST. 362-3445
SINGLE PARENT STUDENT w/ 3 kida needs
4 br HOUM tor July 96 to Aug 99 within city
CeU(4ig)366-1371>measaoa.
SUBLSR. NEEDED IMMEOtATELYII
Now thru Aug. 10th. Oraat Apt. Low rent. Low
utjl 1 rmt. own bdrmll Call 354-3270
Summer savage available ctoae to campus.
Call Buckeye storage 352-1520.

FALL 1998 LISTS
NOW AVAILABLE!

3 Person Rate
Available
Now!
(Limited number available)

• Frazee Ave. Apts.
• East Merry Ave.
• Field Manor Apts.

*
CUINIMAIt. INC.
Hours:
Monday - Friday

CMINBRIAa, INC
352-0717
224 E. Wooster
Bowling Qreen, OH
43402
Hours:
Monday-Friday
9 a.m.-5 p.m.
Saturday
9 a.m.-l p.m.

9a.m. - 5pm.
Saturday
9a.m. • 1p.m.

Greenbriar, Inc.
352-0717
224 E. Woosier
Bowling Green. OH 43402

EDITOR'S NOTE
It is time yet again for another issue of Miscellany Magazine, the campus
magazine of Bowling Green State University. I look at this issue, my last, with
feelings of satisfaction, relief, and just a bit of sadness.
After weeks of hard work by my staff and myself, I am extremely satisfied with
our final product. We have again provided you with a mix of stories, with a little
something for everyone. Learn about the often talked about, but less understood,
Chapman Learning Community. I bet you also never realized that BGSU is home
to not one, but two campus ghosts. Have you ever complained about a class
where you couldn't understand your foreign teaching assistant, or wondered what
happens to those end-of-the-year surveys we've all come to know and love? We
have that too. This is just a taste of the stories in Miscellany this semester.
While I am pleased with our final product and relieved that the hours of endless
writing, copy-editing, layout, and general state of madness are over, I look at this
issue with a small lump in my throat. The release of this issue means one more
thing—it is time to graduate, become a grown-up, and enter the unknown but
exciting world of life after college. But before I go, there are just a few people I
would like to thank for making these four years incredible.
First, I have to thank my parents for their undying support and smiles through
clenched teeth as I have run them through the entire gamut of emotions. Thank
you for just grinning and bearing it when I made decisions that took me all over the
country and further away from home every time. I love you both.
Second, I have to thank my hilarious, talented, and incredible managing editor
Anna. Anna-you are probably the coolest person I know, and late night Miscellany
wouldn't have been the same without you. Thanks for maintaining my sanity,
being my friend, and keeping me laughing. Keep em on their toes in New York.
Anna-you rock!!
I also want to thank my staff for all their hard work, my roommates for their
patience and understanding during deadline time (well, actually, all the time), and
for the journalism faculty for being so supportive and flexible with Miscellany and
with me in general. Most of all, I have to thank Dr. Nancy Brendlinger. You are
absolutely the best teacher, adviser, and friend any aspiring journalist could have.
Thanks for coaching me through my nervous breakdowns, my internship hunts, my
job search, and basically all my neurotic little episodes throughout the past four
years. After graduation, I promise to start calling you Nancy.
To everyone. Good luck.
-Julie Keller

SL
yiSCELLANY
Miscellany Magazine is published each Fall and Spring semester by BGSU students and the Office
of Student Publications at Bowling Green State University. Miscellany is published on Apple
Mackintosh micro-computers using Pagemaker 6.5. Miscellany is distributed as a free publication.
Circulation: 5,000 copies
No part of this publication may be reprinted without permission from the Department of Student
Publications, Bowling Green State University.
Miscellany Magazine welcomes freelance submissions from the Bowling Green State University
community and surrounding communities. Submitted manuscripts must be well-written, accurate,
and must address timely issues that impact the BGSU and surrounding communities. Letters to the
editor are welcome, but must not exceed 500 words. Submitted letters to the editor my be edited for
length and grammatical accuracy.
Address Correspondence to:
Miscellany Magazine
Bowling Green State University
Office of Student Publications
214 West Hall
Bowling Green, Ohio 43402
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a living and learning community
The Chapman Learning Community is an
organized, planned residential learning
environment where students, faculty and
residential staff engage in a variety of learning
and social activities together.
STORY AND PHOTOGRAPHS

%

It's 8:25 a.m. when your alarm rings. You
spring out of bed, gurgle some Listerine,
grab your books and make it in time for
your 8:30 class. All you had to do to get
there was walk down the hall.
Within the Chapman Learning Community, this
scene is not uncommon. That's one reason why
the students like the new program. "I love it here,"
says Alicia Lawson, athletic training/sports
marketing major and Chapman learner.
The Chapman Learning Community resides in
Kreischer-Chapman Hall at the southeast corner
of BGSU's campus. The building houses faculty
offices, classrooms, meeting rooms, and student
residence facilities, such as bedrooms and lounges.
Here the 158 freshmen live, attend half their
classes, and participate in the other activities that
turn Chapman into a "learning community."
At the heart of this arrangement is an
educational philosophy that uses interdisciplinary
education. Thomas Klein, professor of English and
director of the Chapman program, says, "We
organize the learning experience more holistically
with common themes and common readings."
The Chapman Learning Community is an
organized, planned residential learning
environment where students, faculty and
residential staff engage in a variety of learning
and social activities together. The focus is on
working together—students working with
students, students working with faculty and
students working with the community around
them.
This year, all of the students involved in the
Chapman Learning Community are freshman
since the program began this fall. Chapman
students take two "anchor" five-credit hour core
courses and English 110 or 111 in Chapman Hall.
For most students, half of their classes are in
Chapman, making the place they live the place
they learn. Of course not all of their classes are in
Chapman. A Chapman student taking a biology
course does so in a lab just like any other student.
The classes they take in Chapman, however, are

BY ANNA WAHRMAN
different from most regular classes at BGSU— bed and breakfast atmosphere he describes is "a
even the ones that these students take outside of bottom-up, close-knit, and quirky community"
versus a "standardized, top-down managed"
Chapman.
In Chapman, the student-instructor ratio is about Holiday Inn model.
15:1—much lower than most classes, especially
the larger, general education requirement classes
where freshman usually end up. The students in
Chapman classes are not only fellow learners, they
all live in Chapman too. In fact, the entire
philosophy of learning—what it is and how it can
be accomplished—is different at Chapman. The
idea is to teach the whole person, not just a part of
her or him. The notion is one of making
connections—not to teach one part psychology,
one part history and one part English, but instead
to look at the world as a whole.
The concept of a learning
community is by no means a
new one. It began at Oxford and
Cambridge in the 1800s.
Incorporating the Oxbridge
philosophy of educating the person as a whole and
THIS IS A BED AND
encouraging a community of committed learners
BREAKFAST IN A WORLD OF
began at BGSU last year when Provost Charles
UNIVERSITIES WHICH ARE
Middleton wanted to bring the residential living
and learning community to the University. He
BASED ON THE HOLIDAY
asked Klein to head the program and make it a
INN MODEL OF EDUCATION.
reality. Both felt that there was a need for a
PROFESSOR THOMAS KLEIN
program like the living and learning community
because in a large university such as ours,
individuals can go unnoticed, curriculum is often
fragmented, and it is difficult for students and
Klein describes the idea of educating the whole
teachers to really know each other, according to person as the opposition to what he calls the
Klein.
"Humpty Dumpty" approach to learning and
Middleton gave Klein a veritable carte blanche teaching. He says that the reason education is
as far as organization, faculty, classes, and falling apart is because as a society and university,
structure of the program. Having been an educator we only teach part of the person—because we only
for more than 25 years, Klein noticed a trend teach about part of the world. "We're not putting
toward top-down education. He felt that the the disciplines together. You take five classes and
students were not learning as much as they could they're all unrelated. You take this class in
at college, and under a different system of learning, sociology and that class in art, and who would
students might benefit more. "Most large know that the two courses are about the same
universities are research universities. Faculty get world?"
rewarded for doing research. The way that students
Within the walls of Chapman, students are not
get educated is a result of that system just numbers, and the professors are not miked in
of education. There is a significant a room that seats 300. Each semester's curriculum
downside to that—a lot of students consists of a core course that aims to teach the
fall through the cracks," says Klein. student many ways to view a situation or question
"I started [the Chapman Learning an ideal, instead of approaching a topic as strictly
Community] based on the assumption black or white. The Chapman curriculum involves
that [the University] curriculum is stimulating one side of the brain each semester.
incoherent and therefore doesn't work This year, the Fall semester's focus was on the
for the kinds of values that I want a right, spatial, creative side of the brain. The class
curriculum to promote."
"Journeys of the Imagination" carried out this
Klein says the basic concept of the focus, incorporating art projects such as a photo
Chapman Learning Community is a collage creation (with reversed-negative photos
communal yet personal model of adding an off-kilter slant to the display), a cartoon
education. "This is a bed and and dialogue depiction of "What is Art?," and art
breakfast in a world of universities gallery tours.
which are based on the Holiday Inn
This semester's core course is called "Asking
model of education," Klein says. The the Right Questions" and is based on a critical

CHAPMAN FRESHMAN MICHELLE MESS REVIEWS NOTES DURING
A CHAPMAN DEBATE ON THE DEATH PENALTY.

TYLER WALTHER AND KIM GRAVES OFFER OPPOSING
VIEWS DURING A CHAPMAN DEATH PENALTY DEBATE.

thinking course taught through the Honors
Program for many years, "Evaluating Social
Controversies." In this class, the focus is on the
left side of the brain: the traditionally organized,
evaluative, orderly, judgmental part of a person.
According to Klein, "It's a little revolutionary
because we're offering the students a former
honors course as non-honors." All of the projects
and discussions this semester focus the students'
critical thinking skills on four themes: sexuality
and AIDS; the death penalty; race and ethnicity;
and politics and voting. The community events
also revolve around these themes. After viewing
the movie Dead Man Walking, the students read
and discussed the death penalty, and had a
moderated debate about the issue. The students
read articles on race, saw Spike Lee's movie Do
The Right Thing, and staged a talk show about
racial issues. "We're creating a communal synergy
around the themes, and we get people thinking,
talking and writing about something they're
experiencing in a numbers of venues," Klein said.
Next year, the order of the courses will be
reversed, with "Asking the Right Questions" in
the Fall curriculum and "Journeys" in the Spring.
The students and faculty agreed that the courses
should flip-flop. "If we put it in Spring [semester]
it's a kind of blossoming course. The season of
spring fits that description better. We invite our
senses to come alive," said Klein.
In the Chapman program, there are no classes
on Wednesdays. The faculty encouraged students
not to take their other classes after 12:30 p.m. on
Wednesdays so that instead they could participate
in an activity. The Wednesday events are varied
and have the intention of creating community and
developing the creative mind. The Chapman
students and faculty have toured the Dorothy Uber
Bryan Art Gallery, ate dinner and meditated with
philosophy department chairman Marvin Belzer,
watched pertinent movies and plays, and even an
opera. La Boheme at the Toledo Opera.
The faculty and students have
continuously refined the program. The
Wednesday events used to be required.

Feedback from the students indicated that they felt
trapped into doing certain activities and felt their
freedom was limited. The faculty made the
activities optional, though many students still
choose to attend. Lawson says she's happy the
events are no longer required. "In the beginning
it ... was all mandatory. Now it's almost all
optional. It used to be you had to go and people
weren't enjoying it because it was limiting. Now
you go and you want to be there."
Interaction between the faculty and students is
key to the Chapman experience. The small classes
are structured so that students can not only learn
from faculty, but the two groups can exchange
ideas. Most students feel comfortable talking to
their professors. Stacey Nicholson, secondary
physical education major, says the faculty is
helpful. "You can talk to and rely on them if you
have a problem." Chapman popular culture
professor Jack Nachbar says the faculty strive to
keep communication lines open. "I have longer
office hours than I used to, and I am more
available."
Students interact with the faculty on any level
with which they are comfortable. "It's pretty much
however you want to interact with them," says
Marcy Plesha, political science/prelaw major. In
the beginning of the year, when the events were
mandatory and the students were not as deeply
involved in their classes, it was difficult for both
faculty and students to get to know one another.
"They tried to push [interaction] more [in the
beginning of the year], but I think they backed
off. By them backing off we've been more open,"
Plesha said. Graphic design major Mary Gober
said the professors really care. "They're not on
you 24/7, all the time. They're sort of in your face,
but they're not absolutely. They know who you
are, though." Michelle Mess, dietetics/nutrition
major, says she sometimes sees faculty here as
late as midnight. 'They go out of their way," she
says, "to make things fun for us or [to] be helpful."
"The days are very long," says Klein, a weary
smile appearing on his face. He averages 12- to
15-hour days, often arriving at work before 8 a.m.
and sometimes not leaving
until 11 p.m. This program
is his baby, and he clearly
loves nurturing it. In fact,
most faculty are making an
extra time commitment
according to Klein, who says
most of the faculty are at
Chapman from 8 a.m. until
at least 5 or 6 p.m. Nachbar
feels his teaching has been
revamped. He says he's
teaching Introduction to
Popular Culture "the way it
should be taught. I'm not
LEARNING COMMUNITY ARE

ON DISPLAY IN THE LOBBY OF THE CHAPMAN
STUDENT INTERPRETATIONS OF "WHAT IS ART?"

teaching better. I'm teaching different." he s;i>s
He said with the small number of students, there
is more opportunity for discussion and interaction.
"[Students] are intimidated by professors and I
think that's got to break down," he said.
The Chapman students are a close-knit group.
"If you walk down the hall, most people's door
are wide open," according to Gober. "I don't find
that in other dorms." Chapman residents are
devoted to each other and to the living situation.
"We've come more close in a short amount of time
[compared to] other dorms. You know everyone
here, at least by face. People are so friendly, and
everyone talks to one another, and everyone is
helpful. That's why I love it," said Mess. Rhett
Paulson, senior accounting major. Chapman RA.
and academic tutor, says the students help each
other. "People in the building really do look out
for each other."
The social climate of Chapman, according to
psychology major Chrissy Becks, is a whole lot
healthier than in other residence halls on campus.
"I like the environment here. I came from
Anderson [Hall], where there was no activity and

WE TAKE ANYONE WHO
WANTS TO TAKE US.
PROSESSOR JACK NACHBAR

it was totally quiet, doors were shut, no one liked
to talk to anyone, and I hated it." Chapman is a
place where doors are open and students are loud,
"even during quiet hours."
Academically, these freshmen are
absorbing the information they
are taught and activities in
which they participate. "I am
learning so much. It's great,"
said Lawson. For the most part, they even like
their classes, especially English. The benefit to
living in the same building in which they have
class can be witnessed in the Chapman classroom
at the 8:30 sessions, with newly-awake students
clad in pajamas. Gober said living and taking
classes in Chapman, it is easy to track someone
down who's not in class. "If someone doesn't
come to class, it's 'Do you want me to go get her?'
and you go up to her room," she said.
Also, since everyone in Chapman has somewhat
similar classes, it is easier to get help from
classmates. "I like that everyone has [similar
classes]," said Gober. "If I stand up in the
computer lab and say, 'Does anyone have Duffy
[for English]?' three people will answer.
That really helps. If I were in a mixed dorm in
a lab and said that people would be like," 'Who?'
(Continued on Page 21)

DENA IMBROK GETS A TATTOO OF A SUN.

And Other
Tattoo
Outbursts
AMY'S 2ND TATTOO

—

BY KRISTEN SHERLOCK
PHOTOGRAPHS BY HOLLY VASKE

When I left, there was blood
dripping down my ankle—
I could barely drive home.
It kind of felt like a hot
curling iron on my leg,
burning my skin. It was the most painful thing
I've ever experienced ... but I think I'd like to get
another one," Jenny Grant, a senior IPC major said
as she described the pain that she experienced after
receiving the sunflower tattoo located on her
ankle.
"It's addicting," said Amy Brewster, a senior
marketing major. Brewster explained that even
though her first tattoo, a small rose located on her
stomach, "hurt like hell," she knew immediately
that she wanted another—and less than a year later
she got her second tattoo, an orange sun located
in the center of her back.
"I got my first tattoo when I was a freshman in
college ... I think 1 got to be rebellious," Brewster
said.
Rebellion is just one of the reasons offered by
Shaun Parke, local artist and owner of Extreme
Tattoo, located in Bowling Green, as to why
people choose to get tattoos.

LIVING CANVAS SKIN ART TATTOO PARLOR.

'To be cool, fit in, express individuality, or just
to piss off their parents," Parke offered as reasons
for getting a tattoo. "There's always someone
coming in here saying, 'My dad said he'd kill me
if I ever got a tattoo.' "
Parke has been tattooing for the past 11 years
and has approximately 100 tattoos himself, which
include skulls, knives, Celtic crosses, and a Harley.
Parke explained that he chose a Harley because it
is a part of who he is.
As for the popularity of tattoos among college
students, it appears to be a growing trend,
according to Parke.
"A couple of years ago it used to be just bikers
and sailors getting tattoos," Parke explained.
Bowling Green's other local tattoo artist, Jarvie
Plotner, also sees the popularity of tattoos among
college students. Why else would this small rural
town contain two tattoo shops—as many shops
as there are movie theaters?
Plotner, owner and sole artist of Living Canvas
Skin Art for the past ten years, has 23 tattoos,
which include a tiger, a purple skull, and a Native
American woman. Plotner, who explained that
some of his tattoos have special meanings, has a
design of a tattoo machine which symbolizes how
he and his wife met. Inside the tattoo machine
are roses for his wife and a skull for him.
Plotner explained the reasoning behind his
multiple tattoos.
"Once you get one on one side of your body,
you're lop-sided, and then you need to get one on
the other side—and then that's not enough,"
Plotner said.
Plotner, who described himself as "the kid who
always got in trouble in school for drawing on his
desk," says that college students, 18-25 years old,
comprise 80-90 percent of his clientele.
Lindsay Prater, a sophomore political science
major and one of Plotner's customers, is part of
that majority. Much like Plotner, Prater's tattoos
have a special meaning. Her first tattoo, a
lightning bolt, was the symbol of the college she
attended before transferring to BGSU. Prater's
second tattoo is a heart with the letter "S" in the
middle, which represents her boyfriend's last
name.
Despite the growing popularity of tattoos,
however, they have not become entirely accepted
by the mainstream, according to Plotner.
"There are a lot of social stigmas attached to

I GOT MY FIRST TATTOO
WHEN I WAS A FRESHMAN
IN COLLEGE...I THINK I GOT
IT TO BE REBELLIOUS.
AMY BREWSTER, TWO TATTOOS

tattoos and tattoo artists," Plotner said. Although
tattoos are becoming more mainstream, there is
still a perception that all tattoo artists are alcoholics
and drug-users, he said.
However, the negativity associated with tattoos
may contribute to their appeal among college
students, explained Jack Nachbar, popular culture
professor. Nachbar, who refers to tattoos as a
"Generation X thing," compares the popularity of
tattoos among college students to the popularity
of long hair among hippies in the '60s.
"I think people see it as a badge of
individualism, but it's basically just a means of
social integration," Nachbar said.
Nachbar views the tattoo addiction as a fad that
is especially popular among college students who
are trying to fit in.
"I think for a lot of younger people, it's a way
of finding peer group approval. I think that's part
of its appeal," Nachbar said.
Whether you're trying to fit in or you're trying
to stand out, however, there are some negative
drawbacks about tattoos that everyone should
know.

Ever since I can remember, I have wanted a tattoo.
I don't know why, I just know that I always wanted a
tattoo of a rose on my upper thigh.
Fortunately, I didn't have to worry about finding a
reputable tattoo shop because there was one located
in my hometown, Willoughby, Ohio. I had always heard
good things about G&G Tattooing, Inc.— things like
how clean they are, how there are so many different
designs to choose from and how the artists are really
professional.
I had made up my mind— I was going to do it. Now
all I had to do was decide which rose I wanted.
I walked into G&G, thinking that this would be the
easy part. Wrong.
Every square inch of every wall in the shop was
covered with designs. There were thousands of
designs and to my surprise, dozens of roses.
Big roses, small roses. Red roses, blue roses, pink
roses. Roses with thorns, roses without thorns.
After a lot of thought and several hours at the shop,
I decided on a red rose with a long stem— about oneand-a-half inches long.
It was finally time, the artist came out of the back
with all the necessary paperwork and checked my I.D.
to make sure that I was 18 years old.
I was scared to death and it showed. I kept asking
the artist. Mo, "Is it gonna hurt?" Mo, growing
increasingly annoyed at my experience, replied, "Yeah,
it's gonna hurt some." This really wasn't the answer I
was hoping for.
But I became brave. I thought to myself, "Mo's
covered from head to toe in tattoos. If he can do it, so
can I."
And I did it. And I liked it so much that I did it again
about two years later. This time I decided on something
a little more original— a flowered vine in the shape of
a heart located on my lower back.
Some people later regret getting a tattoo. Not me—
I liked my second tattoo even better than the first one.
It is something that distinguished me from everyone
else.
As far as a third tattoo is concerned, I don't think I'm
ready for that. Not yet, anyway.
-K.S.
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According to Steve Gilbert, author of "Safe Tattooing," located at: http://
tattoos.com/safe.htm, there are several diseases that can be transmitted through
needlestick injuries—sticking yourself with a contaminated needle. Syphilis, malaria,
tuberculosis, and hepatitis B are among the most common diseases that sterilizing
needles in an autoclave, a pressurized device used for sterilization, and using
disposable gloves will prevent.
A recent article in the St. Louis Post Dispatch entitled, "Much ado about tattoos."
offers some tips for those who are thinking about getting a tattoo, but arc not sure
about what to look for in a tattoo parlor.
This article suggest that potential customers should get an artist's reference and
ask previous customers:
*Were you satisfied?
*Werc there any complications?
*Did the color fade?
*Do you get your money back if you're disappointed?
It is also recommended that potential customers check the shop's credentials.
For example.
*Look for business permits, licenses, certificates from health
inspectors
* Ask about sterilization of needles
*Ask about an artist's experience, including any sample work
If you're thinking about getting a tattoo, following these tips will help eliminate
the risks associated with tattooing. Just remember, if you get one. you might not be
able to stop.
CLIFF WILLOUGHBY WINCES AS JARVIE PLOTNER PERFECTS THE TATTOO ON HIS ARM.
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MOST POPULAR DESIGNS
'Cover-ups or retouching old tattoos
•Tasmanian Devil
"Flower (75 percent women)
"Bears, panthers, wolves
"Indian Art
POPULAR PLACES FOR TATTOOS
"Upper arm (men)
"Ankle (women)
"Back
"Chest and Buttocks
"Hips
UNUSUAL PLACES FOR TATTOOS
"Inside the ear
"Inside the lip
"In or around the belly-button
'Armpit

E
ONCE YOU GET ONE ON ONE SIDE OF YOUR
BODY, YOU'RE LOPSIDED, AND THEN YOU NEED
TO GET ONE ON THE OTHER SIDE.

S

JARVIE PLOTNER, OWNER
LIVING CANVAS

OINT
The Benefits of
Medicinal
Marijuana
BY JAMIE BUDZICK
PHOTOGRAPHS AND IMAGES FROM THE DRUG
INFORMATION SITE (PARANOIA.COM)

"ifBjSr "Skin rashes, dry mouth, loud aftertastes,
numbness of the lace, swelling of the limbs, fever
spikes, headaches, dizziness, anemia, clinical
depression, neuropathy so crippling I could not
t> pe, so painful the bed sheets felt like sandpaper.
nausea so severe I sometimes had to leave the
dinner table to vomit, and diarrhea so
unpredictable that I dare not leave the house
without diapers." These are the words of Greg
Scott, a man who was infected with the AIDS virus
a decide ago. and recently spoke of the torturous
ailments he suffered due to the side-effects of
drug-treatment therapies. Now in hi ighter spirits,
with fifty pounds added to a body that had lost
130. and the help of what many recognize as an
aye old medicine, he continues to live.
In 1937. as the United States climbed its wayout of the turmoil of a failed alcohol prohibition
and the Great Depression, a new ban was being
set. Although many had never seen, let alone heard
of the drug, it's roots could be traced back to 2727
BC. when the Chinese first documented it as
medicine. The drug is marijuana, and what was
once the war on drugs is now turning into a battle
of proving its medical value.
Shown in studies to relieve several symptoms
of diseases such as AIDS, glaucoma, cancer,
multiple sclerosis, epilepsy and various chronic
pains, its benefits have remained relatively
untouched by the people who could benefit most.
Despite opposition from the American Medical
Association lobbyist. Dr. William C. Woodward,
the 1937 Act made the prescriptive plant obsolete.
In 1970, the Federal Controlled Substances Act
took the ban a step further, placing marijuana in
the Schedule 1 category, meaning that it had no
recognized medical value and could .;ot be used
even for experimental purposes. Then came
Robert Randall.
In 1972, Randall was an aspiring speech writer
from Washington, DC, who was diagnosed with
glaucoma, a degenerative eye disease and leading
cause of blindness in the United States. After he
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developed tolerances to drug therapy his
condition was getting progressively worse, and
he was approaching the maximum allowable
doses. In the fall of 1973, Randall, a former
marijuana user who hadn't smoked since his
diagnosis, smoked two joints given to him by a
friend before going to bed one night. He could
see.
"When 1 got done." he says, "I looked at a
streetlight outside my window and noticed there
were no tri-colored halos like I usually saw when
the pressure in my eyes built up."
Randall was discovering what many Americans
were also discovering at the time, partly through
experimentation and fluke. Marijuana is helpful
in treating a series of ailments, and for the first
time, their diseases were coming under control.
To ensure that he could continue to have relief,
Randall began to grow his own plants, and was
arrested in 1975. However after appeals to the
government and recommendations from doctors,
the Drug Enforcement Agency (DEA), the
National Institute of Drug Abuse (NIDA) and the
Food and Drug Administration (FDA), Randall
was the first to be supplied federally with medical
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marijuana. Known as the Compassionate
Investigational New Drug (IND) program, it was
set up for patients whose conditions were helped
through the smoking of marijuana. Then it all shut
down.
On March 4, 1992 the program was officially
shut down for all but those 13 persons who were
already receiving the government pot. The only
reasoning given by government officials was that
by giving marijuana to people, it was relaying the
message that the drug isn't that bad. Today only
eight persons remain in the IND program, each
receiving 300 government
issued marijuana cigarettes
every month.
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1996, the voters in
California and Arizona made
history when they voted by
majority to pass Proposition
215. a bill that made marijuana
available to those with a
doctor's prescription. Currently
24 states, including the District
of Columbia, have laws that to
some degree
recognize
marijuana's medicinal benefits,
which has been figured to cover
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over 60 percent of the population. However,
California and Arizona are the only states in which
the laws were passed by voter initiatives rather
than by state legislatures.
Soon after the passage of these laws, despite
the majority vote from both states, the federal
government stepped in stating that regardless of
state laws, the use of marijuana is still a federal
crime. This announcement has scared many
doctors away from prescribing the drug in fear of
criminal charges and loss of their license to
practice medicine, as well as causing a state of
utter confusion for needy patients.
"Spgr In defense of the government's decision.
President Clinton stated that the laws in California
and Arizona "disregard the medical and scientific
process by which our nation evaluates and
approves safe and effective medicines, and, most
important, they send the wrong message to our
children."
Many people disagree and are quite angered by
Clinton's actions. Former governor of California
and 1992 Democratic presidential nominee. Jerry
Brown said of Proposition 215, "I voted for it.
That's pretty hypocritical for Clinton, the pot
smoker, to be telling dying people that they can't
use what the people of Arizona and California said
they should be able to use. Particularly when there
arc a larger number of chemicals that are far more
harmful like alcohol and tobacco, which are
accepted."
In Ohio, groups such as NORML (National
Organization for the Reform of Marijuana Laws)
and The Ohio Industrial Hemp and Medical
Marijuana Coalition have been lobbying the state
legislature for years, with little success. In 1980.
legislation was passed allowing for the
establishment of a therapeutic research program,
but the measure expired in 1984. In 1996, Senate
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found in marijuana, it has been prescribed to fight
the nausea associated with the "wasting away
syndrome" often associated with AIDS and
cancer-chemotherapy patients, which results in
severe weight loss. However, patients using
Marinol claim that they can't keep the capsule
down long enough to take effect. This also poses
the question as to why sick and dying people
would risk imprisonment and fines if an equally
effective treatment was legally available.
With the passage of Senate Bill 2 in 1996, the
severity of marijuana related penalties was greatly
reduced in an attempt to cut down on the prison
population and to keep law enforcement from
going after small time, personal users. In the bill
it reduces the penalty for cultivation of 99 grams
or less to a misdemeanor, an offense punishable
by a $100 fine and/or a temporary license
suspension, but absent of any jail time or criminal
record. In the past it was a third degree felony,
worthy of jail time. It also states that those arrested
for growing small amounts need not report the
charge on job applications, applications for
driver's licenses, or when appearing as a witness
in court.
On August 7, 1997 the New England Journal
of Medicine joined in the support when it printed,
"Doctors are not the enemy in the' war' on drugs;
ignorance and hypocrisy are. Research should go
on, and while it does, marijuana should be
available to all patients who need it to help them

Bill 2, was passed in Ohio, and despite
misinterpretations by legislature, due to its
"vague" wording, it retains Ohio's stance that
medicinal use cannot be used as a defense in court.
Founder of The Ohio Industrial Hemp and
Medicinal Marijuana Coalition, Kenny
Schwieckart. is hopeful that things will change.
Although he says that currently 36 representatives
in the state support the investigation of medicinal
marijuana, they need more help. Currently they
are raising money and support through donations
and planned musical festivals that support the
benefits of medicinal a^mm^,^^m^^^mmmm
marijuana. According to
DOCTORS ARE NOT THE ENEMY IN THE
Schwieckart, the group is
'WAR' ON DRUGS; IGNORANCE AND
close to putting a new
HYPOCRISY ARE.
initiative on the ballot, but
wants to be sure that it's
NEW ENGLAND JOURNAL OF MEDICINE
fully supported. "If we go
into it we have to be certain we are going to win. undergo treatment for life-threatening illnesses.
We're not going to jeopardize the people of Ohio," There is certainly sufficient evidence to reclassify
he said. His fear is that if it is rejected once, voters marijuana as a Schedule II drug. As long as therapy
may brush the issue aside as a lost cause.
is safe and has not been proven ineffective,
"I don't see anything being done by the General seriously ill patients (and their physicians) should
Assembly over the next 13 months," said have access to whatever they need to fight for their
Republican Bob Latta, Rep. Bowling Green. "I'm lives."
against it, we heard a lot of testimony, but it still
Many in the field of medicine agree. In a 1990
doesn't say you can't get relief from other study conducted by researchers Richard Doblin
and Dr. Mark Kleiman, a random, anonymous
initiatives."
sampling of 2,430 cancer specialists from the
^j|Bj^The most commonly used drug, which American Society for Clinical Oncology showed
many consider a safer alternative to marijuana, is 48 percent of the doctors answering that they
Marinol. A synthetic drug replicating the THC would prescribe marijuana if it were available, and

44 percent admitted they had already
recommended illegal marijuana use to at least one
patient.
"It would appear that there are some limited
situations where marijuana is the drug of choice,"
said Dr. Joshua Kaplan, director of medical
resources at Bowling Green State University.
Kaplan also stated that he would not break the
law by telling a patient to illegally obtain the drug,
however he would point them towards the
information available. "For some people it would
be literally life-saving, then I think I would have
an obligation to let them know about it."
Today, doctors, patients and law makers
continue to butt heads over marijuana's place in
medicine. On January 9, 1998. the U.S.
Department of Justice announced its plan to shut
down the dozens of non-profit medicinal
marijuana centers, known as Cannabis Buyers'
Clubs (CBCs) throughout California.
"The Clinton administration plans to subvert
the will of California voters by arresting the
courageous caregivers who help seriously ill
patients obtain medicinal marijuana," said Chuck
Thomas, director of communications for the
Washington, D.C.-based Marijuana Policy Project.
"Ironically, CBCs would not even be needed if
the federal government would allow licensed
pharmacies to distribute medicinal marijuana."
In California, sick people are getting arrested,
as prosecutors around the state continue to operate
under their own interpretations of the law.
Recently, medicinal-marijuana user and founder
and director of Club 215, a medical-marijuana club
whose members include several AIDS and cancer
patients, Michael Osbum, was arrested. Osburn
was arrested after authorities discovered 280
marijuana plants in his home, the plants he said
were to be distributed to the people of the club for
free. Osburn, who has never been previously
arrested faces three to 13 years in prison.
w |y The war wages on.
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CANT BE BOTH

A Response from President Clinton to the author regarding medicinal marijuana policies:

Dear James:
Thank you for writing to me regarding the use of marijuana for medical purposes. I appreciate knowing your
views. My Administration has worked very hard to ensure that Americans have access to safe and effective
medicine.
My Administration strongly opposes the California and Arizona drug legalization measures because they
contradict our federal law and our national drug control strategy. They disregard the medical and scientific process
by which our nation evaluates and approves safe and effective medicines. And, most important, they send the
wrong message to our children—undermining the efforts of parents, educators, elected leaders, and countless
others who are working to ensure a healthy, drug-free society.
However, in response to anecdotal claims about marijuana's medical benefits, the Office of National Drug
Control Policy is funding a comprehensive research review by the National Academy of Science's Institute of
Medicine. The purpose of this study is to ensure that good science remains the basis of our drug control policy.
As we work to protect the health of children and our nation, I appreciate your interest in the issue.
Sincerely,
Bill Clinton
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DR. IAN WILMUT WITH DOLLY, HIS CLONED CREATION.
PHOTO BY ROBERT WALLIS-SABA FOR TIME.
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Making Sense of Dollymania
BY JULIE KELLER
PHOTOGRAPHS AND DIAGRAMS
COURTESY OF TIME

A world of genetically engineered Aryan blondes? A society where parents can
pick and choose every internal and external character of their children? Giant
cows and six-legged pigs? All of these speculations have arisen from the birth
of a little sheep.
What started as a normal day in Roslin, Scotland ended with an event that has drastically
changed the face of science forever. Dr. Ian Wilmut and his colleagues at the Roslin Institute
accomplished a feat that many thought was scientifically impossible. They created the first
mammal to be cloned from an adult animal cell. Their discovery, first published in the February
27,1997 volume of Nature, has incredible implications for the future of science and medicine.
It has also created a flood of speculation and postulation that is historically unparalleled.
The process behind the creation of Dolly, named after country singer Dolly Parton, was
amazingly simple. A diagram from Time magazine's special report on cloning breaks down the
process. First, scientists removed a cell from the udder of an adult ewe and made the cells stop
dividing. Then, they removed the nucleus from an unfertilized egg obtained from another ewe.
The two cells were then fused together and jolted with pulses of electricity to start the process
of replication and division of the cell, thus creating an embryo. This embryo was then implanted
into the uterus of another ewe and allowed to develop into a lamb that is genetically identical to
the original donor. This process is popularly called cloning, but a more apt name for the
process is nuclear transfer.
(Continued on page 20)

5 After a gestation
period, the pregnant
Blackface ewe gives birth
to a baby Fine Dorset
lamb, named Dolly, that
Is. genetically, identical
to the original donor.
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Scene 1
Take 1
BY SCOTT SHRINER

What I really want to do is direct." How many times
have we heard this catchphrase from would-be
directors everywhere? The lop job in the
entertainment field. The job where you get to call
the shots, where nothing happens unless you say it
does. Where the ultimate success or failure of a project rests on your
shoulders.
As long as there have been films and plays, there have been directors,
and some directors have not only made themselves multi-millionaires, but
also household names. Back in the early part of this century, Frank Capra
{It's A Wonderful Life) and Fritz Lang (Metropolis) were leaders in the
profession, inspiring many for decades to come. Nowadays, we are treated
to visions of Martin Scorsese (Taxi Driver. Casino), James L. Brooks
(Broadcast News, As Good As It Gets ), and Brian DePalma (Carrie, Mission
Impossible ). Many have realized the dream and shifted from acting to
directing, like Rob Reiner, Penny Marshall, and Ron Howard. Some even
do both, like Barbra Streisand, Kevin Costner or Mel Gibson. But in order

THE SHORTS FESTIVAL WAS GREAT. IT
WAS SUCH A GREAT OPPORTUNITY. IT
BASICALLY MADE ME INTO A DIRECTOR.
KEVIN MEYERS

to become the next Quentin Tarantino or Steven Spielberg, the journey has
to start somewhere.
For some aspiring directors, the journey has begun right here in Bowling
Green, where there are many opportunities to explore directing, both on
stage and on screen.
During the spring semester each year, the Gish Film Theatre in Hanna
Hall hosts a student film festival. Any type of film about any subject can be
submitted for showing. There have sometimes been dozens of entries, and
not all of them are excepted. There are usually six to eight student directors
who get their films shown. Also in the spring, the Bowling Green Department
of Theatre holds a festival of one-act plays called the Shorts Festival. (A
one-act play is usually between 15-30 minutes in length and can be done
with minimal scenery.) Again, eight directors usually are chosen for the
festival. One of the requirements for a director in this festival is that he or
she has never directed at Bowling Green. Both the student film festival and
the one-act festival may be expanding in the near future, according to Ron
Shields, Chairman of the Theatre Department. And in fact, of the 10-12
BGSU theatre productions presented each year, only three to four of them
are directed by faculty members. The rest are directed by students.
The opportunities are there. You must do some homework,
however, to be able to take advantage of them. To direct a
one-act in the Shorts Festival, for instance, you must first
pass a play directing class at the University. Then you must
submit your name, credentials and a one-act play to the

theatre department early in the fall semester.
This is exactly the route that Kevin Myers took. Myers, a senior theatre
major, had never directed until last fall, when he took his first directing
class. But now. a year and a half later, he has directed a one-act play in the
Shorts Festival and a full-length show in this year's theatre season.
When tossing his name into the ring for the Shorts Festival. Myers
submitted a one-act play called "Condolences" written by his friend and
fellow student, Dave Chapman.
"The [Shorts Festival] was great." says Myers enthusiastically. "It was
such a great opportunity. It basically made me into a director."
At the end of last year. Myers took the next step—he applied to direct a
full show. His show. My ('hildren! My Africa!, ran in November.
Chapman, a 1997 graduate took a similar route the year before. In the
spring of 1996, he directed a one-act in the Shorts Festival called "Chicks",
and last year he directed a full show as well. Death and the Maiden . He had
also directed previously to that.
"I wrote and directed a show called Lock and Key , and it was sort of my
public directorial debut." he says with obvious pride. The show, which was
presented in the summer of 1995 at The Wood County Public Library, had a
cast and crew consisting mainly of Chapman's friends and co-workers from
the theatre department.
Chapman has also written several film screenplays and got a chance to
direct one of them, called Push, last summer at Bowling Green. He recently
finished editing the film and it was shown in the Gish Theatre in December.
He also hopes to submit it to the Spring film festival.
Bowling Green City Park has become another healthy venue for young
directors. Last year, audiences were treated to two Shakespeare in the Park
productions, both directed by BG students. Much Ado About Nothing in
October 1996, directed by graduate Paul Schultz and As You Like It in
June 1997, directed by Matt Pierce were presented on the Needle Hall stage
in the park. Neither Schultz nor Pierce had directed a full play before.
Graduate students have directing opportunities as well. Last
October, a play called A Pica' of My I lean was presented
in the Joe E. Brown Theatre in University Hall. The play
was a re-enactment of stories told by nurses who worked
in boot camps during the Vietnam War. It was directed by
Jim Williams, a student working on his Ph.D. in theatre.
Williams, who also wrote a play for the one-act festival last year called
"The Fifteen Minute Conversation," had worked in New York for eight years
as an actor and a technician in several off-Broadway plays, including a job
as a stage manager of a one-act show called "Forcplay. or the Art of Fugue."
written by David Ives. Now that he*s gotten to hold the directorial reigns,
he's got one more thing to put on his resume.
Talent is certainly important for young directors, but so are connections.
Just ask Jim Forgarty. a senior film major. He was originally an English
major, but his success in the festival encouraged him to change his major.
"I was always a movie buff," he says. "When I was little, my parents had
ti ontinued on page 23)
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STORY AND PHOTOGRAPHS
BY SARAH LEWIS
She hadn't seen him for months. So it unprotected sexual activity, you can reduce your
happened. Neither had ever said sex was chances of becoming pregnant by 75%. Most
expected, but there was kind of an anyone can reach an appropriate health source
unspoken agreement between the two. After all, within this time. However, in order to be
they didn't get to see one another very often. So completely effective, a second dose must also be
she did not want to take birth control pills every taken 12 hours after the first dose."
day for months to prepare for the short time they
Elayne Jacoby, a nurse clinician at the BGSU
would be together. So he didn't have a condom. Student Women's Health Center, says, "It does
Now what?
not improve the effectiveness of the drugs if you
One alternative is Emergency Contraceptive take the first dose on the first day or the third day,
Pills (ECPs). According to material provided by and you must take that second dose."
Planned Parenthood of Northwest Ohio, ECPs are
She warns that exactly how the drug works is
a particular dosage of birth control pills that can under debate. "The question is whether these drugs
be taken by women after unprotected sexual allow for an egg to be fertilized but prevent
intercourse. The pills contain a certain amount of implantation by changing the uterine lining, or if
female hormones, one of which is estrogen, that it actually prohibits fertilization," she says, "So
reduce the chance of a pregnancy occurring.
far research supports the theory that the drugs are
ECPs are often referred to as the "morning after effective because they make the uterus incapable
pill," but this is actually a misnomer, since the of implantation, and so fertilization apparently still
pills can be taken up to three days after intercourse. occurs."
Dr. Joshua Kaplan, Director of Bowling Green
Dr. James Kettinger, a BGSU Student Health
State University's Student Health Center, says, Center physician, puts his belief in this research.
"When you take these drugs within 72 hours after "ECPs are abortifacient," he says, "which means

Pills

they induce abortion by not allowing implantation
to occur."
Jacoby explains the biological effect the drugs
have on the body. "Due to increased risk of clotting
problems, women who have a personal history of
stroke or high blood pressure or who have an
active migraine should not use emergency
contraception," she says. "Those women who
cannot tolerate high levels of estrogen should not
do this, either. However, a lot of estrogen is
produced during pregnancy, too. It is just a matter
of weighing the potential risks and benefits.
"Yet you could still use this combination even
if you can't take birth control pills on an everyday
basis," she says. This is because the total amount
of hormones in ECPs is not large when compared

A LOOk at the Pg)SG
Birth control has been around forever. Different methods have been discovered
over the years and techniques have risen and fallen in terms of popularity. ECPs are a
fairly new method for the United States, but many of today's popular methods have
been around for a good number of years. The history of how their use has changed
over the years is interesting.
Condoms, one of the most used and most widely publicized forms of birth control,
are a good example. The first condom was actually used as a method of protecting the
man from venereal disease, not for birth control. An Italian doctor named Fallopio came
up with the first condom in 1564, a moistened linen barrier to protect against the infection
of VD. In the 16th and 17th centuries, condoms were made out of animal skins. Dr.
Condom, the first to apply this material to them, supposedly did it for the benefit of his
employer, Charles II of England. Finally in the late '30s latex rubber was introduced in
the manufacture of condoms. Still, for many years the idea of protecting against VD
seemed the sole purpose for a condom as well as the reason for its popularity. Since
those times, condoms have been popularized as a method of birth control. They have
grown in popularity, and they hold an obvious place of prominence in today's society.
Another method commonly used today is the Pill. Although not having as extensive a
history as the condom, it has also been around for a while. It was approved by the FDA in
1960. This pill, an oral contraceptive, caused a revolution in the area of birth control. The pill
was the first virtually 100 percent effective method of birth control when it was introduced.
Because of this, it has had a profound effect on the sexual attitudes of women and their
freedom. Millions women have used the Pill as a means of birth control since its discovery.
The use of an IUD has also been around a long time, although this is not popular in
today's society. An IUD is any object inserted into the uterus through the cervical opening
to prevent pregnancy. Although still used today, a lot of changes have been made; IUD
has been updated to prevent health risks in women.
Another method that was used extensively in the past but has lost much popularity is
the use of a diaphragm. A diaphragm is a device worn inside the vagina during
intercourse. It is a dome-shaped rubber or plastic disc that is stretched over a ring of
spring steel. Before the development of the pill and IUD in the 1960s, diaphragms were
the most reliable forms of contraception.
Other methods include spermicides, sterilization, vasectomy, tubal ligations, hysterectomy,
and rhythm as well as abortion and the most effective method—abstinence.
Obviously birth control has been an important part of sexual relations throughout history.
New methods will undoubtedly come into being and the old will be improved as we move
into the future.
-Erin Berger
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MY LICENSE DOESN'T
ENABLE ME TO MAKE MORAL
DECISIONS FOR OTHER

PEOPLE.
DR. JOSHUA KAPLAN

with the total amount one receives with daily use
of birth control pills.
"Regular use of contraceptive pills do
essentially the same thing," Dr. Kaplan says, 'The
most striking difference, though, is that the doses
are more pharmacological than physiological."
That is, the effect of ECPs is more due to the drug
itself than the way the body functions.
However, the hormones can still cause some
adverse effects. "There are always side effects to
any drug you take," Jacoby says. "Approximately
75 percent of women will experience nausea, but
only 20 percent will vomit. Some women may also
experience breast tenderness and cramping similar
to the intensity they go through while
menstruating. This is not a pleasant thing to go
through."
According to Planned Parenthood, such side
effects usually do not last more than 24 hours, and
the organization recommends taking Tigan or
Dramamine 30 minutes before each dose of ECPs
to help control the nausea and vomiting. Other
possible side effects include headaches and early
or late menstrual periods. To minimize these
symptoms, a woman should not take ECPs on an
empty stomach.
If a woman takes ECPs and does not have a
period in three weeks, she should seek medical

pregnancies. Emergency contraception is
widely available, and this should be made
known by the general public," she says.
When treating a patient. Jacoby likes to find
out what the patient's own thoughts arc about
the issue of ECPs. "I ask her. 'How will you
live with your decision in five years?" I would
also ask what created the situation in the first
place, and what could be done differently in
the future in order to avoid something like this
from happening again." she says. "If I don't do
this, then I haven't done my job.
"We also talk about abstaining." she says.
"Abstaining is definitely an option and should
be promoted."
Dr. Kettinger stands against the use of
emergency contraception. "I don't espouse use
of ECPs. 1 don't even offer them to my
patients," he says.
"When it comes to emergency contraception,
I ask myself, 'Where's the emergency?" A true
PLANNED PARENTHOOD OFFICES LOCATED ON HASKINS ROAD.

attention as soon as possible, since she may have
become pregnant.
This worries Dr. Kettinger. "It's never a good
thing to take birth control pills while you are
pregnant," he says, "Any host of potential
problems can occur when it comes to the proper
development of a fetus, such as damage to the
heart or limbs."
Emergency Contraceptive Pills have been
called both the nation's "best kept contraceptive
secret," and the "ultimate indication of prevailing
evil." The birth control pills themselves have been
marketed for several decades, and yet the way in
which they have recently been used has just now
been FDA approved. Indeed, due to controversy,
drug companies refuse to label their drugs as
ECPs.
The pills have received so much controversy
that this method has been kept quite secret.
"Doctors who prescribe these drugs, and the
offices that serve them, do not advertise this fact."
Dr. Kaplan says.
"It is a widely known method that other
countries have even marketed for many years,"
he says. "In the United States the use of ECPs is a
fairly recent thing, but who knows how many
people have already used these drugs in this way?
Drug companies are simply reluctant to apply in
order to label their drugs for this particular
indication due to legislation.
"This reluctance is largely because ECPs are
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I DON'T ESPOUSE USE OF
ECPs. I DON'T EVEN
OFFER THEM TO MY
PATIENTS.
DR. JAMES KETTINGER

seen by some to be the same thing as abortion,
only without the inconvenience of invasive
procedures and expense," he says. "The assumed
ease of using these drugs makes many people
uncomfortable."
Student Health Center physicians are also on

opposite sides of this controversial issue. "We have
five full-time doctors on staff here. Three will
prescribe these drugs, but two will not," he says.
Dr. Kaplan says he has no reservations about
prescribing these drugs to the young women that
come into his office. "Whether I consider this
abortion or not is unimportant to my profession,"
he says. "My license doesn't enable me to make
moral decisions for other people. A woman has to
ask herself if she should be pregnant, and I can't
possibly answer something like that for her."
"It is a legal, effective, and safe method to
assure that a woman will not end up being
pregnant. I would not
be fulfilling my
duties were I not to
provide someone
with all the
options that are out
there," he says. "Does
this
mean that
nothing can go
wrong? Of course
not. But the use
drugs as ECPs
medically safer than
being pregnant—
although it would
have been even safer
to
use
barrier
contraceptive
methods
or
abstinence."
"This is really one
of the few options
you've got." Dr. Kaplan says, "although I don't
think it should ever be the planned method. The
most appropriate use of this drug combination
would be in the case of sexual assault."
There is a fear in the medical community that
the relative convenience of ECPs will lead some
to be more careless in their sexual activity. "I think
that there are women who would possibly use this
as their regular means of birth control." says Dr.
Kaplan. "However, this doesn't seem like the most
efficient method if one is going to be active on a
regular basis. After all, there arc no cures for many
diseases, such as genital herpes, genital wart
viruses, and AIDS. In fact, AIDS is the second or
third leading cause of death for those between the
ages of 25 and 45. Use condoms, and remember
that serial monogamy is not the same as a lifetime
partner. Seriously consider abstinence."
Jacoby also warns of the constant use of ECPs.
"This is not a method of regular birth control,"
she says. "It is for emergency use only."
Yet she also believes the public needs to know
about this contraceptive alternative. "This is a safe
and effective means of preventing unwanted

THIS IS NOT A METHOD
OF REGULAR BIRTH
CONTROL. IT IS FOR

EMERGENCY USE ONLY.
ELAYNE JACOBY, NURSE CLINICIAN AT

BGSU SHS

emergency happens when life or limb is
threatened, and some intervention is needed to
prevent that life or limb from being lost," he says.
"ECPs threaten the life of the baby, and that is
the real emergency. You've got this tiny individual

SIUDENT HEALTH SERVICES

THE DOCTORS AT THE BGSU STUDENT HEALTH
SERVICES BUILDING DO NOT RECOMMEND REGULAR
USE OF ECPs.

with no suitable nest.
"I have problems with interfering with what
God has created." he says. 'I don't even
recommend ECPs in the case of rape."
Indicating that he believes life begins at
conception. Dr. Kettinger says. "All contraceptive
methods that fail are a means to abortion.
"To avoid this difficult situation, practice
abstinence or natural family planning."' he says.
"Natural family planning is the practice of
abstaining from sexual intercourse during a
women's fertile period. Using this method means
the possibility of a couple having a child is decided
by God, not by the couple."
In case of a pregnancy that is not prepared for.
Dr. Kettinger recommends giving the baby away
for adoption. "Approximately 15 to 20 percent of
couples can't have children. Giving a baby to one
of these couples who so dearly want children is
an act of extreme love and selflessness. All in all.
adoption is a positive thing for everyone
involved."

flimsy

relations
BY NATALIE MILLER
PHOTOGRAPHS BY JASON SUGQS

students may underestimate the competency of their teaching assistants because
of their language abilities. "We should never confuse language proficiency
with intelligence — many of these students are brilliant," Martin said.
But does high intelligence translate into good teaching skills? Teaching
assistants usually have been acquainted with only learning their subject for
years, so the switch to teaching may be troublesome. "Everyone has to remember
that the graduate assistants are learning to teach just like the students are learning
the material." Hayden said. Some assistants may have more teaching ability
than others. "It's only natural for some people to be good teachers...it's definitely
a talent that some people have." Tim Winkle, popular culture TA. said.
FOREIGN INSTRUCTORS ARE OFTEN NOT UNDERSTOOD BY
THEIR STUDENTS.

lerc appears to be a gap between how students and administrators
Tte
/iew the communication situation. Students' lack of action does
not better their argument against foreign TAs. None of those
lasey Ziegler sat through a whole semester of a class he didn't
in
interviewed
went to talk to anyone in the department or dropped
• understand. He attributes the problem to the teaching assistant,
the
th class to avoid failing. Administrators, like Hayden, assume
who was difficult to understand with his heavy accent. The
more he talked, the more discouraged I got. I gave up. It was the students will come to them if they have problems, which does not seem to be
accurate. Teaching assistants have office hours that students can come to for
only 'D' I've ever gotten in my college career," Ziegler said.
With many international students teaching sections at the University, students extra help with problems. But some students prefer not to interact with their
become frustrated and angered with imperfect communication skills. When teachers outside of class.
"No one says anything till the end of the course, in their evaluations," said
students have trouble understanding their teachers, they become discouraged.
This discouragement can affect students' grades and their attitudes about the Mouli Venkatarani. an Indian math teaching assistant. "And it's usually when
they've had a problem with their grades," he adds.
class.
Is the discontent directly with these international individuals, or related to a
From an economic view, universities need teaching assistants to supplement
prejudice
against foreigners? "I can imagine that living in a racially conscious
their faculty. Not all classes can be taught by professors. But students feel
society, even here at BG, that there is a likely bias against non-American TAs,"
shortchanged when they don't understand the lessons.
Martin said. The perceived
Communication
between students and ,^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^ _^_^^____^^^_^^^_i^_^_ attitudes of students at the
University are taken into account
instructors is key to
STUDENTS GRADUATING WITH MATH AND SCIENCE DEGRESS ARE
when evaluating their criticism of
conveying concepts and
their teachers. "When you have
information. When this
QUICKLY FINDING JOBS, INSTEAD OF GOING FURTHER IN SCHOOL.
thegeneral apathy to deal with....
link breaks down,
SO OUR SUPPLY OF AMERICAN INSTRUCTORS IS DOWN. THE
you throw a foreign TA in, with
misunderstanding and
initial communication problems
prejudice can occur.
GOVERNMENT ALLOWS MORE VISAS TO BE GIVEN FOR
and overcoming stereotypes—it's
"I didn't understand a
INTERNATIONAL STUDENTS TO COME STUDY IN THE U.S.
a bad combination," Winkle said.
word of Statistics, and my
Students may use their
teacher wouldn't explain.
PROFESSOR JOHN HAYDEN
teacher's accent as an excuse for
It was an easy class, and I
not doing well in the class." The
got a 'C'," said Chase
CHAIRMAN, MATHEMATICS DEPARTMENT
average undergrad feels the
Madison, junior musicmajor.
HHHMMHMBIBMMMMHMm
subject is a little too hard, and
Communication
they can't grasp it, so they assign
problems disrupt the educational process. But students and faculty tend to view blame on the faculty," said Delia Aguilar, ethnic and women's studies professor.
them differently. Some frustration reveals itself in sarcasm : "Is there actually a
The communication problem may just be a matter of adjustment. " One
teacher in the math department that speaks English'.'" said Jason McMahon. student told me that he was concerned about my accent at first, but then adjusted
sophomore journalism major.
after a few days," said Daria Filippova, a math TA from Russia. Some teaching
"I think that it's a matter of trying — if | students | are willing to get used to assistants are aware that students may not be receptive to their accented speech.
our accents, it's not a problem," said Ella Muresan. a Romanian math/statistics "I prepare very carefully for my classes, concentrating on pronunciation,"
instructor. Reluctance to have a foreigner teaching class can also be attributed Filippova said.
to prejudice or the need for an excuse. "I detected a lot of resistance to the
students perception of a foreign teacher teaching journalism. But my first
^^^W the
ther ethnic differences affect the student-teacher relationship.
language is English," said Vendana Pednekar-Magal. journalism TA.
^"There are cultural differences between educational systems,
lany international students study under the British system,
fiat does Bowling Green do to ease the transition of foreign
m#wh
vhich is much more formal," said Aguilar. This means that
instructors? Virginia Martin, coordinator of Bowling
^<„^^ instructors
ins
must make an adjustment to the American system,
Green's English as a Second Language program, spoke of which is structured differently. For example, students cannot be forced to
the testing required to teach at the University. "Besides the answer questions, and there is more privacy about grades."
T
▼
sti
standard TOEFL (Teaching of English as a Foreign
"I think this is more about the natural barriers between culture rather
Language) exam, oral interviews are conducted. Candidates meet with the than language." said Pednekar-Magal. " For example. I have trouble
communications disorders department. They may take a class called CDIS 600 understanding students' sense of humor."
to reduce their accent." Language proficiency is then gauged and a
Departments at the University have reviewers visit class to check for
recommendation made to the department, according to Martin. "Based on the any problems, including language proficiency. "We do monitor classes, in
results, if we can determine spoken proficiency is at a level that would cause addition to using student and professor evaluations," said Hayden. "We've
communication problems, we will advise the department of this," said Martin. requested that our week-long orientation program be extended to six weeks
The concentration of foreign teaching assistants in the math and science to better prepare our teaching assistants." Plans for this longer period have
departments is noticeable. According to John Hayden. chairman of the been approved by the University. There will be a six-week orientation
Department of Mathmatics, it relates to the present economy. "Students session for new international and domestic graduate students.
graduating with math and science degrees are quickly finding jobs, instead of
The influx of foreign teaching assistants reflects the global economy and
going further in school. So our supply of American instructors is down. The the need for many kinds of information. International students attend
government allows more visas to be given for international students to come Bowling Green to increase their education, and students here can learn from
study in the U.S."
them by what they teach and also their situation. "We need the bridges that
Martin says the United States has a reputation for high level of scientific global education provides. We have to remember that we would have the
study, and that top students are sent here to learn modem information. But same problems going to a foreign country ourselves," Hayden said.
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OF BGSU
BY ERIN SMITH

It's Sunday night, and theatre students at the University are wrapping
up their final dress rehearsal before opening night. Sitting behind
stage, patiently awaiting her invitation, Alice begins to shuffle as she
gets anxious. Then, when she is through waiting, the lights dim and the
Eva Marie Saint Theatre goes dark, except for one light. A nervous stage
manager makes her way back to the stage...alone.
Standing in the middle of the stage, she begins the invitation. "Alice, I
am here to invite you to tomorrow night's production. We want to thank
you for letting us use your theater. It would be great if you would attend the
performance. Thanks." Then, as quickly as she came, the stage manager
leaves Alice alone.
Alice is no ordinary theater pro, she has been here for some time. Alice,
you see. is a ghost. Differing stories account for Alice's appearance at the
Eva Marie Saint Theatre as a ghost. In one story, Alice was an actress
playing Desdemona who was killed by a falling object during the
performance of Othello, explains Chris Woodyard, author of Haunted Ohio.
The second tale says Alice is a former theatre student who was to receive
an award for Actress of the Year. When returning to the University to collect UNIVERSITY HALL, SITE OF THE THEATRE DEPARTMENT AND HOME OF ALICE. THE
her award, she was killed in a car crash.
GHOST.
The second story is the one Steve Boone, assistant theatre professor,
believes is closer to the truth.
a long time ago. She was killed by a train on the very night that she was to
Superstition says Alice must be invited to all performances by the stage be asked to join. Amanda was so desperate to become a Chi O, she returned
manager. Boone explains, "There are about 20 student stage managers per the to house as a spirit, refusing to leave her sisters behind.
year that get this task. The hope is, that if we invite Alice to the show, it will
Amanda is certainly not left out, and she even has her own room on the
go smoothly.
second floor of the sorority house. She shares this room with the other girls
"If Alice is forgotten and anything at all goes wrong with the production, that live there.
Alice is always blamed for it," says Boone. Boone says everyone has
It has also become a tradition for Amanda to have a spot on the sorority's
probably gotten spooked by Alice at one time or another. "The Theatre is a composite. In 1986, she was accidentally left out. That photo regularly
spooky place to start with. It's one of the older buildings on campus. There falls off the wall.
are always creaky noises, and it doesn't help that there are doors that lead to
It seems that Amanda is able to knock more than just composites off the
nowhere and passages all over."
walls. Sandy Jackson, a member of Chi Omega, shared Amanda's room
Jessica Turner, stage manager, recalled an
with her during her sophomore year in 1995.
Jackson moved into the room, questioning
eventful night with Alice. "At the time, Jeremy
mmmmmmmmmmmmmmm^m^,
Amanda,
by asking, "Are you just going to let
Ordaz was the stage manager. After our last
IT IS A BIT WEIRD TO HEAR
me take over your room like this without even
dress rehearsal, we all leave the theatre, and then
RATTLING AND CLANKING
welcoming me?"
the stage manager goes back in. Jeremy went
Jackson's two roommates, Kyle Russ and
back in to lock up and I waited outside. All of
WHEN THERE IS NO OTHER
Katie Keene, did not approve of this line of
the sudden, he ran out of the theatre. He had
EXPLANATION BUT THAT
questioning, being that they were a little
heard someone crying. We went back in
AMANDA IS HUNGRY.
skeptical of Amanda's existence. As the three
together to check it out."
stood in the center of the room. Russs and
The fun began for Turner when they tried to
Keene's shelves fell to the floor, while Jackson's
lock the make-up room door. "As Jeremy
JANE STINEHART
remained intact.
reached for the door, it pulled open on its own,"
CHI OMEGA COOK
On another night, Jackson decided to try her
Turner said, or maybe with Alice's help.
iMMMn^MM^mM
luck with Amanda to see if Amanda would talk
Previous theatre students recall, in Haunted
Ohio, a strange performance of Othello in 1986. As one student waited in to her. Sitting alone in "their" room, Jackson took out a Ouija board. She
the wings for his stage appearance, he noticed a woman standing in recalls, "I asked Amanda to say something to mc. As I sat there, I started to
Desdemona's costume. But the actress playing Desdemona was on stage get nervous, and then all of the sudden the board moved to the letters M'
and then T. Amanda said hello to me."
performing.
Amanda has another longtime friend at the Chi Omega house. Jane
Whatever tale you chose to believe about Alice, it is apparent to many
that she has chosen to stay in the Eva Marie Saint Theatre, maybe to perform Stinehart, Chi O cook, has been around to see Amanda's pranks for some
time. Since 1974, Stinehart has been the cook for the Chi Omega members,
one last time.
Alice is not the and, she laughs, for Amanda.
"I would always joke with the girls, when they couldn't find a cup or the
only ghost at the
Unisversity. As food that they wanted, that Amanda must have gotten hungry," says Stinehart.
you walk past the Union and One of Amanda's pranks that Stinehart recalls is the rattling of cups in the
Prout Hall, you will notice kitchen when no one is there. "It is a bit weird to hear rattling and clanking
the Chi Omega sorority when there is no other explanation but that Amanda is hungry."
Shannon Williams, an alumni of Chi Omega, remembers a day when she
house. Nothing appears to
be different about this house, came home and opened the door to "Amanda's room" to find her radio on,
until you take a look inside. full blast. Maybe she had set her alarm for the wrong time? She checked it.
The walls of the sorority and she hadn't. Maybe it was Amanda.
Another stunt Amanda pulls is making the phones ring when they are off
house are lined with group
pictures of its members, the hook. She is a wonderful magician and never leaves the girls that live
each with its own blank with her in a state of boredom.
Both Stinehart, Jackson and other Chi Omega members, agree on one
space.
Upon
further
inspection, you can see a thing. As Stinehart puts it, "1 think all the girls sense that she is with them,
name beneath the picture, and they are all very happy to have her."
One thing that is for certain for those who believe is that we may not
Amanda: House Ghost. Is
this the norm for all sorority always be alone when we think we are. So, the next time you are sitting in
houses? Nope. Amanda is the Eva Marie Saint Theatre, as the lights dim and the performance gets
underway, look to the empty seat beside you and say hello to Alice. Or, as
in a league of her own.
Her spotlight in Haunted you pass by the Chi Omega house and hear shouts from a member whose
Ohio goes like this. Amanda shelves have just decided to fall off the wall, wonder what she must have
rushed Chi Omega sorority done to upset Amanda.
AMANDA'S REGULAR SPOT ON THE CHI OMEGA
COMPOSITE PICTURE.
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Evaluations
Students don't take evaluations seriously. Neither do instructors.
How much do your comments matter?
BY STEPHANIE EAMES

It arrives on students' desks in the form
of a scantron sheet and a questionnaire,
looking suspiciously like an exam. But
this "test" is one for which students
cannot study, and, as they are assured
before the professor leaves the room, the answers
they give "will not affect the final grades."
In essence, this is a test concerned more about
the teachers' knowledge than the students'.
Student evaluation forms provide a chance for
students to grade those who have spent a semester
grading them. Based on the class atmosphere and
amount of knowledge gleaned within the course
of the past semester, students give their
interpretations of the performance of the instructor
and the class as a whole. But these types of
evaluations are now coming under fire from
students and faculty of the University, with both
sides making claims that the process does not
seem to be working properly.
One argument concerns the forms themselves.
The majority of evaluation forms used at the
University are given out within the final few
weeks of the semester and are meant to reflect on
the teacher's methods, skills and classroom
behavior. Some departments include a
commentary section on the evaluations, where
students are asked to comment on ways to
improve, suggest alternate methods and give
reasons why they would or would not recommend
this class to friends. Other departments simply
use the objective portion of the form, which gives
students a chance to rate the teacher on a scale of
one to five for questions such as, "How well did
this teacher know the material?," "How prepared
was the teacher for each day's class?," or "Was
the teacher approachable outside of class?" The
format differs depending on the department.
Some members of the University feel that the
portion of the form which is not always included

"One of the problems with most forms of
evaluation is that we have this fetish for
quantifying that which is qualified. We ask a
qualitative question —meaning a perceptual
question —but then we put it on a Likert scale [a
numerical scale rating performance from one to
five]," he says. "What does that mean?"
Lack of space on evaluations for comments also

SOMEHOW THESE FORMS PUT MOST OF THE EMPHASIS
ON TEACHER EVALUATION AS OPPOSED TO LEARNING
EVALUATION.
PROCESSOR ROBERT DEBARD

frustrates students.
"It's a joke," says Sheri Jarvis, a senior
elementary education major. "They don't ask the
questions I wanted them to ask, and many times
the answer I want isn't on the bubble sheet. There
are times when you really feel like you have
something to say and there are only bubble sheets
to fill out."
For Carrie Williamson, secretary of Students
for Quality Education, a student organization on
campus that attempts to recognize and correct
teaching problems on campus, both sides of the
argument have validity.
"The scantron sheets are good because they
allow anonymity," she says. "However, because
you cannot elaborate on your answers, teachers
do not know if the response is serious."
DeBard also points to the types of questions
asked on the forms, claiming that they are more
oriented toward the personality of the teacher than
his/her teaching style. He has done research on
the topic of evaluation forms and has concluded
that questions like, "Was the teacher organized?"

BECAUSE YOU CANNOT ELABORATE ON YOUR ANSWERS
[ON SCANTRON SHEETS], TEACHERS DO NOT KNOW IF THE
RESPONSE

IS SERIOUS.

SARAH WILLIAMSON, STUDENTS FOR QUALITY EDUCATION SECRETARY

—the commentary section—is actually the most
valuable. According to Robert DeBard, associate
professor in the Department of Education,
qualitative questions answered with numbers do
not give teachers an accurate idea of how they are
performing in the class. He claims that giving
answers on a scale of one through five does not
really tell the teachers anything they can use to
benefit future classes.

to be organized?" This ties into another argument
involved with teacher evaluations, which is what
should be done with the evaluations once they are
received by the teachers. While they are used in
a small way in the process of deciding tenure and
promotion, the primary reason for evaluation,
according to DeBard, should be for the teachers
themselves to improve their skills. When students

do not help teachers to understand where they may
be going wrong in getting through to the students.
"The problem with the evaluations as I have
analyzed them is that again it is largely what I
call 'personality oriented.' The idea is that
somehow these forms put most of the emphasis
on teacher evaluation as opposed to learning
evaluation," he says. "What's more important—
for the teacher to be organized or for the student
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turn in evaluations, they are presenting their
opinions about the class and the instructor. They
are reflecting what they have absorbed during 16
weeks of lectures and homework assignments,
giving feedback about which teaching methods
worked for them and which did not. If certain
teaching practices are not stimulating students to
learn the subject material, should the students not
have a right to let the teacher know this? The
purpose of student evaluation forms is supposed
to be to "weed out" the bad teaching practices and
make room for innovative and creative methods
that cause students to become interested in what
they are learning. Why is it, then, that certain
teachers continue to use the same teaching
methods year after year, with no sign of an end?
Does anyone actually read these evaluations?
"There's some [evaluations] I haven't read in
two years from my own students," says Dan
Madigan, professor of English Education and
director of the Center of Teaching, Learning and
Technology at BGSU. Although the forms are
required as part of a "package" presented to board
members when a faculty member is up for
promotion or tenure, Madigan admits that "for
some [faculty], it's possible that it may be one of
the first times they've actually even looked at
those."
ose."
his lack of interest in the forms
by faculty members may be due
not only to lack of time or interest
in student opinion, but also by fear
about what kind of comments
students may have made. Madigan claims that
sometimes a fear of "ruining" his feelings about
the class sometimes distracts him from reading
the forms. He claims that even though the majority
of students may give a positive evaluation, it is
the few negative evaluations which remain in a
teacher's mind, therefore tainting the image of the
class as a whole.

T

"There was this lime I had 34 students," he says.
"I had 28 that [scored me] between six and seven
... and I had, like, three or four students that just
trashed me. And I don't care how many you have
that say good things, you get one or two that trash
you and it just ruins your year."
For DeBard, evaluations are not to be taken

semester, Madigan then gets a feel for the progress
of the class early on. By doing this, he can usually
predict the kind of comments he will get on the
final evaluations.
According to Hausmann's editorial, conducting
the evaluations at the end of the last day of class
causes students to take the evaluations less

THE PROBLEM IS NOT IN THE EVALUATIONS. THE PROBLEM
IS ONLY DOING THE EVALUATIONS ONCE, AT THE END OF
THE SEMESTER, WITH COFFEE AND DOUGHNUTS SERVED.
PROSESSOR DAN MADIGAN

spend the time providing detailed evaluations, why
should the input be perceived as significant?"
Madigan also claims that continuous
evaluations can be used to eliminate bias on the
part of students. The argument is that students
are being graded on their performances, and will
therefore rate the teacher according to the grade
they anticipate gelling in the class. A 1993 study
by University of Tennessee professors Debra
O'Connell and Donald Dickinson stated that
teacher characteristics also play a part in the
ratings that students give professors. According
to their study, the student will rate poorly a
professor who has given difficult exams over
relevant material, graded harshly on term papers,
or factored attendance into the grade; however, a
professor who has allowed students to "slide"'
through the semester by grading easily or giving
few assignments is likely to rate higher.

seriously and to even skip out on giving their input
personally.
because they want to leave class early.
"The value is not to either soothe or to prick
"Students who are eager to leave forfeit deep,
my ego, but rather to illuminate what actually
seems to be happening in the class according to analytical feedback to skip 10 to 15 minutes of
(Continued on page 22)
the learners," says DeBard. "As long as it's for class," he writes. "If students are not willing to
my own self-improvement, then I am not nearly
as fearful about the outcomes."
ONE TEACHER'S PERSPECTIVE
Williamson agrees that teachers should not look
Teacher evaluations have been a part of Bowling Green's academic program
for personal convictions within the evaluation
for many years, but there are many opposing opinions concerning their
forms. "Teachers who really care about their
effectiveness and value. Some teachers consider the evaluations pointless,
teaching value student feedback," she says.
and there are students who may not take them seriously. However, on the other
Students do profit from teachers who take
end of the spectrum, there are also teachers and students who do take
evaluations seriously. Senior Julie Chambers
evaluations seriously and see them as a worthwhile and important educational
remembers a class that was completely
tool.
restructured because of student evaluation forms.
One such teacher is Theresa Williams, an English/Composition professor
Although this evaluation was administered by the
who
has taught at Bowling Green since 1987. Evaluations have been used
teacher and not the University, it still helped to
every
year that she has taught here, and she thinks that over-all these
determine what the students wanted to obtain from
evaluations
are valuable.
the class.
First,
it
would
be helpful to explain just how the evaluations that Williams
"I took a class over the summer, and it was
distributes
are
set
up and how they are used once they have been completed
taught by a graduate student," says Chambers.
by
the
students.
Evaluations
for her writing classes are distributed by the GSW
"She did a middle of the semester evaluation—
program (General Studies Writing). These forms include some questions where
not for the department, just to help herself. And
the student is asked simply to circle a number (i.e., rate the teacher's helpfulness
the next day we came in and she had totally
from 1-7), and there are also some inquiries where students are asked to
restructured everything because of what we wrote
formulate and write out their own responses (i.e., briefly describe this class's
to her. She realized we were having problems
strongest or weakest points). Although both methods of evaluation are helpful,
and she wanted to fix them."
Williams say, "It's always better when they write responses out."
This idea of giving evaluations at times other
The evaluations are given out twice a year, at mid-term and finals time, and
than just at the end of the semester is supported
results go straight to the GSW program office. Here the administrator reads
by many in the education field. As Bob
through them and sends a blank form of the evaluations back to the teacher
Hausmann, Vice President of Students for Quality
with numbers written on them indicating the teacher's scoring on the numberEducation, wrote in a November 19, 1997, BG
circling portions. For example, if students are asked to rate the teacher's
/Vrwfditorial, "If a teacher is doing something
helpfulness from 1-7, the teacher may get 5 sevens, 2 sixes and a five. This
important or laudable, why would the student wait
information would appear on the copy the teacher received. At this point, the
until the end of the semester to give his or her
teachers have an option. They can either stop the process there or they can go
opinion? If a technique or an assignment is
to the GSW office and have the comments read to them straight from the
particularly effective, then the teacher should
evaluations.
receive immediate feedback."
This is how mid-term evaluations work, but final evaluations are a bit different.
Both DeBard and Madigan advocate using
The
format of the surveys is similar, and again the GSW program director gets
evaluations throughout the course of the semester.
to look at the results first. Instead of just getting a copy of the results and
"I have slowly but surely moved off of the end
having the option of hearing comments, though, the teacher is given the actual
of the year evaluations," says DeBard. He instead
evaluations.
uses what he calls "one-minute" or "three-minute"
Williams uses these evaluations and takes them seriously. "There are
evaluations, in which he asks his students to tell
occasionally students who take [the evaluation] seriously and who give me
him the most valuable, confusing or easily
some really good feedback, and I do take those things into consideration," she
understood concept of the day's lecture. He says
said. This semester she actually changed her English 112H course a bit because
that the class pays more attention to the lecture,
of comments she received from students during fall semester.
and the information he receives is very helpful
But she also admitted that "students don't always take surveys seriously ... I
for him in deciding which areas need special
think
some students think that maybe it doesn't make any difference." The truth
attention.
is
that
it does make a difference. Students may not take the evaluations seriously
"I have found it far more helpful in trying to
because
they think the evaluations will not be read, but they are. She explained
structure as well as improve the classes," he says.
that
administrators,
committees, and some teachers read them. They can even
Madigan agrees. In his classes, Madigan has
be
determiners
in
whether
a teacher gets a certain job or a raise.
tried a system of distributing two evaluations to
This
is
not
to
say
that
the evaluations are the perfect way to keep
students: one at midterm and one about two or
administrators aware of student opinions. There are certainly problems with
three weeks before the end of the semester. He
evaluations, like when students do not take them seriously or when they submit
says that the feedback gained from this procedure
comments that are useless and mean-spirited. Williams also mentioned cases
is more beneficial than simply using the
where challenging instructors get low evaluations because students think they
information obtained from the end of the semester
are working too hard. Despite these downfalls, no better form of evaluation has
evaluation. He says it gives him a chance to
been thought up thus far.
change the way the class is taught to better meet
Concerning her over-all impression of the evaluations, Williams says, "I think
the needs of that particular class.
they're
good. They certainly remind us of the sorts of things that we need to
"The problem is not in the evaluations. The
make
sure
to get done in the classroom ... and if the students take it seriously,
problem is only doing the evaluations once, at the
it
really
gives
them a voice." Whatever strengths or demerits it has, perhaps
end of the semester, with coffee and doughnuts
this
method
of
evaluation is the only way to give the students a voice.
served," he says.
-Erin Berger
By administering the evaluations twice in the
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Why so
Understanding the
baffling and
debhilitating winter depression
BY AMANDA PASKIET

During the winter, bears hibernate, birds migrate south, and many college students in
Ohio burrow in their dorm rooms and apartments, only facing the cold, drab weather
to attend classes and make an occasional trip home. However, for many people, the
onset of sub-zero temperatures, wind, and
clouds do more than make
them count the days until spring break. It sends them into a debilitating depression.
Over 12 million people in the United States are affected by a depression called Seasonal Affective
Disorder, according to a study by the National Institute of Mental Health. Of those people, nearly 25
percent live in the middle-to-northern latitudes.
SAD is triggered by the changing of the seasons. As the days grow shorter, the symptoms of SAD
move in. Symptoms can include weight gain, carbohydrate cravings, extreme fatigue, and unexplained
bouts of crying.
"It's like living in a haze for five months," says Jill (not her real name), a student at Ohio State
University who was diagnosed with SAD a year ago.

LIGHT THERAPY
Most disorders require extensive treatments like physical therapy, drugs, and
counseling in order to overcome them. Imagine being able to cure a harrowing condition
like Seasonal Affective Disorder with just a special light.
Light therapy is the only proven way to treat the cyclic depression that affects over
12 million Americans each year, according to the National Institute of Mental Health.
What happens during light therapy is that blood levels of the light sensitive hormone,
melatonin, are reduced. Depending on when the light is presented, the body's internal
clock-which controls the daily rhythms of body temperature, hormone secretion, and
sleep patterns-shifts ahead or is delayed when stimulated by the light.
What is most important in light therapy is that the level of light produced from a
system matches the light level just before sunset or shortly after sunrise.
'The patient's body is then tricked into believing it is actually a summer day in July,
when the days are at their longest," says Nicholas Lopez of Spring Meadows Medical
Center in Toledo.
The recommended light therapy system is fairly simple—just a box with fluorescent
bulbs and a diffuser. It is also very compact, allowing the patient to use it while doing
other activities such as watching TV, working at a desk, or cooking meals.
However, the high price of a system often forces patients to consider other possible
options for their disorder. Although light is the basic factor in treating SAD, Lopez says
that he cannot promise that a patient would receive the same effects as a light therapy
system simply by spending more time outdoors in brightly lit rooms.
"It may sound funny, but the body's sleep-wake cycles are very delicate. Something
as minor as cloud cover or different wattage for light bulbs can disrupt the cycle. In
order for the treatment to work effectively, there must be a stable and constant light,"
he says.
Many patients worry about the side effects of using light therapy. Lopez wants to
assure them that they are minimal. There have been reports of some eye irritation and
redness that can be alleviated by sitting farther from the lights or for shorter periods.
There have been a few patients who experience nausea at the beginning of the
treatment but this tends to pass quickly as soon as one accommodates to the intensity
of the light.
The most dramatic side effect that Lopez has seen is a switch from the lethargic
state to an over-active state in which patients have become restless or feel "too high."
"This is very rare though, it mostly occurs in patients who have not used the therapy
correctly. In these cases, the therapy can be administered by a clinician," Lopez says.
How long does it take before a SAD patient is able to see the sun break through the
clouds? According to a study by the Winter Depression Program at ColombianPresbyterian Medical Center in New York, improvement can start as early as one day
after the first treatment. However, curing SAD can take years since the treatment is
only needed at certain times of the year.
Lopez advises, "Living with SAD is like living with a handicap, you have to learn how
to survive with it and cope with it before the therapy can work."
-A. P.

"During the summer I am a completely different
person. I am always running around, biking, and
rollerblading. I did so much better in my summer
classes than my fall ones," she said.
Jill is not taking classes during the winter
quarter so her grades do not suffer while she is
feeling depressed. She has thought of transferring
to another college in a warmer, sunnier climate
but she cannot afford the out-of-state tuition at
another school.
Many people do not see SAD
as a true illness. Patients like
Jill are often seen as lazy,
instead of having a serious,
clinical depression. A lot of
people may tend to think SAD is all in a person's
head, which makes coping with it even more
difficult," said Dr. Nicholas Lopez, a physician at
Spring Meadows Medical Center in Toledo.
Many studies of the disorder suggest that it is
caused by changes in the availability of sunlight
and unchanged work or sleep schedules. As the
seasons change, there is a shift in the body's
circadian rhythms or "biological internal clock."
The changing seasons shift the body's clock out
of synch, according to Lopez.
Another factor that may contribute to SAD is
melatonin, a hormone that regulates the body's
sleep-wake cycles. It is possibile that people with
SAD may be hypersensitive to melatonin. They
may produce too much of it or release it at the
wrong times, causing the patient to sleep more
than usual, according to the National Institute of
Mental Health.
Lopez believes that genetics may also play an
significant part in SAD.
"Almost all of the patients I have seen with SAD
have had a history of depression in their families."
said Lopez.
Lopez believes that although SAD is not
triggered by an emotional factor like clinical
depression, the pattern is still the same. Children
of depressed parents learn depressive behaviors.
There is a light at the end of the dark
tunnel for people who suffer from
SAD.
Light
therapy
or
phototherapy has been the most
successful treatment for SAD,
according to a study by the Winter Depression
Program of the Columbia-Presbyterian Medical
Center in New York.
A set of white fluorescent bulbs attached to a
box with a diffusing screen is most commonly

(Continued on page 23)
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In an era when athletes and coaches are
jumping from team to team in search of
a bigger contract, many were surprised
to hear that head women's basketball
coach Jaci Clark was returning to
Bowling Green for the final year of her contract.
Clark had been interviewing for the head
coaching position at Northern Illinois University,
but pulled her name out of contention at the last
minute.
"Her priority first and foremost is to her studentathletes and recruits at Bowling Green. I knew
that up front. I know it was very hard for her to
even look at Northern," Cary Groth, athletic
director at NIU, told The BG News.
Clark's loyalty to her program had to be strong,
because NIU was reportedly willing to pay her
much more than the $53,106 she earns here.
Clark had an opportunity to use her record at
the University as
a bargaining chip
in negotiations
with NIU. "Jaci
had a chance, as
most coaches do
when they first
come in, to ask
for the world,"
said
Ron
Zwier1ei n ,
athletic director
here at the
University.
"But
she
would have had
to go into a
situation at NIU
[where]
she
would have had
a team at the
bottom of the
conference, she would have lost a recruiting class
by getting there so late. Here she has a winning
record, a comfortability with the program, and her
own people to fill in the wings for her lost players,"
said Zwierlein. Seemingly, Clark chose to stay
here at the University for these reasons.
"I'm definitely looking forward to getting me
going again. It's the time of year that both the team
and I had a chance to rest and stuff like that. Now
I think we're both going to be anxious to get going
again. We've got a great group of players. I'll be
looking forward to getting started again," Clark
told The BG News.
Although it is unofficially unknown whether
the University offered Clark any money to stay.

STORY AND PHOTOGRAPHS
BY MIKE CHISMAR

money to compete with bigger schools for
coaches, he said. Clark's teams have consistently
finished in the upper echelon of the conference,
and this year, her team earned a birth in the
National Invitational Tournament, with their 218 record. Yet with all of Clark's success here, the
University manages to pay her far less than Dan
Dakich, the first year men's coach, who makes
$80,000 a year.
"Jaci is not being compared to Dan, but to other
coaches in similar positions," said Zwierlein.
These positions would be coaches of women's
teams around the Mid-American Conference. This
comparison brings about questions of gender
equity. When Title IX
was passed in 1972, it
was meant to deal with
sex
discrimination cases in
educational
institutions,
whether
in
academics
or
athletics. But
according to a
review of Title IX,
"Athletics have
created the most
controversy." The
summary went on
to explain the
areas that Title IX
covers,
from
equipment
to
recruitment, but
the one area that
has caused the greatest amount of tension
recently is coaching salaries.
Coaching salaries are based on a few
things. One of them is performance. This
includes the team's winning percentage, postseason tournament appearances, and awards
won. Salary is also based on tenure. This was
the reason that departed coach Jim Larranaga
was paid more than Clark. Although Clark's
winning percentage and tournament
appearances may have exceeded his, his years
of experience greatly outnumbered hers. This
explanation does not entirely explain why Dakich,
who before he was hired at the University had not
been head coach anywhere, is paid $27,000 more

ONE NCAA NEWS DIGEST STUDY ON GENDER EQUITY
REVEALED THAT MEN'S BASKETBALL COACHES EARN
$128,836 ON AVERAGE, WHILE THEIR FEMALE
COUNTERPARTS EARN $78,340.
Zwierlein had said he might sweeten the offer in
order to keep Clark. But he warned that he could
not get into a bidding war over any of our coaches.
The University just doesn't have the kind of

than Clark.
The gender equity issue has become such a hot
topic, that the U.S. Equal Employment
Opportunity Commission (EEOC) issued a report

women's
sports

on the subject. Legal Counsel Ellen J. Bargyas
says that because jobs coaching male athletes have
been limited to men, the pay discrepancy between
men's and women's teams raise sex discrimination
concerns under the law. One NCAA News Digest
study on gender equity revealed that men's
basketball coaches earn $128,836 on average,
while their female counterparts earn $78,340.
Another study done by the Associated Press
reported that although gains in expenditures,
coaching salaries, and scholarship money have
occurred, "Women are still at least ten years away

BGSU MEN'S BASKETBALL HEAD COACH DAN
DAKICH (LEFT) MAKES $27,000 MORE THAN
VETERAN WOMEN'S BASKETBALL COACH JACI
CLARK (ABOVE).

from pulling even with men."
Here at the University, salaries are based on a
system that groups coaches together. The system
groups the coaches together based on duties,
responsibilities, and time spent on the job. This
means that Gary Blackney, the head football
coach, Dakich, Clark, Buddy Powers, the hockey

(Continued on page 23)
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Cloning
DOLLY AND HER MOMATWIN.

knee-jerk reaction to the thought of cloning
humans and animals alike. In a CNN poll
released one week after Dolly's creation. 89
percent of Americans believe it is morally
unacceptable to clone humans and 66percent
believe it is morally unacceptable to clone
animals. Three quarters of the people surveyed
believe cloning is against God's will, and 29
percent say they would participate in
demonstrations against the cloning of humans.
The fears about cloning humans
arc not completely unfounded.
Chicago scientist Dr. Richard
Seed has announced his plans
for cloning humans to the

To
e*

l( 'ontinued from page 10)
Regardless of the name, however, the
potential of creating life from a simple cell of an
adult animal has amazing potential for the
future of medicine. Wilmut says the primary
purpose of his research is to develop drug
therapies for numerous life-threatening diseases.
A press release from the Roslin Institute
discusses numerous applications of Wilmut's
cloning technology. Cloned animals can be used
to produce milk containing human proteins that
treat diseases like cystic fibrosis. They can also
be used to produce milk with proteins
specifically designed for sick newborns and
premature infants. Cloned animals also have
incredible potential as sources of transplant
organs. Currently, there is a shortage of suitable
organs for transplants, and pigs are being
developed that have organs containing human
proteins that prevent immediate rejection of
transplanted hearts or kidneys. Cells that
undergo nuclear transfer can also be used in
forms of cell therapy, where cells would be
removed from a patient, converted to healthy
cells in the laboratory and reintroduced into
patients for treatment.

TO RESTRICT ALL
RESEARCH IN THE AREA ...
WOULD REALLY SET
BIOLOGY BACK.

f

jn

provide new methods for genetic conservation
of certain animals. John Woolliams of the
Roslin Institute says, "With increasing
commercial pressures, many indigenous breeds
adapted to local conditions are under threat
from imported breeds that are being reared in
intensive farming systems.
The local breeds may contain valuable genes
that confer heat tolerance or disease resistance,
and there is an urgent need to prevent their
extinction."
The process of nuclear transfer may even
present the possibility of saving or even
reviving an endangered or extinct species. Kurt
Benirschke, a reproductive biologist at the San
Diego Zoo, says, "The possibilities for zoos are
enormous ... I think [cloning] is going to
produce a paradigm shift. It offers the potential
for a better safety net then I thought we had."
Medical and farming purposes
are just a few of the possible
applications for cloning
research, and there are
hundreds of reasons doctors, scientists and other
experts cite to continue research and to develop

THE POSSIBILITIES FOR ZOOS ARE ENORMOUS. IT
OFFERS THE POTENTIAL FOR A BETTER SAFETY NET
THAN I THOUGH WE HAD.
KURT BENISCHKE
SAN DIEGO ZOO

Nuclear transfer also has vast
implications for the future of
farm animals. "Animal
companies are already showing
interest in the use of this technology to multiply
their best animals," says Wilmut. "It takes many
years for animal breeders to transfer the
progress they make in elite selection herds to
the commercial farmer. A limited amount of
cloning would speed this process up
substantially, bringing the meat or milk yield of
the average cow or sheep closer to that of the
best."
Along with uses in animal breeding and
transfer of elite animal genes technology more
quickly to farmers, cloning techniques can also
be used to protect the genetic diversity and

SAY YOU'RE GOING

this technology. However, the actual creation of
an identical clone from an adult mammal poses
immense ethical problems for the future of this
research. Many ethicists, religious groups,
medical communities, and even President
Clinton have expressed extreme concern over
the application of this technology to human
beings and wonder where the line should be
drawn. Legislation preventing human cloning
has begun throughout the world, and the United
Nations Education, Scientific, and Cultural
Organization (UNESCO) has released the
"Declaration on the Human Genome," which
outlines the practice of ethical research and calls
for bans on any practice "contrary to human
dignity," including human cloning. Even the
American public as a whole seems to have a
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NEAL FURST
UNIVERSITY OF WISCONSIN

dismay of most of the people in the world. The
use of the nuclear transfer technology for the
creation of humans could be incredibly
troublesome. The technique is still very
inefficient. Dolly was the result of 277
attempts. This process requires full
development of a fetus in the womb of a female
animal, and such a high failure rate could be
extremely problematic both medically and
mentally for the test subjects.
Most scientists, however, feel that cloning
humans is something that is highly unethical
and extremely unlikely in the near future, yet
they hope irrational and uneducated fears do not
stop research altogether. Dr. Neil Furst,
professor of animal science at the University of
Wisconsin, says that in the rush to regulate
human cloning, stopping all research on cloning
would be extremely detrimental. "I think it's an
error for society if we try to heavily restrict
research. We did that back in the Middle Ages
and set civilization back in development of
disease cures and a whole host of things," he
says. "So I think that we have to be very careful
about what we do to restrict research. I think
restricting practice is very real, and one may
say we're going to restrict research (on
humans), which I think is also a reasonable
thing...but to say you're going to restrict all
research in the area I think would really set
biology back."
Scientists at the Roslin Institute
have also firmly condemned the
use of their technology to clone
human beings and hope
education on the subject of
cloning will continue. "We've tried to have
information released responsibly to journalists,
to ethicists, to people concerned with
legislation, because what we want is to
stimulate an informed public discussion of the
way in which the techniques might be misused
as well as used and to ensure legislation was put
in place to prevent misuse," says Wilmut. "But
what we're also concerned with as well is that
we don't throw the baby out with the bathwater.
There are real potential benefits, and it's
important that the concern to prevent misuse
doesn't also prevent the really useful benefits
that can be gained from this research."

chapman

TYLER WALTHER AND MARCOS POPOVICH LISTEN TO A DEBATE.

program. We take anyone who wants to take us." he said. In
their application for Chapman, these freshmen had to write
a short essay about why they wanted to be a part of the
program. Next year, entry into Chapman isn't quite as easy,
though Klein insists that the philosophy of recruitment is
the same. The application process now involves more. In
addition to writing an essay explaining why they want want
into Chapman, Chapman hopefuls are asked to "show a
nontraditional indication of will to learn." according to Klein.
This can be making a video or audio tape, writing a musical
score, or some other creative form of expression.
Most of the freshmen now enrolled feel that Chapman is
a perfect way to ease the transition from high school to
college. "This is a great transition. (The faculty and
residential staff] give you attention and help you," said Ann
Ballinger, elementary and special education major.
However, Ballinger also fears the academic future without
professors who care. "Once we get out of this program and
deal with professors [who] don't care, we're in trouble,"
she said. Lawson, on the other hand, feels that she is better
prepared for other classes having been in the Chapman
program. "It think it's getting us prepared and helping us
understand other classes."
Next year, Klein hopes to fill 300 slots in the program, with
about 30-40 sophomore Chapman veterans of the present 158,
(Continued from page 5)
and 250 freshmen. The program will add at least three new faculty members, in
Many have the misconception that Chapman is an honors program. "We addition to five new English 110 and 111 instructors, according to Klein. The
don't have that many honors people here," said Mess. "Before I came, I sophomores will likely have to take at least one Chapman course to stay in the
thought everyone
program, and the five-hour
was going to be a
core course each semester will
BEFORE CAME HERE, THOUGHT EVERYOHE WAS
bunch of dorks. But
be trimmed to only four
that's not true. It's
credits, which facilitates
GOIHG TO BE A BUNCH OF DORKS. BUT THAT'S NOT
not like we're
scheduling and general
TRUE. IT'S NOT LIKE WE'RE STUPID. WE HAVE A LOT
stupid. We have a
education requirements. A
OF INTELLIGENT PEOPLE HERE.
lot of intelligent
psychology elective is also an
MICHELLE MESS option next year, Klein said.
people here who are
very
outgoing, ^^mmammmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmm —wammmm^mmm————.
The bulk of the
which is great," she
curriculum will stay. The
said.
students and faculty like the way it works. At this point, any alterations are
Some of the course material, such as "Asking the Right Questions," has small changes to a new way of education at the University. And if all goes
been adapted from honors program courses. However, the Chapman faculty according to the University's and Klein's plan, students will be wearing
teach the course, not an honors professor.
pajamas to class for many years to come.
"This is not an honors program and the philosophy is entirely different,"
said Nachbar. "The honors program makes no bones about being an elitist
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Evaluations
(Continued from page 17)
"Most faculty are smart enough to know that supposed to be benefiting from the professor's
it's the last couple of things you do in a class performance. If an instructor repeatedly
are going to affect the way you're going to get ignores the needs of the students in the class,
evaluated," says Madigan.
should that instructor be allowed to continue
Jarvis admits that she has rated teachers to teach? What good is this instruction if
based on her grade in the class.
students cannot benefit from it?
"There may be a really bad teacher who gives
"You've got to somehow trust the
everyone A's, and of course you're going to give earnestness of students," says DeBard. In the
them a good evaluation." she says. She claims same respect, he says that students should not
that giving the good evaluation is like a use the evaluations as an outlet for "getting
"reward"—that you don't want to "trash" back at" professors who have given them bad
someone who gave you a good grade.
grades or heavy homework assignments. He
This type of behavior leads to the problem says that the more personal the evaluation is,
the less valuable it becomes because it is

need to be done throughout the year instead
of at the end. Or maybe student and teachers
just need to start listening to one another and
taking each other's positions more seriously.
"It seems that the evaluation process
is based on reinforcement," Williamson says.
"Students don't think that professors will
value their input; therefore, students don't
spend enough time filling out the evaluation.
Consequently, teachers do not value student
feedback because they know that students
don't spend a lot of time filling out the
evaluation."
While educators and students
continue to argue over the logistics of student
evaluation forms, one thing is clear to both
IF STUDENTS ARE NOT QUALIFIED TO EVALUATE, THEN sides—student opinion, in one form or
another, is valuable to the learning process.
THEY ARE NOT QUALIFIED TO LEARN.
Educators need student input to keep them
PROSESSOR ROBERT DEBARD informed on what works and what doesn't
within the class. And students should be
given the freedom to voice problems and
concerns about certain teaching practices.
Just as teachers use their knowledge to
of mistrust within student evaluations. How irrelevant as to whether or not the student
evaluate students, students can use their
can student evaluations be taken seriously when actually learned.
knowledge to evaluate the teachers and let
they themselves are being evaluated? If
"It is most important to evaluate the
them know what works best within the
students are at the University to be taught, how learning environment—the relationship
classroom.
well can they "grade" those who are teaching between the teacher and the students," says
"If students are not qualified to evaluate,"
them? According to Williamson, some Williamson.
claims
DeBard, "then they probably are not
professors believe that students are apathetic
So what should be done to "fix" the
qualified
to learn."
and have little knowledge about teaching evaluation process? Perhaps the questions
procedures, and therefore are not qualified to need to be changed. Or maybe the forms
determine if a teacher is successful.
"There are many factors influencing a
student's evaluation of a teacher that might
STOP DREAMING
distort the student's response," says
Williamson. "Do these factors invalidate the
START FLYING.
entire process? Maybe."
According to Madigan, student opinion is
valuable in some areas; however, there are some
things that students are just not meant to
evaluate about their professors.
"What students are very good at observing

BECOME A PILOT AT BGSU
Through the Aviation Studies Program

IF YOU'VE NEVER TAKEN A
COURSE

BEFORE

IN

A
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Summer classes start May 18
For more information or to sign up call
372-2870
nancyv®bgnet.bgsu.edu

YOU KNOW WHETHER OR NOT
THE FACULTY MEMBER WAS
GIVING YOU ALL THE RIGHT
STUFF?
PROSESSOR DAN MADIGAN

is whether or not they are comfortable in the
class, whether or not the faculty pays attention
to their needs as a learner ... They're pretty
honest on that stuff," he says. "What they're
very poor at in recognizing is, for example,
when asked the toughness of the course. That's
a real unfair question. What does it mean? If
they give you a three on the toughness or a five
on it, what does that mean?
"Also what they're not very good at assessing
is the content. Because if you've never taken a
course before in a particular area, how do you
know whether or not the faculty member was
giving you all the right stuff in the course?
"It's pretty much true that the student is not
the best in terms of evaluating, in terms of
validity, in terms of evaluating the faculty
member on whether they Know their stuff,"
Madigan says.
However, others argue that students are
actually in the best position to evaluate
professors because they are the ones who are
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(Continued from page 11)
a video camera, and 1 would steal it and make
little movies. But I was an English major, because
my primary goal is to write. Then I got in a film
class, and went to a two-day film school held by
the Hollywood Film Institute at Case Western
Reserve University," he says. "They taught all
about the technical stuff, about the business."

HE SAID, "YOU'VE GOT A
BUDGET OF $10,000,"
AND I SAID, "I'M YOUR
MAN!"
JIM FOGARTY

Over Christmas break, in 1996, Fogarty made
a 10 minute film at home, called Aaron s Holiday
Surprise, starring his girlfriend, and his mother
and stepfather. "We shot it in eight hours," he
laughs. The movie played last spring at the student
film festival and caught the attention of an aspiring
director. David Fisher is making an independent
film in Bowling Green this spring, and asked Jim
to be his producer. Fisher worked on the film
Batman Forever as a production assistant and
acquired a budget for his film. Deliveries, from
one of the film's assistant directors.
"At first I thought, 'Nah' when I heard about
it," Fogarty says. "It's probably nothing. Then
he said, 'I've got a budget of $10,000,' and I said,
'I'm your man!' "
"Everyone wants to direct," admits Fogarty,
using a tired but true cliche of the business. To
survive in such a tough field, one must start as
soon as possible, and many potential young
directors have found the jumping-off point in
Bowling Green. Who knows? Maybe years from
now, we'll be able to walk into a theater and say
we knew them when.

Money
doesn't
grow ...
(Continued from page 19)
coach, and the men's and women's track and
cross country coaches Sidney Sink and Stephen
Price, are in one grouping.
Their salaries are based on this type of
grouping system and are comparable to similar
coaches in the MAC. "This is an old system
though, one that was implemented before I
arrived," said Rebecca Ferguson, an
administrator at the Human Resources
Department. The Human Resources Department
of the University, along with the Athletic
Department, and several other administrators
across the campus, are involved in setting the
basic pay when hiring a coach or an
administrator. "It is a system we are evaluating
right now, and trying to figure out what, if any,
changes need to be made." Ferguson said.
In the world of revenue sports, the people
that make the money want more of it. Basketball
has become a revenue sport. "Men's basketball
has become a business for some schools, so
naturally they want more money. On the other
hand, Title IX has heightened our awareness of
women's athletics, and has given women a
chance to participate at the college level," said
Dakich.
It is a tough problem to deal with, and
colleges are having to deal with it more and
more. But it is a problem that is being solved a
little too slow for some people. "I think the
NCAA has tiptoed around [Title IX]. They can
legislate compliance. They won't legislate it
because it will cost money," said Jodi Runge,

women's basketball coach at the University of
Oregon, in the Kansas City Star.
Some coaches have even started taking the
issue to the courts. The state of Missouri is
debating a case involving a coach and Title IX.
Deborah Masten, ex-coach at Truman State
University, had won two Coach of the Year
awards from her conference and was
consistently winning. But when she went to the
University and complained that her salary was
"vastly inferior" to those of male coaches at
TSU, she was told to leave it alone. She was
then fired.
This type of action proves that the gender
pay debate may not be as clear as everyone
wants to believe. But here at the University,
administrators are attempting to resolve any
differences Title IX has caused.
Zwierlein said that Clark had earned a
coaching excellence award, and other financial
awards for her performance this year, and that
every year her salary pushes her higher and
higher among MAC coaches. But with yearly
hiring and firing, that scale may fluctuate and
go higher or lower. Clark may be in the top five
one year, but not the next. The University has
taken steps to resolve the issue, but it takes time.
And while some people are patient, patience
only lasts for so long.

Why so
S.A.D.?
(Continued from page 18)

is looking for an editor,
writers and photographers
for next semester.
If you are interested,
contact Dr. Nancy
Brendlinger

at 372-2076.
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used light therapy system. The patients sit close
to the box with their eyes open for anywhere from
15 minutes to three hours once or twice a day,
depending on their level of depression. Patients
are free to read, watch television, eat meals, as
long as they are alert and directly in front of the
light.
The treatment sounds simple, but sitting in front
of the light box actually artificially lengthens the
duration of the day as perceived by the patient's
body, making it seem more like a spring day in
April than the middle of February.
The drawback is that the price of a treatment
system ranges anywhere from $200 to $500.
However, there are some cheaper options, and they
don't involve moving to a sunnier state. Since
SAD is a form of clinical depression, antidepressants like Zoloft and Prozac have proven
to work well. Psychotherapy has also proven to
be helpful, Lopez says.
"What I think is the most beneficial to the
patient, as with any type of depression, is a change
in lifestyle. A change in diet, exercise, and outlook
on life can be the best therapy," said Lopez.
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